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INTRODUCTION 
1. THREE STEPS IN RESEARCH 
Research is the persistent search for 
truth and its interpretation. Although the 
field of investigation and the special nature 
of the data involved dictate large ly the 
method and scope, there are three rather dis-
tinct steps in resear ch open to scholars. 
They may be characterized as the accumulative, 
t he constructive, and the dynamic. The first 
step in research aims chiefly to add to the 
stock of human knowle dge by the accumulation 
of positive facts, vnth a modicum of general-
ization . It is exclusively, narrowly, sci-
entific. The second step is equally 'scienti-
fic in its handling of data,. but is philosoph-
ical in its correlation and explanation of 
its results. It adds wisdom to knowledge 
and is essentially constru ctive. The third 
step involves more thorough philosophical 
treatment. It is somewhat liable to the 
·dangers of a propaganda, but it is sustained 
by the seer's sens~ of mission and the urge 
and guidance of a definite purpose. It is 
rightly called d~7namic, because it is more 
interested in forces than i n isolated facts 
of their interr elations or interpretat i ons. 
The constructive imagination has al-
ways been challenged by the blank spaces be-
tween the stars,as suggestive of the tanta-
lizing lacunae·in the midst of the facts of 
life. The telescopes of research have grad-
ually filled in these lacunae, as the new 
facts have been brought to light, many of 
them shining as veritable stars and suns in 
the scientific fi rmament. Constructive re-
search has built upon the merely accumula-
tive research, and the f acts have been clus-
tered into constellations ru1d sys tems and their 
interactions and interrelations explained, l)y 
a process of reasoning which far transcends 
mere sense perception. But in the midst of 
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our eighty million stars now visible by 
telescope, plenty of lacunae still remain. 
Our scientific world revels in data but of-
fers still ample chance for progress. The 
vast dark lacuna in the belt of Orion, which 
is the astronomer's broadest window into the 
invisible, which yet defies our strongest 
lenses, is symbolic of the challenge to 
modern scholarship to develop, through dynam-
ic research a logical, consistent basis,making 
truth powerful for progress. Research which 
has this motive back of it need not be dis-
counted as lacking that detachment and disin-
terestedness which is favorable to the unbi-
ased evaluation of facts, provided it avoids 
the shoals of mere enthusiasm and the rocks 
of partisanship. 
The writer confesses that he recognizes 
the difficulty of undertaking a task involving 
this third step in research. He has on his mind 
a phase of the problem of human progress which 
transcends any merely accumulative process of 
handling physical facts,-though it must begin 
with that. Unless it can be made dy·namic, by 
skilful appeal to the spiritual forces involv-
ed in human nature and human society, our def-
inite problem will not be met. The difficulty re-
ferred to, is not the risk of criticism, but the 
difficulty of handiing in the scientific spirit 
data which are largely .intangibles and invis-
ibles. It is necessary to take issue at once 
with the idea that only the physical data of 
sense · perception can be admitted to the bar of 
scholarship as genuine data for research. 
Ideas are as normative as the foot-pounds and 
as dynamic as the electrons of physics; and 
ideals, though invisible, in the humble judg-
ment of the writer are the most powerful of 
all conceivable forces. Concepts, therefore, 
as well as percepts will be regarded as legiti-
mate material for investigation in our study. 
Otherwise we should deny the validity of any-
thing beyond the physical, ("meta-physics") and 
eliminate not merely philosophy but all the higher 
functions of humanity. 
This is simply claiming the legitimacy of 
philosophy as a field for research. It would 
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naturally be a foregQne conclusion, if the 
scope of the degree Philosophiae Doctor 
should be taken literally! In view however 
of the prevalent stress upon the strictly sci-
entific use of data, I desire to call atten-
tion to two facts. My first fact is that 
philosophy, as well as science, is accumula-
tive, constructive and dynamic in its research 
methods. And the second fact is that every 
branch of science, even o f natural science, is 
obliged to develop a philosophy of its own, to 
complete the formulation of its own laws and 
to project these laws into the great cosmic 
process. For example, it may reasonably be 
said that there is not only a science of bi-
ology but a philosophy of biology also, in the 
higher ranges of that great science o f life, 
in which some broad generalizations of profound 
signi f icance are made by some true biological 
seers. The same is true of all the sciences. 
In fact it might be said that 11 Pure Sci ence, " 
so called, is really the philosophy of sc ience. 
All the great physical, chemical and biological 
laws, such as the law of definite proportions, 
the law of the impenetrabili ty of matter, the 
law of conservation of energy, and the laws of 
gravitation and of evolution ar e essentially 
philosophical inductions. To be sure, this 
philosophy which caps the sciences is based up-
on the scientific data in each field, but it 
far transcends the physical facts involved. 
But if concepts as well as sense percepts 
are to be admitted as dat?- for our consideration, 
we must still hold as faithfully as possible to 
the scientific spirit and method in dealing with 
the spiritual and the social data which are admit-
tedly "beyond physics", but none the less real. 
I do this the more willingly as I discover 
candid scientists like the zoologist L. J. 
Henderson of Harvard frankly acknowledging the 
necessity for completing their statement of sci-
entific results by metaphysical deductions 
to cover points not yet scientifically explained 
by tangible evidence of the senses. (Henderson, 
The Fitness of the Environment, p.308, "This 
is in very truth a metaphysical doctrine; but 
I 
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it has strong claims to sympathetic regard 
from men of science.") I feel certain that 
broadening the scope of true research to in-
clude not only the scientific data of sense-
perception but the philosophical data of 
conception does not involve compromising the 
scientific spirit or method. Dealing with 
super-sensuous facts, we are as a matter of 
fact handling the most real of all values, 
if idealism has taught the world anything. 
There should be, and certainly is, no less 
of the spirit of scientific reverence in 
the presence of data, and utter conscien-
tiousness in giving full consideration even 
to the undesired and troublesome fact which 
comes under consideration. And while such 
intangible material does not yield itself 
readily to such exact measurements as sci-
ence gives to matter and physical energy, 
the mind has its norms and scales no less 
than the body, and psychical and social 
tests and standards can be applied at least 
in the spirit of true science. 
Statement of Purpose, Plan and Methods of Work 
This dissertation is to consider "The 
Sanction for Religious Education, Based on-
the Function of Religion in Social Evolution." 
Viewed as an undertaking in the field of re-
search, it will not be successful unless it 
does more than accumulate data and endeavor 
to interpret its facts constructively; but 
because of the very nature of the problem as 
stated, it must venture into the field of dy-
namic research. For there is not only an aim 
here to discover, and a desire to correlate, 
but an earnest purpose to energize the data, 
with no less momentous a goal in mind than 
human progress. 
To state informally the genesis of the 
thesis, I would say, that it is the result 
of a quarter of a century of study upon this 
great fascinating riddle o f moral and social 
evolution, which challenges the educational 
and the social and the religious forces of' o.ur 
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own and every age. The dream of the student 
of society and the social servant is social 
progress. The objective of aJ.l teachers and 
schoolmen is an educated, cultured race, on 
a higher level of civilization. The vision 
splendid. of the prophets and seers of relig-
ion is the Kingdom of God, now in 20th century 
nomenclature the Democract of God. All are 
essentially involved in t~e process which I 
have ventured to call Social Evolution, with-
out which none of them will be attained. 
As a student of society, as a teacher, 
and especially as a teacher of religion for 
two decades, I am not only interested in this 
problem, but I confess to so vital an interest 
in it that I regard it as the problem nearest 
to the welfare of the human race. At least it 
is. of such serious moment that no thoughtful 
man would deny its significance. The acute 
need of making this constructive research 
lies in the fact that the generations have 
neglected some of the strategic values of ed-
ucation as a civilizing force, and of relig-
ion as a vital part of the educative process. 
Thousands of teachers are daily engaged in 
the routine of educating without vitalizing 
their daily task by the discovery that their 
work, if well done, is a part of the cosmic 
process of evolution which is working out ~ 
super-race in days to come; a thought which 
ought to bring the power of a joyous enthusi-
asm into the teacher's life and compensate 
for lack of many things with the more real 
satisfactions of-a dignified and significant 
life service. To this end I have earnestly 
striven to develop in this study a rational 
sanction for the work of religious education, 
establishing its unique fun~ion in the present 
crisis of social evolution, and justifying the 
claim of the high importance of its task and 
opportunity. 
In Part I, I have discussed the process 
of organic evolution in rather full outline, 
because I felt it necessary to e:h.--plain my un-
derstanding of the scope and sweep of the vast 
evolutionary process which is antecedent to 
the emergence of that revolutionizing factor, 
the human consciousness; and because I felt it 
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nec.essary to furnish the broad foundation in 
biology for my development of the strategic 
importance of social evolution. To be more 
specific,- the absolute necessity for a tre-
mendous stress. upon the social transmission 
of the values of our Christian civilization, 
rests upon the failure of the Lamarckian · 
doctrine of the organic transmission of ac-
quired characters. I felt therefore that 
this preliminary study of the biological 
process was highly relevant to my main pur-
pose. My experience convinces me that 99% 
of people, even educated peop~e,still hold 
the popular view which biologists have dis-
carded. The popular truism, "Bloc d will 
tell, 11 expresses the implicit faith of the 
multitude in the practical omnipotence of 
heredity. And they superficially interpret 
heredity as simply inheriting the traits of 
one's parents, particularly their moral char-
acter. 
This blind faith in heredity results 
on the one hand in a snobbish suspicion of 
all children not born in silk-stocking homes, 
and on the other hand in a foolish and dan-
gerous complacency on the part of myriads of 
people, who feel that although their boys may 
sow their wild oats, they are bound to come 
out all right, they cannot help it, for they 
are their children! They are unfaili.ngly to 
inherit their own father's staunch integrity 
and their mother's piety, as truly as they 
are to inherit in due time all the family heir-
looms. 
If this blessed patrician theory of 
the indestructibility of the high-born family 
type could only be maintained by science, and 
by the real facts of life, we should have no 
more need of religious education. All we 
should need for social salvation would be eugen-
ics. Religion, having once been innoculated 
into the blue-blooded family, or grafted on to 
such a family tree, would be conserved forever 
in the sacrosanct family heritage, and would 
never need renewal. To teach religion or morals 
to the scions of such a race would be a needless 
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weariness of the flesh. This doubtless ex-
plains the self-satisfied indifference of · 
many such lordly families toward all relig-
ious propaganda. They may believe in "Mission 
Sunday Schools, 11 but they are not especially 
interested in teaching religion to their own 
children. On the whole they consider it rath-
er a negligible matter. What they are inter-
ested in is to ensure, for their children, 
marriage connection with equally high-bern 
families, that the patrician type may breed 
true, and eugenics make certain, biologically, 
the desired results in social and moral charact-
er as well as, quite incidentally, in inherited 
wealth.! · 
The fact that, in spite of all the moral 
suggestion of family pride, . so many scions of 
such homes go straight to the devil, in polite 
and genteel fashion, doesn ' t seem to shake popu-
lar faith in the theory. And while the mysteri-
ous cycle, "Shirtsleeves to shirtsleeves in three 
generationsn is thus being accomplished, the 
children of countless plebian homes, with less 
confidence in heredity, but more trust in God, 
and in the necessity for religious education 
to pass on the finest elements in the parental 
faith and character, in a few brief years in 
life's handicap race, easily pass the children 
of proud but religiously neglectful families, 
and attain positions of trust and opportunity, 
simply because they make good by deserving them. 
And thus it comes to pass that the son 
of a poor emigrant minister's daughter, after 
a half century of faithful Christian nurture 
and his own ambitious strivings for self-ful-
fillment, returns to his mother's birthplace 
in the :English border-city, not as the plebian 
grandson of a humble emigrant, but as the 
trusted representative of a great and enlight-
ened people, with almost unique personal in-
fluence among living men. Here you have the 
problem in the living co·ncrete: What makes it 
~ossible for an individual so to transcend his 
J.nheritance? 
Obviously, if the sepret could be dis-
covered, and the leverage found by which woodrow 
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Wilson lifted himself, in two generations,from 
the social level of Nellie Woodrow, the daughter 
of the poor preacher-teacher of Carlisle, Eng-
land, to an acknowledged equality with prime 
ministers and kings, would not the famous prob-
lem of the "elevation of the masses" be forever 
solved? Adherents of the patrician heredity 
theory would doubtless be forced to account for 
such an unheard of event on the biological 
theory of nsports!" But others less biased 
will discover in this event only a striking in-
s4stance of the power of social inheritance, 
through superlative faithfulness to the op-
portunities of education and training, to act 
with the biological force of mutation, or 
nsal tation", to enable a gifted member of the 
humbler social plane so far to transcend his 
native social status. And we may rightly claim 
also that the r eligious elements in this social 
evolution played no inconsiderable part in the 
process and in the result. 
The reversal of the Lamarckian theory 
by biologists was, then, truly revolutionary, 
and people in general have not begun to real-
ize how radically it must reorganize their 
thinking. On the whole we should be very 
thankful that a merciful Providence-in-Nature 
has not inflicted upon humanity such a fatal-
istic law as the organic inheritance of ac-
quired characters; for it would crush out in-
dividuality at birth. But we must recognize, 
in our freedom from this stabilizing organic 
process, also the serious dangers involved. 
It not only makes education potentially 
powerful; it makes it extremely necessary. 
The future welfare of the race hangs by the 
slender strands of social inheritance, pro-
vided Weiss~ann's theory of the germ cells is 
true. It is for this reason, as well as for 
the more general purpose of furnishing the 
groundwork in organic evolution ~-- t hat I have 
concluded to give place, in Part I of this 
dissertation, to my outline of the evolution-
ary pro~ess, 
My investigations, in Part II of this 
study, in the Religious Aspects of Social 
*For my development of soci al evolution, 
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Evolution, were quite necessary to my purpose, 
from at least two standpoints. Granted that 
general education, as the main trend and func-
tion of so.cial evolution, , is high necessary 
to ensure the perpetuation of civilization, 
if we must confess the failure of organic 
transmission; even then, why is su ch a thing 
as reli~ious education necessary? 
here are social scientists not a few 
who would deny that religion is a necessary 
factor in human progress. Obviously then, if 
we are to find a necessary sanction for re-
ligious education we must find a necessary 
place for religion in social evolution. But 
strange to say, it is necessary not only to 
convince the ungodly but almost as necessary 
to convince the godly of the social signifi-
cance of religion! We find thousands of de-
vout people who fail to add to their faith in 
the personal efficacy of religion the broader 
vision of the social challenge to religion 
which lies in the power of the social gospel, 
and the fact that it is an essential factor 
in the educational forces which must save each 
succeeding generation from reversion to type. 
They too must learn that unless religion does 
its part in education, certain important factors 
in human development are seriously retarded, 
if not altogether atrophied. 
It becomes necessary for me, then to 
explain in this section of my manuscript what 
sort of religion I am talking about, that is, 
what sort of a religion it is which does result 
in human progress, and which does exerr-an 
ethical influence upon personal development. 
It is necessary for me, in discussing the in-
tellectual, volitional and emotional factors 
in social evolution, to concede very frankly 
that certain forms of religion are morally im-
potent, intellectually unimportant and emotion-
ally vapid and negligible; and subsequently 
necessary for me to show that a social and ethi-
cal as well as spiritual religion does contri-
bute essential elements to the progressive think-
ing and the moral living without which there can 
be no social progress; and finally that in relig-
ious feeling of the true type we find the .ultimate 
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dynamic in the social evolution which we 
seek. The summing up of these religious 
elements in the supreme contribution of re-
ligion, ¥ersonalized ideals, brings us to the 
climax o · our study. We discover that the ul-
timate problem of human progress inheres in 
ideals, and to this same point are we brought 
by our study of the special contribution of 
religion. We therefore make an intensive 
study of ideals, as the leverage in social 
evolution and religion. 
In supporting my psychological analy-
sis of ideals and the explanation of their 
functioning, I shall present personal data 
whi ch I have gathered from a large number of 
individual boys of different ages, and from 
a wide variety of environments, from a state 
reform school to protected groups in city 
Sunday Schools of the finer type. Some of the 
data I have gathered personally, much of it 
has come through my friends in the Boys Work 
department of the YMCA, both rural and urban, 
some from workers with boys in high schools 
and industrial groups and some through teach-
ers of boys in country and city Sunday School 
classes. The sources of the returns are suf-
ficiently varied to ensure their representa-
tive character. I have also safeguarded my 
results, I hope, from the dangers of the 
questionnaire method. I have guaranteed pri-
vacy and secrecy in all cases, to' ensure 
strictly candid reactions; no names have 
been report ed, only the age in each case. 
All .conditions have been carefully explained 
by the leader before the questions were an-
swered. The questions have all been care-
fully and neutrally worded, so as not to 
suggest either alternative as necessary; and 
nine-tenths of the questions have be en so 
stated as to be answered yes or no. The few 
working principles which I have deduced from 
this data I have carefully stated, in the hope 
that a constructive policy may be suggested 
on the genetic development of ideals, which 
will enable us to f ormulat e in more detail 
the chief function of religion in social evo-
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lution. This function I discover to be to 
furnish and to vitalize ideals, both personal 
and social. The development of these ideals 
is a point of special interest in this in-
vestigation. 
This will bring me to my conclusions in 
Part III, in which, building upon my two pre-
ceding lines of study, I endeavor to formulate 
the Sanction for Religious Education. Here by 
utilizing the convenient figure of the Warp 
and the Woof I endeavor to summarize concrete-
ly, in review, the main problem i nvolved. 
Again I endeavor to show how our Christian 
civilization with all its hard-won treasures 
is wholly dependent upon social transmission, 
and finally suggest a platform of Ideals for 
Religious Education, for so reconstructing 
our halting institutions, especially the 
Chur.ch School and other religious education-
al agencies that the ·danger of serious loss 
in this vitally important transmission may be 
prevented. 
The fact that continued study of the prob-
lem convinces me that the very nature of the 
process of social 1nheritance makes conceivable 
and possible a rapid improvement in succeeding 
generations; granted efficiency in the agen-
cies for progress, has given me a real enthus-
iasm for getting at the roots of this proposi-
tion with the purpose of producing a consistent 
"Sanction for Religious Education." The time-
liness of such a study is perfectly evident . . 
The conservatism which te mperamentally resists 
change is giving way. before the movement of 
world democracy which is amounting almost to 
a revolution; and this democratizing is per-
meating the world of thought and of religion 
as well as of politics and social organiza-
tion. Inertia is just now at a discount and 
the day of change is with us. There is there-
fore special incentive now for the study of 
every phase of the perennial problem of human 
progress. 
3. DISCUSSION OF THE LEGITIMACY OF SOCI AL 1.1ERivii NOLOGY 
I have found it necessary to use fre-
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quently the terms "social evolution" and "so-
cial heredity," though I realize that such 
use is still challenged by some biologists. 
It seems clear to me however that both these 
terms have won their way to general acceptance. 
The term "so cial evolution" seems to have 
been first used by Herbert Spencer over half 
a century ago, and "social heredityn was 
coined in 1895 by J. Mark Baldwin , in his 
"Mental Development in the Child and the 
R Ge." (Chap.l2) Among the authors who use 
these terms more or less frequently are J.M. 
Baldwin, Benjamin Kidd, E.N.Henderson, W.C.D. 
Whetham, Irving King, H.W. Conn, ~'i.E.Hocking, 
F.S-.Chapin, Chatterton-Hill, George Nasmyth, 
A.G.Keller, E.A.Ross, G.H.Betts, G.A.Coe, 
C.A.Ellwood, J.A.Thompson, E. W.Burgess and 
Yl .C.Bagley,-just to mention a few author-
ities whose books lie on my study desk at the 
present writing. It is evident that these 
terms are both entirely orthodox in social 
science circles; and yet a personal friend 
of mine, a distinguished. scholar in the field 
of zoology, still claims that "social in-
heritance" is preferable to nsocial heredity" 
and that the word evolution should be tech-
nically used only to connote development via 
germ cells. To determine whether we must al-
low the biologists a monopoly on the use of 
these terms, I know of no referee but the 
dictionaries. I have therefore consulted . 
four leading authorities, with the following 
results. 
It is clear that the derivative meaning 
of evolution is not technical; therefore no 
branch of science has a mortgage on it. The 
Latin evolutio means an unrolling, or open-
ing, like an ancient book. Webster's l~ew 
International Dictionary gives the technical 
biological meaning seventh, after various 
other uses, more or less general, are defined. 
Correlated with the biological meaning is the 
historical: "In modern usage, the develop-
ment of a race, species or other group"; and 
the_ eighth meaning given is "Metaphorically, a 
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system of development (the processes of which 
may be formulated as natural laws, whether 
physical or psychical) by .which the known uni-
verse has come to be what it is." The social 
connotation of the term easily comes under 
either of these last two definitions. 
The New Standard Dictionary gives nine 
separate definitions for evolution, the 
second of which is the technical definition, 
which includes specifically the biological, 
mental and social connotations, as follows: 
nspecifically' in biology' the series of 
steps by which a germ or a rudimentary part 
becomes an adult organism; a succession of 
changes by which a germ passes from a simple 
to a complex condition; development; •••.•• 
Mental evolution*of the highest intellectual 
faculties •••••• Mental evolution also embraces 
the study of social evolution, which traces 
the highly complex system of' modern organized 
society back to the primitive family and trib-
al condition of prehistoric time." 
The Century Dictionary and Cyclopedia 
gives a very much briefer treatment of the 
word evolution, and gives no special defini-
tion of social evolution, but it g ives it 
the sanction of usage by quoting it as used 
by John Fiske. The best statement is per-
haps the one found in Murray's New English 
Dictionary, the monumental English work (Ox-
ford). This authority states the technical 
biological definition sixth in order, and 
then follows a very discriminating definition, 
under which social evolution can obviously be 
classed: "7. The development or 1rowth a c-
cording to inherent tendencies, o anytEin~ 
that can be compared to a living organism. 
This furnishes a specific and logical reason 
for the technical social use of the term evo-
lution, even though most people might be con-
tent to fall back u~on the more general defi-
nltions whi·c'h are :fully e:s c.l.ose to the pri-
mary root meaning of the term. The fact seems 
clear however that the biological use of the 
word evolution is merely one of several derived 
meanings, and that branch of science is not 
*,which treats of the gradual development 
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granted by the dictionaries any exclusive 
patent rights and prerogatives in relation to 
its use. 
The above fact, coupled with the rapid-
ly increasing use of the term social evolu-
tion, has been-recognized even by biologists, 
among whom is the distinguished British au-
thority J. Arthur Thompson, author of the 
book "Heredity, 11 and Regius Professor of 
Natural Science at Aberdeen. He adopts the 
term, social evolution, without debate. In 
pp. 510-42, in his discussion of 11 Social As-
pects of Biological Results" he finds it 
necessary to use it frequently. My best 
justification for using the term, social evo-
lution, in the title of this paper, is the 
following quotation from Thompson: "The 
parallelism of the two sciences (Biology and 
Sociology) is such that biological conclusions 
and experiences may have great suggestive val-
ue to sociology, aiding in the discovery of 
sociolo ical laws and indicatin ractical os-
si i i ies o ocia -Opus c1 • 
p.51!7. 
As a matter of fact the use of the 
term social evolution met with less criti-
cism than the use of the term social heredity; 
and it seems to me the desirability of the 
latter is not quite so well established. 
When Baldwin coined the term social heredity, 
it was immediately challenged,. in 1896, by 
Lloyd Morgan, among others, in his "Habit and 
Instinct." Morgan pleads for the use of the 
word "tradition" instead, to avoid confusion. 
Baldwin however in his next book, '7 Social and 
Ethical Interpretations," declined to accept 
the emendation, and gives a six-page defense 
of the use of his newly-coined term (Chap.2). 
He insists that the analogy of social to or-
ganic heredity is a very close one; that 
the child receives from the parent an ines-
capable social inheritance, which is not 
physical, since it is not transmitted ph;srsi-
cally at birth. · Here ~gain we find the 
dictionaries recognizing or making room for 
the social usage of the word heredity; in 
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all cases it can readily be brought under the 
primary definition of heredity, though social 
heredity, as such, is not specifically defined 
either in Webster, the Century or Murray. The 
Standard Dictionary defines social heredity as 
"the ability of social animals to rapidly ac-
quire the habits, customs and mode of life of 
their kind, n a definition so broad that it 
raises at once the problems of instinct and im-
itation. Muxray ' s English Dicti-onary states 
as the primary definition of heredity, "Hered-
itary succession; inheritance; concretely, 
that which is inherited, an inheritance. 11 This 
is obviously capable of social connotation, 
and is strictly in accord with the Latin deri-
vation, from hereditas, meaning heirship. To 
limit all heirship to organic heredity is 
simply to take the purely materialistic view 
of human life. 
My hesitation, then, in adopting the 
use of the term social heredity, is not be-
cause this usage lacks very authoritative 
backing, nor because it is not strictly with-
in the primary and derivative meanings of the 
word heredity. There can be no serious ques-
tion here. Such use is perfectly legitimate. 
It is simply a question of policy. The ver-
nacular use of the word heredity means some-
thing so definitely different from social 
heredity as to be practically its opposite. 
That is, what we mean by social heredity is 
more truly a part of and product of environ-
ment than of organic heredity. However, in 
spite of this possible popular misunderstand-
ing of the term, I have considered it desirable 
to use it here because of its specific value, 
as analagous to and yet distinct from organ-
ic heredity. I feel the more ready to use it 
because I find the best definition of it in 
the words of a natural scientist l "B~ social 
heredity we mean especially that comp ex pro-
cess by which much of what is most precious 
to us appears to be sustained from generation 
to generation in a social heritage, by tradi-
tion, conventionsf institutions, lawst and the 
whole framework o society itself. I is here 
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that 
gis 
~zy con~lusion is that the biologist has 
no more monopoly on the words evolution and 
heredity than the physicist has on the terms 
dynamic, dynamics, energy; force or atom; or 
the chemist on the words analysis, synthetic, 
element or elemental. Only where the root 
meaning of a word specifically limits it to a 
particular science, can that scie nee deny its 
transfer to other fields; and as a matter of 
fact these two words in question were probably 
in r .ather general use before science put into 
them any technical meaning. J!,urthermore, to 
use the test suggested in Murray's Dictionary, 
the scientific study of human society has re-
vealed so close an analogy to a living organ-
ism, in its structure, its relations, its 
functions and its development, that the use of 
biological terms is not only . admissible but 
necessary for complete description. We must 
remember that ideas germinate no less truly 
than spermatozoa; that ideals, convictions, 
loyalties are the most potent of all forces; 
and that such normative words as evolution 
and organization cannot be limited to the uses 
of the physical sciences without forcing us to 
the logical conclusion that nothing can be e-
volved but living cells and nothing be organ-
ized except by physical forces and laws; which 
would bring us .to the reductio ad absurdum of 
sheer materialism. 
4. REVIE~·7 OF THE -vORK OF CONTIGUOUS WR ITERS 
In the process of developing this piece 
of research, to find a consistent sanction for 
religious education, I have found it necessary 
to work in five main fields of investigation, 
as follows: 
a) In the field of Organic and Personal Evolution, 
b) In the field of Social Evolution, 
c) In Religious Aspects and Functions in relation 
to Progress, 
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d) In the more specific field of Ideals, and 
e) In Religious Education's present challenge 
in America. 
I infer that it will be necessary for 
me to report on the elements of this litera-
ture which 'have proved most helpful to me in 
the development of ITIJT thesis, and which have 
suggested lines of thinking which have helped 
me to develop the trend of the argument in 
the dissertation. From the vast amount of 
available literature which would constitute 
a complete bibliography, about a hundred 
books, pamphlets and magazine articles should 
be treated here in a more or less adequate 
way, as touching closely upon our line of dis-
cussion. It is obvious that this cannot be 
done without unduly extending the length of 
the paper; so I must content myself with the 
briefest possible characterization of the work 
of these hundred writers. 
a} In the Field of Organic and Personal Evolution 
The latest word in this field, which 
.represents the most thorough attempt to ex-
plain the points of crisis in the great gen-
etic process, comes from Henry F. Osborn, one 
of the most distinguished and authoritative 
of American biologists. His latest book, nThe 
Origin and Evolution of Life," was published 
in September 191?, while I was beginning to 
develop this dissertation. I have found in 
this book a consistent attempt to unify the 
processes of organic and cosmic evolution on 
• 
a rather new basis, the physico-chemical theory 
of interaction of energy; which is extremely 
suggestive at the various points of special 
crisis, such as the first appearance of life, 
and the evolution of animal life from plants. 
Concisely, Osborn conceives of evolution as 
essentially the evolution of energy, and even 
goes so .far toward vitalism as to say (p.3} 
11 Without being either a mechanist or a 
materialist, one may hold the opinion 
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that life is a continuation of the evo-
lutionary process, rather than an ex-
ception to the rest of the cosmos, be-
cause both mechanism and materialism are 
words borrowed from other sources which 
do not in the least convey the impression 
which the activities of the cosmos make 
upon us. This impression is that of lim-
itless and ordered energy." 
And so it comes about that Osborn, whose ex-
planations of the critical points in the 
genetic process tend to make a bald vitalism 
less necessary, in such a passage as the one 
just quoted above~really seems to meet half 
way such a modernized vitalist as Bergson , 
whose Elan Vital theory so consistently work-
ed out-ro-his Creat i ve Evolution, is undoubt-
edly the most reasonable of all the philosophi-
cal explanations of essential vitalism. In a 
strange and interesting way in these two books 
of Osborn and Bergson, evolutionary extremes 
seem to meet (Compare the striking similarity 
of their explanation of the origin of life 
from the sun's . energy, Bergson p. 115, Osborn 
chap .2); and taken together they supplement 
the weaknesses in both vitalism and mechanism. 
I welcome the constructive work of Osborn in 
showing how energy, in physico-chemical form, 
runs through the great Process; but I also 
feel that Bergson has proved that spiritual 
energy must also be posited in and with the 
natural energy which Osborn has revealed; and 
my conviction is that these two forms of en-
ergy must be identified as the universal resi-
dent Force whom we personify in the cosmic God 
whose functioning is through natural law, which 
is fundamentally as spiritual as it is natural. 
In Lawrence J. Henderson Is nFi tness 
of the Environmentn {1913), which is mainly 
a chemical study of the background of evolu-
tion, I find the inability of a thoroughly 
candid mechanist to explain all the facts of 
evolution. This he frankly admits when he 
says, near the end of his book (p~288), "The 
origin of life itself remains shrouded in 
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mystery.n Though stating his faith that in 
mechanism there will ultimately be found a 
complete explanation of life, h~--~s obliged 
to confess that mechanism is no~qual to the 
task. This enables the Christian evolutionist, 
especially with the assurances of such scien-
tists as John Fiske, to hold logically to God 
as the ultimate ground of reality and source 
of all energy; and at the same time accept 
all the constructive results of the evolution-
ary process as simply God 's infinitely patient 
ways of working. This position is taken clear-
ly by Professor Snowden in his Biblical .. rorld 
article (Jan.l915), entitled 11 The Bearing of 
Evolution in Religion. 11 
From the numerous books I have con-
sulted on this general subject I found J .A. 
Thompson's detailed study "Heredity" ( 1912 ) 
valuable, both historically and analytically, 
for its thoroughness on various phases of 
the topic on the physical side, from which I 
have found it easy to pass to such social 
studies of eugenics as Kellicott's 0 The So-
cial Direction of Human Evolutionli (1913), 
and Whetham's nHeredity and Society" (1912). 
Thomas Hunt Morgan's compact little book, 
"Critique of the Theory of Evolution" (1916), 
also has much to say about genetics, or ex-
perimental breeding, and has illustrated from 
many varied fields the operation of the Men-
delian law. Neither of these writers on 
eugenics and genetics has convinced me that 
social salvation is possihle in this direction; 
though some degree of amelioration is altogeth-
er probable. One of Morgan's results is the 
negative one that the actual cause of the un-
doubted fact of mutations is not yet known. 
In passing from the organic to the per-
sonal development in evolution I found real 
guidance in two magazine articles by Lovejoy 
and Judd. I refer to Lovejoy 's 11 The Desire 
of the Self-Conscious" (Jour. of Phil.,Psych. 
and Sci. Method, Jan.l917) and to Charles H. 
Judd's "Evolution and Consciousness 11 (Psych. 
Rev. for March 1910). The latter explains the 
critical stage of the emergence of self-con-
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sciousness in life; and both writers agree 
in their splendid emphasis upon the revolution-
ary effect of this new factor in evolution, 
by which man was able to set ends for himself 
and achieve these ends by modification and 
mastery of his environment. This emphasis 
upon consciousness, as the agent which ac-. 
counts for human progress infinitely beyond 
the level of the highest of the "lower animals," 
is shared by :E1ranz Boas in his "Mind of Primi-
tive Man" (1916), and H.W. Conn, in nsocial 
Heredity and Social Evolution" (1914). The 
latter discovers a new set of forces now op-
erative, in personal evolution, which had 
little influence in the development of animal 
life; and from this germinative idea he de-
velops the remarkable story of human life, per-
sonal and social. Finally I would mention 
Ernest N. Henderson's 1'Text-Book in the Prin-
ciples of Education 11 (rev .1916). This work 
shows~ better than any other I have found, 
the inevitable foundation character of this 
work in evolution for society's great work 
of education, and the fact that the process 
of adequate education is conditioned not 
merely by the physical fac-ts of heredity, and 
the original nature of man which ·evolution 
brings to the educator, but also by the pro-jection of this genetic process into the field 
of eon.sciousness, as social evolution contin-
ues the work , through social heredity, which 
has been accomplished for humanity in organic 
evolution, by natural selection and its comrade 
forces, and in personal evolution through con-
scious selection and its gradual adaptation of 
the human environment. 
b) In the Field of Social Evolution 
OUr modern conoeptionsof social evo-
lution go back to Herbert Spencer's "First 
Principles" and the German scholars, Lessing, 
Hegel and Herder, especially to the latter ' s 
"Philosophy of History." But the term was 
brought to general attention by Benjamin Kidd's 
11 Social EvolutionTI in 1894, a striking and 
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challenging book which at once provoked 
opposition and discussion, but on the whole 
was a distinct contribution. I find rnyself 
sharing the view of those who criticised Kidd's 
undervaluation of the intellectual processes 
of culture, though I recognize in it his desire 
to give a profounder emphasis to the historical 
influence of the human sentiments, especially 
of altruism and religion, an emphasis which I 
believe must be made , with certain discrimina-
tions which I try to make clear in Part II 
of this manuscript . I have also in that 
section taken exception to Kidd's dogmatic 
·assertion , "A rational religion is a scientif-
ic impossibility; n for, on the contrary, I am 
inclined to think a rational religion, for an 
educated ·man, is a scientific necessity! Kidd 
in this first book also laid the foundation 
for the conviction, which I have tried to carry 
further in this dissertation, that there are 
vast undevel oped possibilities in human nature 
for rapid social evolution, under the stress 
of education and religious forces. This faith 
in the dynamic of Social evolution Kidd re-
states most effectively in his posthumous vol-
ume " The Science of Pov;er." (1918) He reaches 
the climax of this faith in his challenging 
statement (p.l26) "There is not an existing in-
stitution in the world -of divili~ed humanity 
which cannot be abolished in a generation." 
His fin e emphasis upon "the emotion of the 
ideal," as the. power within civilization, would 
be more convincing if less one-sided , and if 
not carried to an illogical conclusion in his 
dogma that it is in woman that we are to find 
the future center of power of the race. I do 
not accept the theory that women have more 
idealism than men, or that to women more than 
to men is "the race more than the individual, 
and the Future great er than the Present." I 
feel that Giddings' strictures upon Kidd's 
dogwa at this point are well taken. 
"The Laws of Social Evolution 11 by F.M. 
Sprague (1895} is a promising title but a 
disappointing book. It is simply a caustic 
criticism of Kidd's first book, the chief 
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animus being a socialist's bitter objection 
to Kidd's discarding socialism for its es-
sential selfishness, and his claim that a 
progressive state must couple free competi-
tion with equal opportunities for all. Bald-
win's constructive volumes, "Mental Develop-
ment in the Child and the Race" (1894) and 
"Social and Ethical Interpretations in Mental 
Development" (1897}, I have already referred 
to in my discussion of the legitimacy of so-
cial terminology They are chiefly valuable, 
in oux .field of discussion, as the books which 
first made clear the psychological usefulness 
of the term "social heredity." The term was 
rather tentatively suggested in the earlier 
volume, but skilfully defended in the later 
work , after Lloyd Morgan had challenged it 
in his "Habit and Instinct.'' In Baldwin's 
second book mentioned above we find a fine 
description of the simple pr ocess of social 
heredity: "We have found that the prime and 
essential method of the child's learning is 
by imitative absorption of the actions, thoughts, 
expressions of other persons. He has grown up 
in a setting of social functions of a type high-
er always than that of his private accomplish-
ment; and his elevation to this higher plane, 
at each stage, is just by his gradual absorp-
tion of copies, patt erns, examples, from the 
social life about him. n (Social and Ethical 
Interpretations, p.67) "The growth of a human 
personality," he says a few pages further, 
"has been found to be pre-eminently a matt er 
of social suggestion.n (p.75) 
One of the most scholarly wr iters in 
this field is L.T.Hobhouse of London . His 
books "Morals in Evo lution" (1915) and "So-
cial Evolution and Political Theory" (1911) 
are both distinct contributions; but it 
seems to me he keeps his discussions of so-
cial evolution too slavishly near .to the 
biological functions, that he trusts more in 
eugenics than the facts warrant, seeking to . 
breed up a superior race instead of util iz-
ing in education the powerful elements of so-
cial heredity which absolutely cannot be or-
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ganically transmitted by physical heredity, 
The emphasis upon the splendid potentialities 
in the social consciousness for the develop-
ment o f humanity in a way far transcending 
the organic inheritance is perhaps as ef-
fectively presented by Cope in his "Social 
Heredity and Social Evolution" (1914) as in 
any other single book. He develops with f ine 
clearness the fact that social evolution ac-
complishes exactly what organic evolution is 
unable to do, - preserve the cumulative ef-
fect of acquired parental character; but in 
so doing he does not neglect the basal fact 
that · " Society is a superstructure bui lt by 
social inheritance upon a foundation laid by 
organic inheritance." ( p .300) Essentially the 
same positions are t aken by B.N.Henderson in 
his "Text-book in the Principles of Education, " 
(1910 and '15) to which I have already re-
ferred, and he gives them practical applica-
tion in his development of the philosophy of 
the educ.atio nal pro cess. 
Another valuable book is Ellwo od ' s ''In-
troduction to Social Psychology" (1917) which 
develops constructively this same principle 
of the progectton of biological proc.esses 
essentially into the field of social evolu-
tion, from the view-point of a leading sociol-
ogist. F .S.Chapin ' s "Introduction to the 
Study of Social Evolution,-the Prehistoric 
Period" (1917) is chiefly an anthropological 
study of the early stages of social evolution, 
with ample concrete illustration, adapted to 
college text-book use. The evolutionary formu-
la is applied rather closely in Keller ' s "Societal 
Evolution" (1916), whose newly coined quirk in 
the title, societal, is not in the dictionary! 
The book is largely involved in the discussion 
of various ty·pes of social selection which are 
compared with natural selection in biology, pre-
ceded by an interesting chapter on the evolution 
of folkways through " societaln variation. Like 
ot her writers from the purely sociological view-
point, he says practically nothing about ideals 
but presents an almost fatalist i c theory of the 
mechanics of human mores. E .W.Burgess is psycho-
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logically better balanced in his treatment of 
the cognitive, affective and volitional as-
pects of socialization, in his recent volume, 
"The Function of Socialization in Social Evo-
lution" (1916). And yet he makes the surpris-
ing statement, emphasized by italics, that 
rrspiritual civilization needs no special at-
tention" ( p .2} • This thought that1;he s:pir it-
ual treasures of the race need no conserving 
is a rather staggering proposition, and shows 
how extremely urgent such a study is which I 
am trying to make, of the sanction for reli-
gious education. 
c) The Religious Aspects of Social Evolution 
It is refreshing to find in a text-
book by a leading sociologist a c4apter be-
ginning, " v~rn.at the world needs is a new soul, 
that is, a new set of values, even more than 
a new economic system •11 This we find in 
Ellwood's "The Social Problem1f (1915) Chap-
ter V, "Spiritual and Ideal Elements in the 
Social Problem." The book faces frankly the 
need of religion in human progress. In justice to the last book mentioned above un-
der (b), Burgess on nsocialization, n I must 
add that the latter finally comes, at the end 
of his book, to the honest acknowledgement of 
the social function of religion in social de-
velopment. In a paragraph reviewing Kidd's 
ns ocial Evolution" he admits, " With allowance 
for errors of exaggeration &le to zeal in de-
fense of his thesis, Kidd has demonstrated tha t 
religion has been a factor in progess .• " He 
adds his conviction that "The dynamic char-
acter of religion is due to its emotional ba-
sis • ,, ( p • 219 ) 
In a valuable new compendium, "Theories 
of Social Progress 1' (1918) by Arthur J. Todd, 
we not only have a thorough survey of the 
many explanations of human advance, but also 
an illuminating chapter on Religion as a 
factor in progress, which may be considered 
entirely unbiased, for the author conscientious-
ly tries to do full justice to the subject and 
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is apparently troubled by no . special pre-
possession for religion. He refers to God 
and religion as "the imaginary environment! n 
Yet on several counts he appreciates religion 
as a social factor, but mentions "fostering 
idealism" as its highest service. He concludes 
that nreligion must be considered as one of 
the chief elements in the formulation and main-
tenance of social value • '' "I ClD not know 
whether this is true or not," he says. nBut I 
do know that the imaginary environment has had 
a stupendous effect in the selection of cer-
tain of man 's ideals, _his institutions for con-
trol, and his systems of education." (p.425) 
This author's scathing but discriminating ar-
raignment of anti-SOQial religions as a chief 
hindrance to progress seems to me quite fair. 
The same can be said in generaa of Andrew D. 
White's 11 His,tory of the Warfare of Sc ience with 
Theology" (1895). George J.ll asmyth's "Social 
Progress and the Darwinian Theoryn (1916) is 
a defense of Darwin's social theories against 
those who wo uld confuse Darwi n with the 
apostles of Kultur and their philosophy of 
force. In his chapter on ·Religion and Social 
Progress he agrees with Darwin in recognizing 
religion "as a potent influence in moral pro-
gress." (p.293) In passing he quotes Darwin 
as asserting, "With the more civilized races, 
the conviction of the ex istence of an all-
seeing Deity has had a potent influence on 
the advance of morality. (Descent of Man p. 
159) Among the frank adherents to the doc-
trine of religion as a social force is Chat-
terton-Hill in his exhaustive study of "Hered-
ity and Selection in Sociology." (1907) I 
feel however that this author makes little con-
tribution to our discussion, because of his 
attenuated idea of religion, obvious in this 
quotation: "There is not a single example in 
history of a society ex isting for any length 
of time without religious belief; and by 
religious belief we do not mean Christianity 
alone, but a spiritual organization based on 
super-rational principles." (p. 516) He in-
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eludes under religion such bald substitutes 
for religion as the Bushido of the Japanese, 
Comte's Positivism, and Robespierre's "Re-
ligion of Virtue." Yet he states that the 
only religious organization capable of meet -
ing the needs of western civilization is the 
Catholic Church! 
Among the many volumes which describe 
the social influence of non- Christian religions 
I find G.M.Stratton's "Psychology of the Re-
ligious Life" (1911) valuable because of its 
psychological classification of its conparative 
material. For the immediate purposes of this 
discu~sion, its chief contribution is to il-
lustrate how non-social or anti-social relig-
ions tend to hinder human progress. For an 
analysis of the elements of religion and their 
probable course of development, nothing is more 
suggestive than Galloway's "Principles of Re-
ligious Development." (1909 ) For concrete 
material illustratins the actual progress 
Christian ideals have made in history and in 
the mission fields, I have found three works 
particularly val uable : Dennis, "Christian 
:Missions and Social Progress," (1899); Capen's 
"Sociological Progress in Mission Landsn(l914) 
and nchrist and Civili zation11 (1910), a large 
volume by t"ijvel ve English writers , a "survey 
of the influence of the Christian religion up-
on the course of civilization.TT 
· Henry Churchill Kin.P''snTheology and 
the Social Consciousness 1' (1902) was one of 
the earlier books in America to point out 
the essential contribution which religion 
could uniquely make to the soc ial conscious-
ness and hence to social progress, provided 
that it be sanely mystical and wholly ethical. 
E. A.~oss' s we l l - knovrn little book "Social Oon-
trol1' (1901) has a valuable chapter on "Social 
Religion" which takes a similar position and 
stresses the importance of making religion 
social and ethical. I n recent years a vari-
ety of books have popularized this doctrine 
of the social gospel e~d have had great influ-
ence in redirecting the work of the churches 
toy;ard social ends, and therebJi· making the 
church doubly effective as an agency of pro-
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gress. These books are so familiar I need 
not enumerate them here. Prominent among 
such authors are Rauschenbusch, Gladden, 
Strong, Taylor, Ward, Vedder, Clow, Mathews, 
Peabody, Abbott, Welch, Brown, Batten, Thomp-
son and Grenfell. Among the latest of these 
books of social religion, with a beautifully 
simple interpretation of the type of religion 
which makes for social progress, is President 
Hyde's last volume, nThe Gospel of Good Will" (1918). . 
In closing this section of my review, I 
wish to refer to W.E.Hocking's latest book, 
"Human .Nature in its Remaking" (1918). The 
very title is a challenge to pessimism. It 
throws down the gauntlet to the popular mor-
al paralysis that so frequently says, 11 You 
never can change human nature!" Running 
through this book is a fine optimism which 
assumes that human nature can be redeemed 
from its slavery to impulse, and seeks the 
power which is equal to the task. At the 
end the author comes not merely to religion, 
as "the satisfaction of the whole will, the 
will to power in its inclusive form," but 
to the Christian religion as the best type 
for the accomplishment of this purpose. 
Mention should also be made of G.F.Wilkin's 
"Control in Evolution" (1903) which works 
out a distinctly theistic solution of the 
problem of social evolution and finds in re-
ligion both the rationale and the dynamic 
for the natural evolving of a better world. 
d) In the Specific Field of Ideals · 
A little book on social evolution by 
GeoDge R. Davies. entitled "Social Environ-
ment11 (1917), after wading through a review 
of e~olution, and a study of the structure 
of society and the mechanics of eugenics , 
comes to its closi ng pages with a s t r i king 
emphasis upon idealism -as the hope of soci-
ety. "Above everything else," he writes, 
"the person who wants to contribute to his 
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times will foster idealism. No inheritance 
is so prec i ous to the world as the vision of 
righteousness •••• Righteousness itself is the 
soul of society and the ideal of righteous-
ness is the dynamic of progress • ••• Western 
civilization formally professes as its stan-
dard of righteousn ess the sublime story of 
Jesus of Nazareth , whose life and teachings 
constitute probably the purest e~~ression 
yet achieved of social idealism. Though many 
upright souls shun the gospel because of the 
shameless commercialism to which it has been 
sub j ected, yet it stands today as the most 
conspicuous reservoir of spiritual power." 
This passage suggests the important truth 
that the real dynamic in relig ion is the 
power of its idealism. 
Ellwood is an effective preacher of 
the same psychological truth. In his nso-
ciology in its Psychological Aspectsn (1915) 
he comes to the climax of his development of 
the essential problem of sociology on its 
psychological side in the eighth chapter, 
which deals with Social Self-Control. This 
chapter is somewhat depepdent upon Giddingrs 
article on the same s ubject in Political 
Science .uarterly (24: p.569-88), but goes 
beyond it. He g ives the strongest possible 
endorsement of the function of religion as 
"a powerful ins trument for social control, 
because .it ad·as· supernatural ·sainc'ti'on ·to ·con-
duct .n He finds in most religions the chief 
support of moral ideals for their people. 
This support of moral i deals he considers the 
chief social value of religion. He finds 
this especially true of the Christian r elig-
ion, because its "distinctive social merit 
seems to be that it stimulates especially the 
altruistic impulses and feelings." In his 
later volume, "The Social Problemn (1917 ) , 
Ellwood goes even f urther in his chapter on 
"Ideal Elements," and speaks of the "utmost 
influence" which such ideas as the fatherhood 
of God and the brotherhood of man, and the 
right of the individual to liberty, have had 
in the past; while the "revaluation of re-
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ligion" which he briefly outlines is simply 
Jesus' doctrine of the kingdom of God, put in 
sociological language by an evidently Christ-
ian sociologist. The point to be especially 
noted here is his statements that ideals are 
indispensable instruments in progress and 
that "nothing is more lamentable than for mea· 
to lose faith in this power of ideas and 
ideals." (p.l90) 
Another great sociologist who has re-
peatedly put hi s finger on ideals as the "ful-
crum1' on which the social problem rests, is 
Ross. In his "Social Control," mentioned 
above, he follows his chapter in Social Re-
ligion by a chapter on Personal Ideals. He 
discovers in the personal ideal the power 
for controling character, because the thing 
or person admired becomes the goal toward 
which one strives. Then he discusses vari-
ous "concrete socializing typesn which serve 
-as ideals in modelling character and organ-
izing groups. Particularly he discusses the 
co nt ent of the ideal of "honor" to which he 
refers as "the fulcrum for the elevation of 
character by means of the personal ideal. 11 
He makes the clear discrimination that nThe 
guidance of men by ideals is just the re-
verse of guidance by authority •••• Uhen we 
bind from within, we must leave him the il-
lusion of self-direction even at the very 
moment he martyrizes himself f or the ideal 
we have sedulously impressed upon hi m. 11 In 
his "Social Psychology" · (1908), Ross briefly 
develops two ide~s which should be mentioned 
here, the descent of ideals and the contag-
iousness of ideals. The former alludes to 
the tendency of ideals to f ilter down through 
social groups or classes from the higher to 
the lower. The latter stress.es the fact that 
ideals spread more rapidly than ideas and 
opinions, and that "the disseminator of wrong 
ideals is -altogether more dangerous to soci-
ety than the disseminator of wrong opinions." 
"Social Organization" by C.H.Cooley {1909) 
is another sociological text which makes much 
of ideals. One of his early chapters is on 
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Primary Ideals. Moral unity, or the sense of 
fellowship which results from the expression 
of the social instinct, is what he considers 
the "mother of all social ideals." Out of 
this central social ideal he develops a few 
pr imary ideals which are the product of the 
common thought (the "moral unity") of the pri-
mary social groups. The three he emphasizes 
as the most fundamental are loyalty, . lawful-
ness and freedom , "that phase of the social 
ideal which emphasizes individuality. These 
six offshoots of the central ideal are well-
nigh universal as human ideals, tho ugh dif-
ferent groups vary greatly in their applica-
tion. 
Passing from the sociolog ical to the 
p~ychological study of ideals we find our 
clearest word in the writings of W .c .Bagley. 
In his T'Educative Processn (1917) . chapter 14, 
under Educational Values, we find a condensed 
but highly suggestive treatment of ideals. 
He calls the development of ideals the chief 
work of education, the importance of which 
cannot be overestimated. The educator ' s aim 
should be to instil ideals that will function 
as judgments. He asserts that the emotional 
element in the ideal i s more important that 
the intellectual; and he classes ideals as 
"high or low, according as they are (a) con-
or ete or abstract; (b) selfish or social; 
(c) formed with reference to immediate or re-
mote ends. n He co nclucles with an appeal for 
confirming the ideal through as many channels 
of emotional functioning as possible,-nthat 
is, through the f orms of aesthetic, intellec-
tual and religious sentiment . " Three recent 
books by leading educators, 11 The School as a 
Social Institution" (1918) by C.L.Robbins, 
nEducation for Character 11 (1917) by B' .C.Sharp, 
· and "Democracy and Educationn (1916) by John 
Dewey, are so sig.nificant and so symp-=.- tomatic 
of the trend of the times, I shall give special 
attention to them in the development of my ar-
gument in Part III hereof. Such books raise 
very sharply the issue as to whether secular 
education can moralize life independent of re-
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ligion, or whether a strictly prudential system 
of ethics will not demoralize our democracy. 
In investigating the problem of the de-
velopment of ideals, I find some source mater-
ial in the following books and articles: 
.ArthUr Holmes' two books, 11 The Conservation 
of the Child" (1912) and 11 Principles of 
.Character Malcing" (1913); Edgar E' . Swift ' s 
two volumes, "Mind in the Making" (1908) and 
nyouth and the Raceu ( 1912); Breckenridge 
and Abbott 's "Delinquent Child and t he Home " 
(1912); H. J!' .Schoff's nThe fiayward Child" 
(1915); Win. Healy's "Honesty11 and "Patho-
logical Lying, Accusation and Swindling"; 
G.S . Hall's "Youth11 (1904); P. Goldmark ' s 
"Boyhood and Lawlessness" (1916}; G.S. Hall's 
"Study of Children's Lies," in "Educational 
Problems" Vol.l:345-8?; E .P. St.John's "A 
Genetic Study of Veracity" in the Ped. Sem. 
June 1908; w.c.Bateman ' s 11 The Ideais of Some 
1estern Children," in Educ. Revi evv June 1916; 
Jv: .E .Moxey, "Girlhood and Character" (1 917); 
Earl Barnes, " ITny Children Lie" in Pop ~ Sci. 
1895; Earl Barnes, " Chi l dren's Ideals," in 
Ped. Sem. Apr. 1900; E .M.Darrat, " A Study 
of Children's Ideals," in Pop .• Sci. May 1898. 
Two interesting report s of studies in ideals 
may be found in "The Ideals of the American 
School Girl," by Miss·Catherine I. Dodd, 
(Litt. Living Age, Aug. 10, 1901) and "Compara-
tive Study of Children's Ideals,"· by David 
Spence Hill ( Ped~ Sem. 18:219-31, June 1911) • 
. The former is an interesting discussion of 
data gathered from American school girls, in 
comparison wi t h similar material which had 
been collected in Germany and England, in 
ansvv er .to the two questions simply: " llould 
you rather be a man or a woman, and why?n and 
"Which man or woman would you most wish to 
be, and why?" Mr ·. Hill's studies were with 
both boys and girls, but within a narrow so-
cial range, merely the children of two white 
schools in Nashville, Tenn. His - ttempt was 
to find the one chief personalized i deal of 
these children and then see how chiadr en 
tended to adopt different t ypes of ideals as 
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they grew older. At first, of necessity, 
at the age of seven, these ideals were 
favorite acquaintances in 80% of cases, 
diminishing to 12% at the age of 13. 
Historical personages were favored at the 
age of 7 by only 10%, at the age of 11 by 
50'{~. and at the age of 14 by 65%. Simil-
arly characters in fiction and in the Bible 
were preferred by 10% to 15%, wi th some var- . 
iations. No attempt was made by these re-
ports to get back of this data and formulate 
the ~easons for these changing ideals. In 
fact the study was really a study of heroes 
and hero-worship rather than the principles 
involved in ideals . 
e) In the Field of Religious liducation's Pr esent Challenge 
This review of the work of contiguous 
writ ers is already extended beyond the normal 
limits of a dissertation review, but I must 
refer to a few of the more significant books, 
among those mentioned in my bibliography later, 
which deal with the special topic of moral 
education, the res:ponsibili ty of the public 
school and its inadequacy in the presence 
of the overwhelming problem; and the re-
cent books which bear on the unique challenge 
which these facts bring to religious education 
and the institutions promoting it. 
Felix Adler's "Moral Instruction of 
Children" (1892) is a classic defense of the 
necessity for instruction in ethics and the 
adequacy of a non-religious system of ethics 
taught by secular schools. ]' . W .Foerster's 
"Jugendlehren ( 1917) is written from essen-
tially the same view-point, though hardly 
so non-religious. It is wr itten as a praise-
worthy protest against the German system of 
state instruction in religion, a system which 
is as unfortunate at one extreme as Adler 's 
system is at the other. In advocating a 
rational basis for ethics, quite in accord 
with the newer psychology, independent of 
the traditional and formal sanctions of the 
crystallized religion of an established church, 
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Foerster' s book is refreshing. In view of the 
German background against which he writes, his 
book is constructive and sensible; but it is 
not adequate, especially to the needs of a 
democracy. It does not take into consideration 
the moral possibilities· in a fre·e church and 
its social and spiritual power. Among the 
standard books in this field in America is 
Edward Howard Griggs' nMoral Education" (1904). 
His final chapter on the relation of moral to 
religious education gives most cordial recogni-
tion of the necessity for the latter in any 
adequate scheme of moral training. He asserts 
that children all need the wonder, reverence 
and enthusiasm of religion to transfigure the 
moral life. An important chapter, which fur-
nishes the philosophical basis for the claim 
that the effective teaching of ethics must 
have religious sanctions, is chapter eight, 
nReligion and the Moral Ideal, n in George 
Galloway's "Principles of Religious Develop-
ment" ( 1909} • 
One of the American educational leaders 
who early ~ saw the danger of the loss of ade-
quate religious-ethical teaching , because of 
its inevitable exclusion from the public schools, 
is Nicholas Murray Butler. He states the prob-
lem in chapter one of his "Meaning of Educa-
tion" (1898), and develops it with greater em-
phasis and detail in 11 Principles of Religious 
Education" (1901 }, in his opening chapter on 
"Religious Instruction and Its Relation to 
Education." Here he recogniz:es the inadequacy 
on non-relig ious ethics, and flatly challenges 
the church to do what the schools of a democ-
racy cannot consistently do, furnish the 
children and youth of the land an adequate 
basis for moral character in religious in-
struction. He suggests Saturday religious 
schools to supplement the Sunday sessions of 
the church schools . Arthur Holmes, in his 
"Principles of Character Making" (1913) has 
a suggestive closing chapter on the psycho-
logical basis of moral character. This chap-
ter does not pretend to include the religious 
sanctions or motives, and does not mention 
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them. It takes the position that all moral-
ity is genetic and unfolds in a suggestive way 
the developing ethical experience of children. 
He even goes so far as to make the attempt to 
show how the various chief ethical theories 
fit different periods of boy ethics, though 
he is hardly convincing. As a whole the book 
is sensible and practical and based on consid-
erable experience in a psychological clinic. 
One of the most valuable books in our list is 
MacCunn ' s "The Making of Character" ( 1900), 
particularly his four chapters O.tJ 11 SOU.tJd Judg-
ment" which make clear the fu.nction of the 
moral judgment and the process of its educa-
tio.n, and have some i.nter esting suggestions 
about the matter of individual ideals. 
Three important buoks in the field of 
general education which I shall mention in 
passing merely at this point, but shall criti-
cise in connection with the development of 
Part III hereof, are John Dewey ' s "Democ-
racy and Education 11 (1916}; Frank Chapman 
Sharp's nEducation for Charact er "(1917); 
and Charles L. Robbins' "The School as a 
Social Institution11 (1918.). Another volume 
which develops the social functions of the 
school and gives more adequate considera-
tion to the co-operative function of the 
church, is George Herbert Betts' "Social 
Principles of Education," (1912) which 
frankly recognizes the unique responsi-
bility of the church to p erform t .he necessary 
functions of religious education ·. An ip_ter-
~ esting development of religious education's 
function from the social angle, is George 
Albert Coe's "Social Theory of Religious 
Education" (1917 ) . His suggestive chapter 
on "Achieving Character" bears upon this 
discussion. The book is obviously from the 
view-point of the social project theory of 
education , which he carries over to the re-
ligious field. The same author's earlier 
volume, nEducation in Religion and Moralsn 
(1907), written from a somewhat different 
view-point, is still valuable for its cor-
relation of the "religious impulse" among the 
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unfolding powers of the child and its de-
mand for adequate consideration in the child's 
education. Among the popular discussions of 
the subject is William A. 1fcKeever's nTrain-
ing the Boy" (1913) which adds little that 
is original but makes definite place, in his 
last chapt er, for religious education as an 
essential element in moral education. 
The most vigorous statement of the 
challenge to religious forces, which is de-
rived from the state ' s inability adequately 
to teach morals, is in \'lalter Scott Athearn's 
11Religious Education and American Democracy" 
(1917). This author makes clear the proposi-
tion that the state dare not assume to teach 
religion , and develops thoroughly the various 
modes of correlation now existing, by which 
this inevitable failure of the public school 
system is being supplemented by the church, 
through various agencies of religious educa-
tion. · Benjamin S . Winchester's volume with 
a similar title, Religious Education and De-
mocracy (1917}, is a valuable compendium of 
information, especially reporting various 
state systems of religious education in 
European countries, and suggesting a policy 
for '~he mutual relations of church and state 
in providing education for democracy." Among 
the most recent contributions to this field 
are the bulletins of the Committee on Educa-
tion, of the International Sunday School As-
sociation, mostly written by Professor Athearn, 
which develop thoroughly the policy, platform 
and program of the most modern type of re-
ligious education for American communities, 
to meet the heavy responsibility of this 
mor al and spiritual challenge .of our American 
democracy. 
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EVOLUTION: ORGANIC, PERSOltAL AND S OCIAL 
1. PRUIJ:E CO NS IDERATIONS AND EARLY GENETIC ST.4..GES 
Definition and Analysis 
In its technical sense, evolution is 
genetic descent. It is the scientific theory 
which describes the genetic processes of 
nature. (Snowden) But if the theory be true, 
evolution is more than a theory of natural 
processes; it is the great all-inclusive 
Process itself. "Life~ says Bergson, "is 
like a current passing from germ to germ thru 
the medium of developed organisms .n (Creative 
Evolution,p.27). This is equally true whether 
you mean by it the actual continuity of the 
germ plaam (Weismann) or merely continuity of 
genetic energy. The essential thing is the 
continuous progress of life, through ascend-
ing forms. 
I think of evolution as the progressive 
creative process by which the universe has 
developed, from star-dust in the luminiferous 
ether to the human race, with its moral cli-
max in Jesus Christ and its social climax in 
our twentieth c~ntur;y. The ultima t e goal of 
evolution I cannot conceive, but I have no 
reason to think it has yet been reached, ex-
cept possibly in the physical realm. rr As the 
germ is the soul of infinite beginnings, so 
the soul is the germ of infinite o ngoings . " 
(Macdonald) At certain stages of evolution 
certain grea t goals have been ga ined, but 
further differentiation, organization and 
standardization must long continue, toward 
the fly ing goal of the perfect life. In view 
of the fact that it required three million 
years for the horse to get rid of three of 
his toes, by slow evolution, (Osborn p.268) 
we hardly dare say that the work of even 
organic evolution is yet ended, in spite of 
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the fact that the human body seems to have 
been essentially unchanged except for a 
slight increase in the size of the brain , in 
the two and a half or three million years since 
the Eocene period . (Bagley, The Educat ive 
Pro c e s s , p .1 7 ) . 
I believe Osb orn is justified in saying 
so emphatically, "Evolution has outgrown the 
rank o f a theory. It has won a place in 
natural law beside l ewton's law of gravitation, 
and in one sense holds a still hi gher rank, 
because evo.lution is the universal master, 
while gravitation is one among its many agents. 
The demonstration of evolution as a universal 
l aw of living nature is the~great intellectual 
achievement of the nineteen .. century." (The 
Origin and Evolution of Life, p .viii.) 
Practicall y all branches of natural 
science have contributed their data for the 
construction of this theory. Evidence is 
brought in from the fields of Astronomy, Geol-
ogy, Pgleontology, nthropology, Comparative 
Anatomy, Zoology , Embryology, Botany, Genetics, 
Chemistry and Physics; and in interpret ing the 
theory in human life, Psychology , Sociology, 
History and Philosophy must be consulted. Thus 
the evolutionary point of view is seen to be 
the norm f or human thinking , which in a vital 
way standardizes all these various fields of 
knowledge. 
It is evident that certain stages, or 
terminals, in the evolutionary process are 
points of special crisis in the pr ocess and 
of special interest and difficulty in the 
construction of the theory . Chief among these 
are: 
1. 
2 . 
3. 
The orig in 
The orig iri 
The origin 
4. The origin 
world. 
of matter, our terminus a quo. 
of life in a lifeless world. 
of new species . 
o f sentient life in a plant 
5. The origin of human life. 
6. The rise of civilization, social justice 
and religion. 
These six great facts and transitions mus t some-
how be accounted for in any sta tement of a 
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theory of evolution, though it involves making 
deductions from very limited data. 
As to Vitalism and Mechanism 
Mechanism is the theory of most orthodox 
biologists. They regard vitalism as a pious 
way of escape seized upon by Chris.tian evolu-
tionists who have reluctantly been compelled 
to accept the general hypothesis, but refuse 
to accept the theory at paints where evidence 
is meagre. In general any supernatural ex-
planation of events in the past has been due 
to lack of data as to causes and ignorance of 
the higher laws of life involved. Miracles 
are miracles only until we know their cause. 
Personally, however, I regard the holy horror 
of vitalism on the part of some biologists as 
scientific bigotry. I also regard the holy 
fear of mechanism on the part of some theists 
as unnecessary anx iety lest God shall be 
crowded out of the processes of evolution. 
Such timidity does not speak well for the 
strength of their faith. I am quite willing 
to accept a mechanistic theory at critical 
points where the explanatory data is credible 
and trustworthy; but in so doing I refuse to 
grant that I am eliminating God from natural 
process. God is the soul, the projective 
force, in all natural process. It would die 
without him. I stick to vitalism alone, when 
no theory of mechanism appeals to me as the 
probable means by which God worked his will 
at this point in cosmic life. Xhis is but a 
tentative conclusion, for I believe God has 
always used means, the best available, and 
sometime these means may be know n . My view 
is then an ultimate vitalism which welcomes 
and accepts mechanistic means just so far as 
these means are reasonably convincing. That 
is, I regard the term mechanism as essential-
ly a misnomer. The essence of life is vital-
ity, not physics or mechanics. As Bergson 
says, "Life is tangent at every point to 
physical · and chemical forces. In reality 
life is no more made of physico-chemical 
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elements than a curve is composed of straight 
lines .n Mechanism I believe is insufficient 
to account for either the origin of matter or 
the higher psychic and social stages of the 
evolutionary process in humanity. 
The Inorganic World and the Origin of Matter 
I frankly accept the vitalistic explana-
tion of the beginning of the cosmic process, 
lacking any possible evidence to the contrary. 
Pure mechanism to account for the great begin-
nings seems quite inconceivable. I believe 
it is more reasonable to posit that God some-
how emanated or projected the luminiferous 
ether into our cosmos, than to acc.ept the 
theory Of eternity of matter, which seems to 
be the only alternative. I have yet to meet 
a more convincing or majestic explanation of 
.the great original event than the simple words: 
"In the beginning, God. n He was, and the ·world 
beoame. I am quite aware of the difficulty and 
vagueness of the .idea. Exactly how pure spirit 
could emanate matter, even the vastly attenuated 
matter diffused in the ether, no one has the 
slightest b.asis for a guess. It is however 
fully as conceivable as the claim that matter 
is eternal and existed from the beginning, with 
or wit hout God. 
The stages of evolution prior to the 
origin of life will not occupy ou.r attention 
except in passing. Suffice it to say that the 
same fundamental principle of' differentiation 
and development, from simple forms to more 
complex, seems to have held true in primeval, 
inorganic evolution, as in. life evolution. 
The early stages in the cosmic process are 
explained by the nebular hypothesis, and the 
theory of the formation, probably from the 
ether, of elektrons, which later combined and 
recombined into atoms, molecules, elements 
and compounds. The lifeless ages of geologic 
time very gradually produaed a world in which 
the chemical elements, physical properties, 
climatic and atmospheric cond.i tions were favor-
able to the origin of life,- then in due time 
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the primal living cell was born, the simplest 
type of germ plasm, protoplasm. 
The Origin of Life in a Lifeless World 
This dramatic moment of the emergence 
of life in a lifeless world was the first 
great .crisis in the vast process of evolution, 
granted the origin of matter itself. As to 
the method of this crisis, lacking evidence, 
we can only theorize; but the fact is of 
course established. Life now is; it once 
was not. Somehow the force we call life en-
tered in and modified the habits of inert 
matter. 
It is clear tnat life must have arisen 
from some application of energy to matter . . 
Henry Fairfield Osborn's latest book, pub-
lished last year, offers a new explanation of 
the origin and evolution of life on the basis 
of a phy~:rico-chemical theory of energy as the 
working principle. He · finds the ultimate 
cause in the actions, reactions and inter-
actions of living energy. The great life 
origin he attributes to the potency of the 
sun, the source of heat, light and other 
forms of energy. He develops his ideas of 
the capture, storage, re lease and interaction 
of energy in a daring and fascinating manner, 
beginning with the development of bacteria, 
or rather the nchemical messengers" which pre-
ceded and made them possible. He reconstructed 
the physical and chemical conditions which 
probably existed on the lifeless earth. He 
discovered there all the chemical elements 
necessary to life. He identifies the prop-
erties of the chemical life elements as nthe 
functions of living matter," and calls stored 
energy nnutriment. 11 He asserts that the 
earliest function of living matter was to cap-
ture and transform the electric energy of the 
chemical life elements,- a function developed 
only in the presence of heat energy, derived 
from earth or sun or both; just as later in 
the process the light energy of the sun is cap-
tured through the agency of chlorophyll in the 
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plants. Osborn may have found the rough out-
line of this theory in Bergson's Creative 
Evolution, p .ll5. Bergson sugges t s accumulat-
ed energy derived from the sun as the· original 
vital force in pl ant life; but he does not 
develop the theory in detail. 
Osborn's speculation as to the primary 
stages of lif e includes f ive hypothetical steps: 
1) The assembling of the ten chemical ele-
ments necessary to life. 
2) A new form of mutual attraction ·binding 
them together, est ablishing an organic unity . 
· 3) A gelatinous state of colloidal suspen-
sion for this chemical grouping, furnishing a 
favorab le environment for the new life. 
4) The evolutio n of 11 chemical messengers·n 
known as catalyzers, including enzymes or un-
formed ferments. 
5) The rudiments o f competition and natural 
selection, testing all action, reaction, and 
interaction of competing individuals. Mean-
while a long space of geo logic time elapsed be-
fore the first plants were able to draw upon 
the energy of solar light, ·iv hich marked t he 
appearance of chlorophyll in the earliest algal 
stage of plant life upon the earth. (Osborn, 
The Origin and Evolution of Lif~, p.67-71). 
This theory of Osborn's is worthy of 
respect as an earnest attempt t o bridge the 
first gr eat gap in evolutionary theory. It 
is ingenious and suggestive, and is modestly 
offered as a tentative theory . It may pos-
sibly suggest how God utilized the best 
available means for the production of the 
first living cell. It is worth noting here 
however , that neither Dr. Osborn nor any 
other biologist has ever been able to orig-
inate life synthetically in the laboratory. 
So long as this remains true, we may claim 
the privilege of positing a God within all 
the cosmic process, man i fest in each of 
these inherent potentialities of the elements 
whi ch Osborn describes, and in all the un-
folding processes, which operate from within 
life outward, not acting supra-naturally from 
outs ide the physical universe , a vie~ whi ch is 
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always and justly the particular bete noire 
of natural scientists. 
The Significance of tnvolQtion 
I have long felt that there is deep 
significance in the use of the term involu-
tion, as the ant ece ::·dent correlative of 
evolution, but I ca~ hardly accept it as 
explaining the final cause in the great 
process. Snowden says, "Involution must 
precedef3-nd equ~l evolution." (The Bearing 
of Evolution on Religion. Bib. w·orld J. '15) 
making a sort of biologic argument from de-
sign to replace the outworn "carpenter 
theory~" the old theological argwnent from 
design. Unquestionably there have been in-
volved, in the wonderful bits of plasm 
called germ cells, a marvellous capacity for 
development and reproduction. But to posit 
a primal germ cell in which involution has 
initiated and compressed all stages of the 
then future evolutionary pro cess from proto-
plasm to scientists and saints, seems to me 
an extravagant claim. It requires more de-
tailed faith in biologic Providen ce than I 
can see light in. 
I do think it highly probable though, 
that the germinal potentialities for the 
future development of types , on broad lines, 
were iovolved in those early germ cells. ·~ve 
have rather clear evidence for this today in 
current embryology; but to claim that the 
whole ascending series in detail was fore-
cast physically by involution in the primal 
germ plasm is to discount the myriad changes, 
variations, mutations and environmental re-
act io ns which have so largely influenced or-
ganic and soc ial evolution. 
Bergson's theory of "vital force 11 in 
the primal germ plasm appeals to me strongly 
in this connection. He asserts, "Nature is 
more and better than a plan in course of 
realization. Before the evolution of life, 
the portals of the futur e remain wide open. 
It is a creation which goes on forever in 
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virtue of an initial movement." He finds the 
unity of lile solely in "the impetus which 
pushes it along the road of time." The power-
ful impulsion which the germ plasm had at the 
beginning of the life series pushes it upward 
through the varying forms of life. This 
original impulse is in the germ plasm from 
the-seginning and is what gives it life, re-
productive power, proj ectivity , capacity for 
unfolding, differentiation, variation; but 
it does not involve predetermined direction. 
It is for ce, not form; not a chart, but a 
charge. It is the essence of life, creative 
vitality; but it does not mean organic fatal-
ism, nor a shackled humanity . Its goal is 
freedom, not limitation. This pr ima l life 
impulse is exactly what I be lieve was rrinvolved" 
in the first germ plasm when life began, and 
remains the secret of the life power of all 
germ cells st ill. It is race vitality, the 
precious possession of each individual which 
he is supposed to pass on unimpaired to the 
next generation. To this extent ''invo l ution" 
is to me a wonderful reality. 
Our Three Main Lines of Evidence for Organic Evolution 
Hitherto we have been assuming the truth 
of the general theory of evolution, but have 
adduced no specific proof. Before g iving our 
attention to the process of genetic descent it 
would be well to state, very briefly, the more 
obvious reasons for believing in the fact of 
evolution, as the antece~den t probabil ity under-
lying our discussion. ~he general theory of 
genet ic descent has been accepted almost univer-
sally by scholars because of the unescapable 
force of three main lines of argument, based 
upon the evidence from comparative anatomy, 
paleontology and comparative embryology . 
In the field of comparative anatomy , we 
find the anatomical structure of man and the 
higher animals to be strikingly similar; we 
find vestigial organs in man hich are like 
tombstones of lost function s, and telltales of 
forgotten relationships with the lower orders 
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of organisms; while throughout the entire 
reach of current life we may group all living 
things in an all-inclusive classification of 
relationship in accordance with their similar-
ities of structure. 
What comparative anatomy tells us in the 
present cross-section of living history, pale-
ontology tells us even more convincingly in its 
fossil records of much of the genetic process 
itself. These frozen tablets of millions of 
years of silenced history furnish startling 
data which proves beyond a reasonable doubt 
the main outlines of genetic . descent. Not 
only are fossils available for the study of 
forms of life now extinct, but there are human 
fossils which indicate a far greater period of 
human history than would otherwise have been be-
lieved as probable. Several of these human fos-
sils show a lower brain capacity than man today 
possesses and one or two are so evidently in-
termediate structures that scholars are not able 
to agree whether they were really man or ape. 
Comparative embryology contributes its 
living evidence also. As we examine the 
growth of the embryos of the higher forms of 
life, we find, at different stages, traces of 
rather striking likeness to the embryos of 
lower forms. At a certain period the human 
embryo develops gill slits on its neck like 
a fish; at a later period it develops a tail; 
suggesting the aquatic and arboreal periods 
of genetic descent. Broadly speaking, compara-
tive embryology seems to show us that the 
embryos of higher forms of life tend to re-
capitulate, very rapidly, the previous racial 
history, which corroborates the general testi-
mony of comparative anatomy and paleontology. 
From such a variety o:f harmonious data it is 
difficult :for a reasonable person to deny the 
fact of organic evolution. The fact is ob-
vious enough; to account for the fact is an-
other story. Significant data might also have 
been introduced :from the new field of genetics, 
but it might be objected that such data comes 
by artificial selection, not in the actual 
series of natural evolution. 
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2. CHIEF FACTORS AND CRISES IN ORGMJIC EVOLUTION 
Chief Factors: Reproduction and Heredity 
If all forms of life, past and present, 
are vitally related, and have developed from 
simpler to more complex forms by genetic des-
cent, how has this remarkable process evolved? 
By what leverage has life lifted itself from 
bacteria to man? )~at have been the vital 
factors in organic evolution? The general 
consensus of scientists seems to include as 
the chief factors, though with varying 
emphasis, Reproduction and Heredity, Varia-
tion and Mutation, Struggle and Survival 
t~ough Fitness, Segregation and Orthogenesis. 
The continuity of germ plasm and its 
power to transmit innate characteristics 
from parents to offspring, generation after 
generation, is the great miracle. I offer no 
explanat.ion of the mystery by which the 
nuclei in the ovum and spermatozoon are unit-
ed and a new life begins, to carry forward 
t h e vital force of t he primal cell one gener-
ation further, freighted with the race inher-
itance. But this is exactly what happens. 
By this union of nuclei from the sex organs 
t he germ plasm from both parents is united 
and begins at once the segmentation and dif-
ferentiation which produces a new organism, 
to which is passed on by heredity the innate 
characters and capacities of both strains. 
Simple heredity through reproduction, how-
ever, does not give us evolution. It merely 
furnishes us continuous life in similar forms 
for succeeding generations. 
Variations and Mutations 
The second important factor to be 
studied is variation. In al l forms of life 
we find the offsprin~' . ·tend t o resemble their 
parents only imper f'e ct; l y . Heredity is strong 
but it does not succeed in reproducing exact 
copies of either parent. These differences 
between offspring and parent we call variations. 
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Some v~riations are fluctuating, that is, they 
fail to persist, and drop out in the next gen-
eration. Usually these were not innate, but 
were variations acquired by the individual in 
reacting upon his environment. Other varia-
tions prove to be permanent, and are called 
mutations or mutants, because they persist in 
the life lihes, are inherited in succeeding 
generations, and thus contribute to the devel-
opment of racial differences. These mutations 
are rungs in the ladder by which species climb 
to higher types of life. How mutations arise 
and exactly what causes them is one of the 
favorite riddles in our subject. Bergson as-
serts (Creative Evolution p.87} "The original 
impetus of life sustained right aiOng the 
lines of evolution, among which it gets di-
vided, is the fundamental cause of variations, 
at least of those that accumulate and become 
new species." But Morgan in the concluding 
page of his "Critique of the Theory of Evolu-
tion" says less confidently, nThe causes of 
the mutations that give rise to new characters 
we do not know, although we have no reason for 
supposing that they are due to other than 
natural processes." However, it is clear that 
the fact of mutations is not affected by the 
difficulty in explaining their cause. 
At least we may venture to assert that 
mutations have come by sex crossings. It is 
conceivable that in the course of nature oc-
casionally close inbreeding has bred into the 
race ce .tain parental characters, innate but 
recessiy·e, which appeared in the offspring as 
mutatio~s , thus securing racial differences 
and possibly differences in species. Speaking 
of such new departures from the original types, 
Conn says, "Such new departures have been 
called mutations, and evidence has been accum-
ulating rapidly i n recent years that these mu-
tations may become permanent, thus constituting 
a notable advance in the race at a single step." 
(Social Heredity and Social Evolution p. 313} 
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Are Ac~uired Characters Transmitted? 
In the above paragraph I am referring 
to parental characters acquired in sex cross-
ing, not to parental modificat ions acquired 
since birth as a result of experience with 
environment. We lack conclusive evidence that 
such parental modifications are ever trans-
mitted. 
The vast stream of racial inheritance 
is so deep and powerful that the life of a 
single generation is comparatively insignif-
icant. It wou~d have relatively slight effect 
upon the stream in any case, even were ac~uired 
characters transmissible. But this seems 
highly improbable when we discover the di-
vergent func tions of the germ cells and 
the soma cells in an organism. It seems 
that the latter do not transmit anything, 
but wither and di e when their work is done. 
Reproduction and all transmission of organic 
heredity is via the germ cells. It is the 
germ cells, the germ plasm, which produces 
both the s oma cells and the germ cells of the 
next generation; their chief duty being to 
pass on unimpaired the germ plasm whi ch they 
themselves received , and thus p erpetuate the 
race. 
Innate characters are transmitted be-
cause they come via the germ cells. The only 
sure way for parental modificat ions, which 
are the results of environment, to become 
transmitted, seems to be for these modifica-
tions to be so extremely vital as to search 
out and modify the structure of the germ plasm 
itself. This is what happens when the taint 
of· alcoholism literally poisons the germ cells 
and they transmit a weakened heritage to the 
offspring. 
Acquired characters, or parental modi-
fications, then, throw no light on the probl em 
of mutations in organic evolution. But what-
ever possible explanations may be offered to 
explain the appearance and fixation of mutations , 
the fact is clear that mutat ions appear and did 
appear in the evolutionary process. By whatso -
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aver route they came, they exerted a real lever-
age on life and helped to develop ascending forms. 
Struggle and Survival Through Fitness 
Darwin's term Natural Selection is a 
rather clumsy metaphor. I prefer to use the 
more concrete terms, Struggle and Survival 
through Fitness, to express what most scholars 
still agree is probably the most influential 
factor in organic evolution, though it receives 
less emphasis today than Darwin gave it. 
The vast overpopulation and terrible 
death rate among alJ. lower organisiD3 is a 
well known fact. The struggle f or existence 
is a grim reality. The lower the organism 
the fiercer the struggle and the more depend-
ent it · is upon its environment . In fact evo-
lution in one aspect is a gradual , conquest of 
environment or adaptation of enviro nment to 
organism as we pass upward through ascending 
forms and find them gaining more and more 
plasticity and freedom. In the great compe-
titions of nature, especially in the lower 
forms, we find that the organism which ulti-
mately survives in a given group is the one 
. whose characteristics are most favorable for 
survival, that is, best fitted to cope with 
adverse conditions and best adapted to the 
demands of its fixed environment. The unfit 
die, leaving few progeny or none. The fittest 
survive, and multiply their kind, and thus 
nature selects the characters which shall dom-
inate in the following generations. 
The limitations of natural selection as 
s self-sufficient.,.cause of evolution are con-
cisely put by Bergoo (p.lOl) "That adaptation 
to environment is the necessary condition of 
evolution we do not question for a moment. It 
is quite evident that a species would disappear, 
should it fail to bend to the conditions of 
existence which are imposed upon it. But it 
is one thing to recognize that outer circum-
stances are forces evolution must reckon with, 
another to claim that they are the directing 
causes of evolution. This latter theory is 
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that of mechanism. It excludes the hypothesis 
of an original i mpetus, I mean ~ n internal push 
that has carried life, by more and more complex 
forms, to higher and higher destinies." That 
is, natural selection though a powerful factor, 
is too fortuitous and too exclusively negative 
to stand alone without positive factors. 
Segregation and Orthogenesis 
I will briefly mention two other factors 
which have had more or less influence in organ-
ic evolution. The principle of segregation, 
or isolation, is necessary to account for the 
evident fact that whenever a species is long 
separated, by geographical or other causes, 
the development tends to diverge, and this di-
vergence b ecomes intensified through inbreed-
ing. This is particularly notable in plants. 
Segregation very definitely affects flora. 
Whether the results can be accounted for on 
other lines does not seem to be established. 
In any case it is not the chief factor in the 
main problem. 
Orthogenesis is a favorite term of a 
few writers, to account for certain phenomena 
which are not explained by natural selection 
and sometimes run counter to it. Delage and 
Golasmith in their "Theories of Evolution" de-
fine orthogenesia as "variati6n occuring in 
determined sequence, even beyond the limit of · 
usefulness. " This is a consistent response, 
i n succeeding generations, to fixed environ-
mental conditions, resulting automatically in 
the same variations in acquired characters. 
Ult i mately this would be identical with and 
indistinguishable from f i xed mutation. 
Henderson 's theory of Race Adaptation 
seems to me essentially the same as ortho-
genesis. In his "Text Book on the Principles 
of Education" he sets f orth the proposition 
that the human race has a tendepcy to adapt 
itself to the permane nt factors in its en-
vironment; that it has a tendency to adopt 
permanently certain acquired characteristics, 
provided a long series of generat ions have 
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ma~e these same reactions to their fixed en-
vironment. This looks like toying v1i th the 
discarded Lamarck theory, and an attempt to 
make a succession of zeros equal more than 
zero. The quest ion is of course whether they 
are zeros; that is, whether the persistent 
acquisition of characters finally tends to 
become an innate tendency so to react, and 
actually affects the structure of the germ 
cells. · Personally I think it is very prob-
able that mutations can be thus derived. 
Metcalf in his "Organic Evolution" 
mentions orthogensis favorably as operative 
at least among certain lower species. He 
asserts that certain hurtful orthogenesis 
cases may have resulted in the extinction of 
the species through overdevelopment of char-
acters like the tusks of the mammoth and 
mastodon. Osborn also emphasizes "the inher-
ent trends of organisms to evolve along cer-
tain lines." I think it is quite possible to 
see some influence of this minor factor upon 
genetic descent without reverting to the 
wholesale dependence on it which characterized 
early bi~logists. 
The Points of Crisis: Origin of Species. 
Having given my interpretation of the 
chief factors which have furnished t ·he lever-
age in the ascending process of evolution, I 
am now ready to cons ider briefly the five chief 
crises in the process which we identified at 
the beginning of the paper. The origin of 
matter and the origin of life were treated 
earlier, on pp. 45-46. 
The origin of new species is a point of 
special interest which has received various 
explanations. Somehow divergent species have 
evolved, either by vitalistic or mechanistic 
methods. One suggestion accounts for new spe-
cies by perpetuating "sports," i.e., variations 
of strikingly abnormal character. ~f.lhis is 
practically the same as heterogenesis, which 
almost seems like begging the question. 
DeVries in his theory of mutations which 
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has been so generally accepted, finds the 
secret of new species in "saltation," a varia-
tion without transitional forms; and claims 
that new elementary species appear suddenly 
without intermediate steps. This is easily 
conceivable, given the right combination of 
favorable conditions; that is, radical muta-
tion, coupled with some measure of segregation 
and orthogenesis, intensified by inbreeding, 
doubtless resulting in a radical divergence 
from previous forms, at least rac i al and pos-
sibly specific. The best evidence for this 
theory is the fact that exact ly this has been 
brought about in genetics through artificial 
selection developing new plant species by sci-
entific breeding. 
The Origin of Animal Life 
It is an interesting and difficult 
problem to discover how evolution passed 
from plant life to sentient life and the 
first animal, capable of escaping from a 
fixed environment,was produced. It was 
a long step in genetic descent and might-
ily significant. Hitherto all organisms 
had been abject slaves to environment, 
chained to it, patrons or victims of it. 
Now, perhaps through the intermediate forms 
of the hydrates , it is possible for the or-
ganism to leave an inhospitable enviro~1ent 
and go hunting for one more favorable. The 
plant is incapable of changing its moorings. 
It must stay rooted to the soil, because of 
its dependence upon its power of creating 
organic matter out of the mineral elements 
which it draws directly from the air and 
earth and water. The . plant protoplasm is 
wrapped in a membrane of cellulose, which 
not only prevents locomotion but also keeps 
the plant asleep, insensible to the variety 
of outer stimuli which irritate and stir the 
animal~activity. These differences in-
dicate the direction of the evolution from 
plants to sentient life. 
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Osborn explains the origin of the 
pr imitive protozoa such as the amoeba pro-
teus, the earliest animal forms, on the bi-
ochemical theory of the derivation of ener-
gy stored in the bacterial and plant world. 
11hese single-celled animals are extremely 
simple in their functioning and hardly dis-
tinguishable from the vegetable world from 
which they evidently sprang. Their chief 
evident characteristic is detachment from 
fixed moorings. Yet from these humble be-
ginnings were later evolved, through millions 
of years, in Pre-Cambrian, cambrian, Silurian 
and later perioc.s of ascending life, all the 
wonderful variety of invertebrates and verte-
brates whi ch led the animal creation up to 
man. 
The Origin of Hun1an Life and Per so nali ty 
Some one has remarked that wh en God 
made man "out of the dust of the earth11 he 
used the best dust he could find! Obvious-
ly in the light of evolution the "dust" re-
ferred to was the highly organized body of 
the most highly developed and most plastic 
speci es among the mammals. Call it nanthro-
poid apen or whatever you will, the ancestor 
of the human physical organism was the su-
preme physical result of organic evolution. · 
I t was a tested and well-developed instru-
ment ready for the human species who were 
commissioned to "replenish the earth and sub-
due it." 
~7e avoid, however, the common blunder 
of too hast ily identifying man with the anim-
al creation. Darwin clearly failed to ac-
count for man on his theory of sex selection. 
The descendant of this highest anthropoidal 
mammal is not yet human , until Consciousness 
is born. The arrival of self-consciousness 
was the supreme moment in evolution and marked 
the longest step in all its progress. Neither 
was it a mer e by-product of the organic pro-
cess. It was its chief goal and high object-
ive. It is only tprough the arrival of self-
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consciousness in man that we begin to see and 
understand the inner meanings of the whole evo-
lutionary process, in terms of personality. 
1, e are reminded that even the struggle for ex-
istence in natural selection is but the effor t 
to maintain individuality. All progress is 
now seen to be away from environment and its 
subtle tyranny over organism. The emergence 
of self-consciousness is life's declaration 
of independence, though the war for human free-
dom is still on . 
It would be idle to deny that conscious-
ness was the great determining factor, a new, 
fresh fact of unique quality which changed the 
who le balance of life. "It changed the trend 
of life" says Judd, "from organic adaptation 
to intelligent conquest." (Evolution and Con-
sciousness , Psy. Rev. Mar.l910) In the train 
of consciousness, through the opening door of 
clarified conceptions, come language and per-
sonality, freedom and responsibility, conscience 
and character, laws and institutions, social 
justice and civilization, religion and the 
coming democracy of God. 
~. PERSONAL EVOLUTION THRU COllSCIOUS SELECTION 
How Consciousness Broadens Our Data 
We begin to perceive now that the study 
of personal evolution is something quite dif-
ferent from the study of organic evo l ution. 
The latter involves chiefly the data of the 
biological sciences and the findings of the 
biological laboratory. ;·ve discover there 
are some realities the biological laboratory 
does not find. It may have been quite natur-
al for biologists to consider the evolution 
of man simply as a chapter in organic evolu-
tion, and therefore to be treated solely from 
the biologic viewpoint. It was scientific 
near-sightedness. The radical transformation 
wrought by the entrance of consciousness 
changes the entire aspect. Henceforth for the 
study of . human evolution two sets of laws are 
required, biological and psychological. It is 
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manifestl y unreasonabl e to attempt to explain 
the intricate phenomena of psychic experience 
in human life on the same basis as lower forms. 
Just as the advent of life in a lifeless 
world established evolution on an entirely new 
level , likewise the advent of consciousness in 
the evolutionary series raised the level still 
higher and reorganized life anew. It would be just as foolish to try to explein human con-
sciousness by animal experience as to try t o 
derive the formulae of organic chemistry from 
a study of inorganic. The matter involves an 
entirely new realm of data and a new level of 
study, as forty years of the psychological 
ls.boratory has abundantly prov~n. 
The Emergence of Consciousness. 
I t may be sugge.sted th.at I .have not yet 
accounted for consciousness in the genetic 
series. ~~ence and how came self-conscious-
ness? I am frankly more interested in the fact 
and the functioning of consciousness then · I 
am in its origin. Yet it is a fascinati ng 
question to many people. When "God breathed 
into man the spirit of life" and made him "a 
living soul" did he work through physical 
laws only? I believe that God ' s usual way 
of working is through the ordinary processes 
of life. I therefore think it is altogether 
probable that the means God used .to produce 
the human consciousness were inherent and 
latent in the organism which became man. Cer-
tain instincts, tendencies and functions which 
were long ripening in ·the genetic process seem 
to me to find their logical outcome in the 
evolution of self-consyiousness. But exactly 
how the unique factor of self-consciousness 
entered in and revolutionized the genetic 
process, no man is wise enough to say with 
authority. It is possible however to trace 
certain evolutionary trends which powerfully 
influenced the differentiation between the 
lower animals and man. 
First, it is evident that the animals 
have very little plasticity, as compared with 
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man. .It seems highly probable that the ad-
vanced anthropoid type, from which man evolved 
organically, developed, perhaps by persistent 
mutation, an abnormal plasticity, the obverse 
of which was a lessened dependence upon in-
stinct. This plasticity meant educability 
and the individuals thus endowed became cap-
able of learning and accumulating experience. 
Secondly, from the primitive function 
of sensitivity or irritability, I believe the 
rudiments of consciousness .·may have evolved. 
Judd ' s description of the process, in his 
Evolution and Consciousness, seems reasonable. 
At first through this function of irritability 
th.ere is merely a percept ion of general internal 
cornmotion. In time this became differentiated, 
combined and perpetuat ed in the heredity of such 
individuals as found thereby a greater ease of 
self-pr eservation. These individuals became 
internally better int.egrated and more capable 
of working out the problems of their life with-
in themselves. Bringing over from past stimu-
lations the retention of these combinations, 
greater stability is given experience and a back-
ground for memory and imagery. Then begins the 
struggle to reorganiz e the environment in con-
formity to the inner images, desires and needs. 
In time the discovery of the use of tools greatly 
clarified this rudimentary consciousness and 
helped it assimilate, mould and overcome its en-
vironment. 
Thirdly, I find the heightened social 
instincts of this human progenitor to have 
exerted a powerful genetic influence. They 
were very li~ely produced by close inbreed-
i ng among the superior types of the anthropoid 
species. Not only did this produce a very ru-
dimentary social organization, different from 
the solitary life of most animals, but its 
finest fruitage was the protracted parental 
care, which I regard as basic in early human 
evolution. From this wo nderful factor and its 
correlative, the lengthened peri od of human in-
fancy, many significant developments eviden t ly 
came. These result.s were probably contemp0rary 
rather than in sequence, an d must have had im-
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portant mutual reactions. Among these I 
would include the origin of language, the 
clarifying of concepts, the rise of the 
moral sense and beginnings of conscience, 
the repression of animal impulses and the 
beginnings of altruism. no not misunder-
stand me as suggesting that these lo ng and 
wonderful steps in advance were the result 
of organic evolution. They were unquest ion-
ably the products of social evolution mainly. 
They. were not innate but acquired characters, 
perpetuated socially in the early human race. 
The Development of Language 
This remarkable advan ce through social 
evolution would have been impossible, save 
for the development of language, the first 
great tool of civilization. Language is never 
inherited organically; every child must 
learn it for himself . It is simpl;y an ac-
quired characteristic, acquired by i mitation. 
Congenital deafness · has until recent years 
been an effec tive bar which has kept the deaf 
a mute and consequently an idiot or moron. 
Young animals do not stay .in the society of 
their parents long enough to learn to talk, 
even could their parents teach them. The animal 
species showing a rudimentary language seem to 
be the species most highly organized socially. 
Doubtless the lack of clear conception 
in animals is also a ·great det ermining factor. 
Most animals seem to have no conceptual power. 
They neither know the names of things nor how 
to generalize about them. Even had they de-
veloped vocal organs adequate for articulation, 
they would have nothing to say. They would 
halt at nouns, names, the alpha of language 
learning. 
In the earlie st of the human species a 
gradually clarified conceptual power, ~the 
gradual . acquisition of language, both social-
_ly inherited, taught by parent to child, 
powerfully reacted on each other. Concepts 
developed language and language in turn clari-
fied and multipli ed concepts. This process 
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must have continued through a vast stretch of 
prehistoric time, for the accumulation of lang-
uage power is a complicated phenomenon. The 
race did not accomplj_sh it in a hurry. It 
came along with the slowly rising social and 
moral status of the race, struggling upward 
under the impulse of the human social instincts. 
I think Conn is right in saying, "The non-
development of language is due fully as much 
to the low condition of the animal's social 
customs as to their inferior intelligence." 
(p.329 Social Heredity and Social Evolution) 
The Rise of the Moral Sense: Conscience 
The heightened moral sense in humanity 
is of course its supreme differentiation from 
lower life. next to the immortal soul itself; 
and we know not whether the latter is the 
projection of the former into infinity. I 
find the origin of conscience in the first 
acceptance of parental responsibility for the 
continuous care. of helpless infancy and the 
maintenance of a permanent home. It was dis-
covered to be wrong to neglect offspring 
and to force them pr ematurely into the struggle 
for existence alone. In details, conscience 
has been developed through practice in moral judgments. From t -· e early social insti nets, 
particularly parental love, arose the beginnings 
of moral power to inhibit ani~al impulses and 
passions, and to inhibit selfishness in favor 
of altruism. Thus the str-uggle for the life 
of others neutralized and reversed much of the 
effect of natural selection. Thus has the evo-
lutionary process been humanized. 
4. SOCIAL EVOLUTION TBRU SOCIAL 1~ANSMISSION 
SOCIAL HER~DITY: the Determining Factor in Human Evolution 
Most of the processes I have alludeo_ to 
under "Personal Evolution" might as a matter of 
fact be correllated under Social ~volution, for 
the results of conscious selection have all been 
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conserved to civilization by social heredity, just as language itself is socially taught. 
It is clear that since the day of self-con-
sciousness human evolution has been conscious 
evolution. Infinitely more powerful than 
natural selection or sex selection or arti-
ficial selection is conscious selection, as 
a factor in the evolution of man. Here enters 
nurtur e to relieve the absolu t e dependence up-
on nature in the upward struggle of life. In 
other words we come now to t he compensating 
factor which furAi shes the necessary means for 
perpetuating parental influence. 
When scholars were gradually forced to 
abandon the Lamarckian view that parental 
modifications could be organically inherited, 
it was with extreme reluctance that idealists 
accepted their dictum. ~~re insisted that some-
how these acquired characters must be inherit-
ed. The welfare of the race demanded it, and 
common sense seemed to vouch for it as fact. 
To give up this tenet seemed to cut the nerve 
of all social efforts to "elevate the racelr as 
well as religious hopes for social redemption. 
It seemed to eliminate all possibility of per-
manent social progress and to limit religious 
aims to indi v idual conversion, with little hope 
that future generations would be the better for 
our strenuous strivings to bring in the kingdom 
of heaven. 
But we now discover that the human race 
i s not dependent upon further organic evolution. 
We need not put our sole faith in sal vat ion by 
eugenics, the latest resource of such as look 
no higher than man•s body. Under the reign of 
consciousness, through the powerful agency of 
social heredity, acquired characters of most 
vital significance can be and have been inher-
ited, ever since conscious selection was pos-
sible and human parents have been able to teach 
their children the results of their own experi-
ence. 
Autonomous Personality and Its Mastery of Environment 
.8.11 the marvellous ascent of the human 
species to levels far above all other forms of 
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life was made possible , under God , by the 
processes of social evolution. Organic evo-
lution merely contributed the anthropoid body 
and rudimentary brain. l1i th the growing dif-
ferentiation from the animals there came a 
growing superiority over environment. "Re-
plenish the earth and subdue i tn is the sug-
gestive commission given The Man in the Genesis 
story. The gradual conquest of environment, 
the gradual evolution of a self-sufficient 
race, seems to have been the inner meaning of 
the great all-inclusive genetic process. 
From the plant and the tree anchored to 
the soil, through all the animal species 
ruled by instinct and relatively slaves to 
their environment, whose heaven is perfect 
conformity to environment, we come at last to 
humanity, to self-sufficient personal ity that 
has achieved a measure of self-control, is 
ruled by inner laws, and has, by conscious 
evolution plus the use of tools and brain, 
won dominion over all the earth. Conscious-
ness has been crisply defined as "the func-
tion through which the individual attempts to 
put himself in harmony with the outer world." 
(Judd, Psychology, 1917 revision) The same 
author elsewhere (Consciousness and Evolution) 
even more suggestively· describes it as "an 
inner world with an inner pattern to which it 
conforms the outer world." I like exceeding-
ly the dynamic emphasis of the latter defini-
tion. It suggests that consciousness has the 
power to mould and conform to its will the 
outer world of .environment. This challenge 
of the difficult is moral and intellectual 
heroism. It is adventurous faith with a 
persistent courage which refuses to be downed 
by organic heredity with all its laws of 
necessity, nor to be handicapped by relent-
less environment, but insists upon mastering 
both. The justification for th~s splendid 
faith is .. the simple fact that humanity has 
done exactly this in the genetic process. By 
ascending through social heredity man has in-
finitely transcended the limits of organic 
evolution; and by developing, through con-
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scious evolution, an autonomous personality, 
akin to his Father-God , he has proclaimed his 
emancipation from the slavery to environment, 
and is free. 
Civilization: The Accumulation of Experience Thru 
Social Heredity 
Conn picturesquely calls civilization 
a ntreasure-pile" which man has been hoarding 
through the centuries. But he reminds us, 
"It has never been a part of his organic na-
ture any more than the miser ' s gold is a part 
of himself." The precious treasure which we 
call civilization is but the a acumulation of 
human experience, gathered from the splendid 
conquests of consciousness , . and then per-
petuated by social heredity along . We must 
get clearly in mind that what we call civili-
zation is nothing but a series of acquired 
characters. It i s not a mere veneer, for it 
permeates all our life , behavior and social 
customs; but it is something which can be 
lost out of life and history, for it is not 
organic and inherent. The failure of a 
single generation to pass on the treasures 
of civili zation is a fatal shirking of re-
sponsibility which not only stops human pro-
gress but may mean actual retrogression. 
The "lost arts" were lost out of history by just such failure in social transmission. 
Barbarism is never far below the surface of 
civilized life. The acquired characters 
which we call the re:einements of civilization 
are always in unstable equilibrium. It is 
all to o easy for an individual to become a 
"revert 11 to barbarism when he leaves the so-
cial props of a civilized environment and 
lives among a trib e on a lower level of so-
cial evolution. Not a few "educated11 Ind-
ians have gone back to the bl anket and the 
tepee; and exactly this process of rever-
sion to typ e has happened on the wholesale 
scale in iso~ated mountain or island commu-
nities. Progressive degeneration, intellect-
ual and moral , is the inevitable result when 
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educational. and religious forces fail to do 
the vital work of social evolution. Our very 
civilization is at stake. 
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PART II 
THE RELIGIOUS ASPECTS OF SOCIAL EVOLUTION . 
1. THE RELIGIOUS CONSCIOUSNESS AS A FACTOR IN CIVILIZATION 
How "God Consciousness" Arises and Functions 
However you may account for its origin, 
the religious consciousness has been a large 
factor in human history, and is perhaps the 
most significant element of human conscious-
ness itself. It should properly be called a 
characteristic rather than an element of con-
sciousness, for in some form or other it has 
been all but a universal characteristic. 
Miss Calkins' terse definition of the relig-
ious consciousness is "God consciousness," 
and that is doubtless the ultimate meaning 
of it. Whether you go back to the primitive 
levels of spiritism and animism, or ascend to 
the Christian experience which finds in the 
Comrade-God a Heavenly Father, the religious 
consciousness originates in the instinctive 
feelings of personal and social need; devel-
ops with the growing sense of the spiritual 
meanings in life; and finds its satisfactions 
in the devout worship of the Supremely Impres-
sive and, if of the social type, in the de-
voted service of fellowmen. 
This religious consciousness is so 
fundamental in human life, it is hard to 
isolate it from consciousness in general, 
sufficiently to study it. Perhaps the better 
way is just to observe how the human conscious-
ness works when functioning religiously, or 
from religious motives. Under the religious 
impulse does consciousness help or hinder civil-
ization? ~es it make for progress or not? We 
find vividly contrasting answers to these ques-
tions! Many a scientist has bitterly resented 
the blind conservatism of a bigoted church which 
has tried to block the way of progress, and with 
good reason. When bound by bigotry or prejudice 
the church has always been ultra conservative, 
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It has been most progressiye when enlighten-
ed by intelligent faith and impelled by social 
motives. 
To judge the religious consciousness 
by the shortcomings of the church at its 
worst is manifestly unjust. Benjamin Kidd, 
in his "Social Evolution," is so profoundly 
moved by the signi f icance of this religious 
consciousness, he emphatically states his 
opinion that "The Evolution which is slowly 
proceeding in human society is not primarily 
intellectual but religious in character. 
Speaking of the socializing effect · of re-
ligion, E. N. Henderson ·says (Text Book in the 
Principles of Education, p. 119} none cannot 
emphasize too much the importance of the re-
ligious element in this adolescent training, 
and, in fact, in the work of fostering the 
social attitude throughout the life of the 
individual. That religious beliefs and ob-
servances have, even apart from their truth 
or falsity, been a useful if not an indispen-
sable agency for socialization can scarcely 
be denied. Whether with Voltaire we regard 
them as largely the inventions of the priests 
to enslave mankind, or with Benjamin Kidd as 
irrational phases of human thought without 
which the selfishness of men cannot be held 
in check, we must admit that they have consti-
tuted a force in the absence of which it is 
difficult to see how civilization could have 
been possible." And even writers who consid-
er religion as chiefly conservative in its 
effects will acknowledge its vast power for 
social control. For instance, Ward confesses 
that religion is "the force which holds the so-
cial world in its orbitn (Quoted in Ellwood, 
"Sociology in its Psychological Aspects" p.l87); 
which is making the tremendous claim for re-
ligion that it preserves us from anarchy and 
cosmic chaos. 
Social and Anti-Social Religion Contrasted. 
But even if we grant that religion is 
one of the most powerful influences affecting 
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social evolution, through its influence upon 
the social consciousness and its appeal to 
idealism and the social conscience, our 
question is still unanswered, as to the 
quality of that influence.. Even if Kidd's 
more radical views should be accepted, that 
"the most distinctive feature of human evo-
lution as a whole is, that through the oper-
ation of the law of natural selection the 
race must grow ever more and more religious" 
(p.245), we should still be obliged to raise 
the questions, Of what sort of religion is 
he . thinkin~? Is it a social religion which 
makes for uman betterment and progress, or 
an anti-social, non-ethical religion of 
mere formalism and ceremonial? If it is 
the latter, then civilization is little t .he 
better for its development. Our conclusion 
must be then, that the religious conscious-
ness is a profoundly significant factor in 
social evolution, but that it makes for 
progress only in proportion to its social 
and ethical character. So long as it ex-
presses itself chiefly in burning incense 
before the shrines of revered ancestors, it 
will be an anaesthetic, not a Siimulant to 
progress. But if it speaks through the 
voice of a moral prophet like Savonarola, 
or Calvin, or a spiritual seer like Isaiah, 
Elijah or Moses, it is very likely to chal-
lenge the social conscience of the time so 
vigorously as to unseat kings, to shwre na-
tions to their foundations in the mighty 
clashing of moral and social ideals, and to 
make rapid progress possible. It is doubt-
ful if there is any form of social dynamite 
more powerful than religion when skilfully 
used; nor any sort of social stimulus to 
progress more benevolently effective when 
applied in the true spirit of the Nazarene. 
We are not merely interested in the bare 
fact of history that the religious conscious-
ness has been an ·effective factor in develop-
ing civilization. It is the possible signif-
icance of this factor for ~rdJress in the 
future which demands our s u • 
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CONCLUSION: The Religious Conscious-
ness good. or bad, has been a force in 
civilization, in proportion to its mastery 
of the popular mind. When it has found ex-
pression as a bigoted! or corruptly subser-
vient conservatism, i has accentuated so-
cial reaction, or served as a social anaes-
thetic. But when its enlightened faith has 
issued with the pioneer ur~e of a social 
mission, it has greatly at mulated progress. 
2. SOCIAL RELIGION AND RUMAN PROGRESS 
· It is. a question whether in any land a 
merely priestly religion of forms and ceremo-
nies has had any profound ' influence upon pro-
gress. In Russia it had not; in India it has 
not; certainly not .in Mexico. But an ethical 
religion, such as the religion of the Old 
Testament prophets has made distinctly for 
progress. Social justice, personal righteous-
ness, reasonable equality of opportunity, and 
the submergence of the interests of the self-
assertive in the general welfare and the larger 
interests of .t-he- society are essential eleme.nts 
in human progress. Altruism and the develop-
ment of a social conscien9~ .and social sympathy 
are the great factors produc'ing' these ethical 
results. All of these essential factors are 
the unique products of a social religion. 
Broad Altruism the Product of Social Christianity 
It is doubtful if anything but a truly 
religious consciousness can develop a social 
conscience among men. The same is true of 
altruism in general, upon which it is depend-
ent. Says Dr. Kidd, "The fact must be kept 
in view that it is this softening -and deepen-
ing of character, with the accompanying re-
lease into our social life of an immense and 
all-pervading ~nd of altruistic feeling, 
which has provided the real motive foroe be-
hind the whole onward movement with which our 
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age is identified. That great wave of altru-
istic feeling which caused the crusade against 
sla.very to attain such remarkable development 
has progressed onward, carrying on its crest 
a multitude of philanthropi·c and humanitarian 
undertakings." (Soc. Evol. p. 299) This opin-
ion is cordially sustained by Ward "Pure 
Sociology," p. 452) who maintains that the 
great humanitarian reforms of the nineteenth 
century were caused by "the growth of sympathy 
in the human breast." It certainly takes hu-
manitarian sentiments to produce humanitarian 
reforms and these sentiments are born of human 
sympathy. Giddings is doubtless right in claim-
ing that common sympathies go back to the con-
sciousness of similarities between ourselves 
and our fellows; but he makes the origin of 
this social sympathy chiefly if not wholly in-
tellectual. Granted that common ideas, experi-
ences, relationships and ideals all tend to in-
crease sympathy; even then you have not ac-
counted for human sympathy, for how then will 
you explain the marvellous modern development 
of sympathy for remote and unrelated races, 
with few ideasJ interests and ideals in common, 
in fact with no claim upon attention save the 
long-unheeded claim o-;e-·· a corilmon ." humanity in 
suffering or need? We find in religion the only 
answer to this question, - and in fact we find 
it almost uniquely in the Christian religion, 
whose distinguishing characteristic among world 
religions is kindness. That Professor Giddin~ 
theory of the or1g1n of social sympathies 
must be thus supplemented is emphatically 
stated by Ellwood ("Sociology in Its Psycho-
logical Aspects" p. 326) in his chapter ~n o 
"The Role of Sympathy." 8 .Kidd is undoubtedly 
right in his contention, that the great ex-
pansion of sympathy and altruism in western 
civilization has been due very largely to the 
influence of Christianity, because a ~eading, 
if not a distinguishing mark of Christianity, 
has been its insistence upon the essential 
moral and spiritual identity of all men. 
Christianity has insisted upon the brother-
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hood, that is, the essential kinship of all 
mankind, and at the same time upon the essen-
tial oneness in moral condition of all men 
before God. In brief, Christian! ty has tak-
en the sympathies and sentiments natural to 
the family group and given them a humanity-
wide expansion. It has made the bonds of 
sympathy, love and al t ruism which are natur-
ally characteristic of the family, the ethi-
cal bonds of all humanity. The development 
of the perception of the moral and spiritual 
similarities in nature and in destiny of all 
humanity which has accompanied the growth of 
Christianity has undoubtedly been responsible 
for the development of most, if not all, of 
modern humanitarianism." This is but an in-
volved way of putting the logical results of 
St. Paul's simple statement to the men of 
Athens, "God hath made of one blood all the 
nations of men, to dwell on all the face of 
the earth." (Acts 17:26} 
It is difficult to see how any one can 
study the history of altruism in Christian 
countries, where this noble sentiment is 
strongest and most active, without recogniz-
ing it as the flowering of the social teach-
ings of Jesus, his principles of social just-
ice and brotherly sympathy. Given right of 
way, unfettered by overmuch priestly cere-
monial or doctrinal finesse, these social 
principles of essential Christianity gradual-
ly conquer selfishness, in the interest of 
the rights of others, and ultimately estab-
lish social ideals in Christian communi ties. 
Thus the genesis of all sorts of organized 
social service can usually be traced back to 
social Christianity. Certainly the bulk of 
the financial support o:f all s uch ent.erprises 
comes continuously from the same source, and 
most of their trained leadership and volunteer 
helpers as well. In a survey of philanthropic 
work in seventy leading cities of America in 
1912, under the direction of Charles Stelz.le, 
it was discovered that 85% of all profession-
al social workers were members of Christian 
churches. Our conclusion is, not that re-
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ligion in general has been chiefly responsible 
for social pr ogress; but that a truly social 
and ethical religion has been an indispensable 
factor in social :progress, in social reform and 
in social service. 
Other Factors in Pro)gress: Ideas, Economics, Education 
In making this claim, I am, I trust, giv-
ing all due consideration to the other factors 
in progress. I am not forgetting the necessity 
for the intelligent public opinion which must 
dominate a progressive state. I do not over-
look the fact that ideas are always indices to 
progress, its inevitable guides. The intellec~ 
tual el ement is essential even in religious 
progress. There can be n6 progress in anything 
without progressive thinking, pioneer thinking. 
Nor am I forgetting the fact that sound physical 
heredity furnishes the indispensable condition 
for social progress in family, race or nation; 
though I must deny that all progress must wait 
for the adoption of any biological program of 
eugenics, or that any eugenic process oould ever 
be a substitute for social heredity. 
Likewise I gladly acknowledge an impor-
tant element of truth in the economi6 theory 
of progress . Economic conditions. largely de-
termine happiness and efficiency and opportun-
ity both individual and social. Economic 
fair play is basic in social justice. But 
even should we grant that the ''economic sur-
plusn and fair distr ibu t ion would put an end 
to poverty, our fundamental moral and spirit-
ual problems would still remain, though they 
would be much simplified. There will be no 
millenium via economics . The Kingdom of God 
cometh not b;y- material prosperity. 11 A ma n's 
life consisteth not in the abundance of the 
things which he possesset h. n Sincere and un-
selfish followers of Jesus wil l gladly adopt 
the most enlightened principles of economic 
progress and support them with the spiritual 
sanction of relig ion, without which they 
lack dynamic ·and fail of success. Progress, 
to be sure, de pe.nd$ partly upon sound econ-
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omic theory; but the economist needs the 
spiritual guidance and cooperation of relig-
ion fully as much as a genuinely social re-
ligion rests upon a true economic basis. 
There can be no salvation for society in 
economics alone. 
Especially would I acknowledge the in-
debtedness of social progress to education. 
Any adequate consideration of the processes 
of social heredity must lay great stress up-
on the functions of education as the means by 
which human progress has chiefly been attain-
ed. All stages of civilization have been 
definitely dependent upon educational systems 
for their development and their preservation; 
and reversions from civilization have always 
been due to failure in the educational pro-
cess. But Ellwood is quite right in his 
clear discrimination that "education is not 
so · much an original factor in social evolu-
tion as it is a method through which other 
factors work." (Sociology in Its Psycholog-
ical Aspects" p. 279) One of these essential 
factors which work through the method of 
education is religion, and this thesis has 
for its objective a program of religious 
education, essential to social progress be-
cause of the necessary function of religion 
in social evolution. 
The Social Test of a Progressi.ve Religion 
I have made clear in the above para-
graphs, I trust, that I am holding no brief 
for a narrow insistence upon religion to 
which I have referred as Social Christian-
ity. I am free to grant that religion in 
general has been often reac tionary, hope-
lessly "stand-pat" and stat ic, rather than 
progEessive, and that many types of nominal-
ly Christian churches have been as purely 
individualistic and non-social as the pagan 
cults and ethnic faiths. But I claim for 
religion the right to be interpreted con-
structively by its best. Not only has the 
social religion of Jesus been the gulf stream 
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of Christian history, responsible for the 
warm tides of altruism and social sympathy 
and the currents of many a fraternal social 
movement, but to this social gospel must 
we look chiefly for the inspiration and 
dynamic for the social redemption of the 
future. I can make this claim and still hold, 
with such sociologists as Dealey and Ellwood, 
that the true theory of social progress must 
be synthetic and eclectic. Ellwood, in com-
menting on Dealey, utters a sweeping truth 
when he says, "But it is certa:Ln that two of 
these, economic organization and education, 
must be guided and controlled by ideas and 
ideals, and could not become effective with-
out the aid of government, law and reli~ion~ 
Having, as I believe, establishe the 
fact that social religion is an essential 
element in human progress, I wish to consider 
more specifically certain religious aspects 
in this social evolution. I shall suggest 
certain functions of the religious aonscious-
ness upon which this evolution depends, for 
its inteTiectual guidance, its ethical content 
and its emotional dynamic. It is perfectly 
clear that religious education can only find 
its sanction in the necessary functions of re-
ligion in social evolution. If religion is 
merely a cultural luxury, a non-essential, an 
aesthetic ·ornament for society but not a 
fundamental necessity for human life and social 
progress, then religious education as a means 
and agency for social evolution is mere need-
less machinery, and therefore a social imposi-
tion and economic waste. In which case all the 
functions of social heredity could be adequately 
performed, and all desirable aims of social 
progress attained by general education, unassist-
ed by religion. On the other hand, a construct-
ive program for the establishment of effective 
ideals of religious education will be imperative 
in proportion to the essential importance of re-
ligion in social evolution. 
CONCLUSION: Religion with a social 
passion has stimulated the perception o£ 
Iip:tnan need, developed liumanitarianisb apd 
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altruism even toward remote and unknown 
eo las. Social Chr~stianit as the 
supreme agenct ·or social ~ ea s, as 
lar~elt promo ed the modern social move-
men w ich is the heart of modern pro~ress. 
Thou~h economics, ~ysical here ity 
and educat~on have all t en their part 
in social profress, religion also has been 
an indispensa le factor. 
3. RELIGION AND NORMAL PERSONAL DEVBLOPMENT 
Social Progress Depen~ent Upon Individual Efficiency 
This is a dissertation on social evolu-
tion, not individual development. However, 
brief recognition mus t be made at this point 
of ·the vital fact that no individual can f ul-
fil his social duty and fully occupy his op-
portunity for influence in the great ongoing 
of human progress, unless he attends to his 
primary business of self-sulfillment. He 
_must live "persistently at his best." He 
must constantly outgrow himself by progressive 
personal development, mentally, morally and 
spiritually. Failure here spells arrested de-
velopment, and personal deterioration begins. 
"The strength of the wolf is the pack," but 
the efficiency of the human social group is the 
personnel and morale. Erogress socially will 
depend not only upon the. adequate personal de-
ve~opment of the leadership in every movement, 
but also upon the individual personal fulfil-
ment of the rank and file as well. The irresist-
ible power of an army made up of individual minds 
with initiative and souls with morale, as against 
a mass organization of mechanically trained per-
fection, was conclusively proven in the great 
war. Even in considering problems of socializa-
tion, we must not get away from the necessity 
for well-balanced personal development. Our 
question at this point is, Is religion at all 
essential to this normal personal development? 
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Religion Needed for Personal Fulfillment 
If the immortal soul is but an illu-
sory phase of the self, an unreal figment of 
dreamland or tradition; and if the Father-
God is but the projection against the clouds 
of the self-created answer to an imaginary 
human need, and prayer but a vain cry into 
empty space to a God who is deaf; then the 
common religious cravings of mankind are but 
evidences of abnormal psychology. They are 
a needless ctucifizion of the flesh, and 
signs of childish immaturity which social 
progress and its reign of reason will out-
grow. But we cannot so blithely dismiss so 
universal a human characteristic, call it in-
stinct or impulse or racial trait, as you 
choose; it ±a at least instinctive for it 
is rooted in instinctive impulses and in the 
deepest of human emotions and sentiments. 
(See Art. on nrnstinct" by Morgan, in Hast-
ings Encycl. of Religion and Ethics) The. 
fact ist a non-religious race is too dif-
ficult to find to consider it the normal for 
human society. It is not too much to say 
that religion is a human characteristic; 
that the hunger for a superior Being is as 
universal as the conviction that physical 
functions are not the whole of life; and 
that all men probably pray instinctively at 
least in times of crisis, or have done so at 
some time in their career. The fact that 
some men become spiritually anaesthetic and 
many forget their sense of dependence upon 
God does not convince us that the vast major-
ity are slaves of empty superstition sent on 
the great False Trail by a senseless and base-
less craving for relations with a God who is 
not. 
William James pays this high tribute to 
the positive power of prayer, which he feels 
many men of science are losing: "Few scientif-
ic men can pray, I imagine. Few can carry on 
any living commerce with God. Yet many of us 
are mell aware how much freer in many direc-
tions and abler our lives would be, were such 
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important forms of energizing not sealed up. 
There are in every one potential forms of ac-
tivity that actually are shunted out from use, 
reservoirs of energy that are habitually not 
tapped." (V/illiam James, "The Energies of 
.. Menn; President's address before the American 
Philosophical Society 1907). 
Among the philosophical pre-suppositions 
of this thesis, upon which it must d~pend but 
cannot adequately consider without indefinite 
extension, is the assumption of the reality of 
God and the spiritual nature of man, and the 
possible relations between them which men call 
religion. Granted but the first two, then 
the third is vitally necessary to the normal 
personal development. The spiritual nat~e 
must grow·. It must find spiritual sustenance. 
Through prayer it finds .access to God and 
opens a vital channel for that communion with 
his living spirit which brings spiritual re-
sources into the human life. Without such 
personal relations the spiritual nature of man 
atrophies ~nd the finest elements in his per-
sonality are apt to suffer arrested development. 
Likewise, as myriads of humble Christian char-
acters attest, through letting God into the 
life, that natural unfolding of the finer ele-
ments of character and ripening of the spirit-
ual phases of personality proceed in a manner 
that is often notable, as a sincerely relig-
ious life progressively outgrows itself, be-
cause the Comrade-God dwells within. That this 
religious process has nothing to do with the · 
self-fulfillment of a personality seems in-
conceivable to the writer. Rather is it exact-
ly the proces.s which, faithfully persisted in, 
will, and in multitudes of cases has, resulted 
in the great ongoing movement of social evolu-
tion. In the great social g+oup, individual 
efficiency and morale count tremendously, and 
in developiqg these, religion plays no minor role. 
CONCLUSION: Religion is a human 
characteristic, and apparently J.nStJ.nctive 
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Its functions make for self-fulfillment, 
and the development of that personal ef-
ficiency and morale which count tremend-
ously in the social evolution. 
4. RELIGIOUS THINKING AS A FACTOR IN PROGRESS 
Religious Bigotry Always a Social Deterrent 
Between the radical extremes of ag-
nostic scientists and uncritical pietists, 
I wish to maintain that progressive religious 
thinking is an important factor in human 
progress. I very frankly agree with the main 
contention of President ·white in his "History 
of the Warfare of Science with Theology"(l895). 
Unquestionably his claim is true, that con-
servative theology has always tried to block 
scientific progress in every field of natural 
science. It is no credit to religion that 
this has been true. But is refreshing to find 
the distinguished author of this very work so 
eminently fair as to pay the following high 
tribute to enlightened religion: "A thought-
ful, reverent, enlightened clergy is a great 
blessing to any country; and anything which 
undermines their legitimate work of leading 
men out of the worship of material things to 
the consideration of that which is highest, 
is a great misfortune." (Vol.l, p.239) Dr. 
White ' s discriminating attitude seems to me 
entirely just. I can sympathize with all 
such s~ientifio attacks upon religious in-
tolerance and bigoted ecclesiasticism, pro-
vided they are just and discriminating. The 
trouble is, many sociological critics of re-
ligion are either careless of or ignorant 
of the facts of religious history, and con-
demn all branches of "the church" to the same 
limbo, as if all were equally guilty of the 
ecclesiastical crimes of the past. What if 
Latin Christianity in the middle ages "begot 
ignorance, discomfort, superstitution, disease, 
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demoralization; destroyed the finest of pa-
gan art, hindered population -growth and induc-
ed immorality"? { J .w .Draper, "History of the 
Conflict Between Religion and Science, rr ch .X) 
Has that anything whatever to do with an en-
lightened free church of the modern social 
gospel under the intelligent pastorate, f or 
instance of Dr. Washington Gladden? Critics 
of the religion of the past should recall al-
so the contemporary defects in all other 
factors of past cultures, such as the belat-
ed progress of social justice, the lack of 
medical science and skill, the low status of 
womanhood, of slaves and serfs and all ne-
glected classes, due to a combination of ig-
norance and lack of social sympathy. An en-
lightened church in such an age would have 
been truly an anachronism. 
This however is no extenuation of the 
fact that we have mediaeval churches with 
us yet and much of the criticism of static 
religion is still thoroughly deserved. But 
we must be just and discriminating. Though 
dogmatism and bigotry and intolerance die 
hard, in the church as :well as among party 
politicians and rival schools of medicine, 
there is more real progressive spirit in our 
modern religion than some non-religious 
scholars have yet discovered. George 
Chatterton-Hill is more hospitable toward re-
ligion as a social force than many other 
writers in social science. He refers to re-
ligion as "an indispensable factor in social 
development." (Heredity and Selection in 
Sociology" p.504) But even he has all too 
little confidence in the intellectual good 
faith of religion, as his anxious query in-
dicates: "Free thought is the most precious 
legacy in our inheritance, and no power on 
earth can prevail against the spirit of lib-
erty. But the question remains: Does the re-
organization of society by religion imply a 
netrogression, an abandonment of the right of 
free thought and of free inquiry?" (Ibid p. 
510) To one accustomed to the complete in-
tellectual freedom of a really modern church, 
s:a 
this trembling, anxious question arouses 
genuine surprise! We wonder what sort of 
20th century religion he is acquainted with! 
Progressive Religion Must be Free, Tolerant 
and Scientific 
It is not difficult to state the con-
ditions which religious thinking must meet, 
in order to qualify as a factor which makes 
for progress, in our scientific age. As-
suredly, it must be untramelled and free. 
Its "academic freedom" must be beyond sus-
picion. Its teachers must be absolutely 
unshackled, as free to teach the truth as 
any college teacher of economics, biology 
or political science. It must recognize 
and accept the assured results of the natur-
al sciences. It must formulate its concepts 
in harmony with the best interpretations of 
psychology, philosophy and ethics. It must 
u~ize the historical background and the 
literary method in analyzing and evaluating 
its own religious documents; and in all its 
investigations and its use of data it must be 
as scientific as scholars in any other field 
of research. All this it must do to be in-
tellectually self-respecting, and to be an ef-
fective factor in progress. 
If any one imagines that these intel-
lectual standards are too idealistic for even 
modern religion to quality under, let the 
writer add that for a dozen years he has been 
on the faculty of a school of theology in 
which exactly these academic standards prevail 
and.have long ·prevailed. In a number of such 
schools of the modern faith which might be 
enumerated, identically the same university 
standards and methods of work are maintained 
as One would find in any graduate school in 
the same or any similar university. In such 
schools of religion, the intellectual content 
of religion is taught with entire absence of 
dogmatism, with not the slightest trace of 
intolerance or lack of freedom, and with the 
truly scientific attitude toward truth from ev-
ery quarter. No sectarian creed is forced upon 
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the student. He is required to do his own 
thinking; he is taught to use his own initia-
tive in constructing a living creed, a working 
creed which will "march with the timesn and 
grow as he grows, with experience in life. 
Though such conditions are not typical of all 
American schools of theology, they are char-
acteristic of a sufficient number to establish 
the fact that a very considerable number of 
Protestant ministers in the American churches 
are religious thinkers of the modern type. 
They are the products of progressive colleges, 
universities and professional schools and are 
fully as progressive in their type of thinking 
as are our best trained lawyers, physicians and 
teachers; and their name is legion. They are 
instructing their congregations publicly sever-
al times every week, and in less formal ways 
are educating individuals and smaller groups, 
with an aggregate of personal influence which 
cannot be measured. Nor are any considerable 
number of these ministers "chained prophets in 
Babylon!" In very many churches the pulpit is 
freer for the teaching of truth than are the 
professorial chairs in some quite reputable 
colleges. Especially in re,cent years, since 
the study of economics and social sciences has 
become universal in our best colleges and schools 
of theology, these modern trained ministers have 
done fully their share of the work of public ed-
ucation along all lines of moral and social pro-
gress. They deserve more general recognition 
for their courageous and effective service. 
The Social Gospel the Test of a Progressive Church 
It is in partial acknowledgment of the 
above facts, that Pro:fess.or Arthur J. Todd, 
after a rather scathing criticism of religion 
past and present, presents this careful esti-
mate of the future opportunity of the church 
as a growing factor in social progress; "As 
to the future •••• with the separation of the 
church from government, and particularly from 
control over education; with the growing con-
cept of a free church in a free state; with 
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the development of tolerance and liberalism 
in creed; with the constant iteration of the 
principles of the brotherhood of man and the 
fatherhood of God; and above all with the 
perception of its mission as a helper in heal-
ing this world's social ills, religion seems 
to be · in the way of freeing itself from many 
of the objections herein set forth •••• Furth-
ermore it will have nothing to fear from sci-
ence or the critical mind. There will always 
be a place for faith and imagination to com-
plete the circle of knowledge; That circle 
must be completed, but since the problem ie 
infinite and science, though mighty, is limit-
ed, the imaginatioc, or faith if you choose,-
clarified and adventurous, must do it." "Theories 
of Social Progress," p.438) Here we have a pro-
fessiocal sociologist's quite unbiased judg-
ment of the reasonablecess of our contention 
that progressive religious thinking is ac im-
portant and necessary factor in human progress. 
The same writer not only agrees fundamentally 
with our suggestions as to standards, but in-
dicates the requisite content of the message 
of religion, if it is to make for progress. 
It must be a social message, based upon God's 
fatherhood and human brotherhood, with a con-
structive purpose .to aid in social evolution. 
In other words, a ,progressive religion will 
express itself by preaching and practicing the 
social gospel, the social message of Jesus. 
There . is a realignment of religious 
forces going on in America., even more def-
initely than the realignment of political 
parties along the lines of modern issues. 
A rather distinct cleavage is crossing the 
lines of the 167 major sects reported at the 
last census, dividing the Christian churches 
of America icto two unorganized camps, the con-
servative and the progressive. All denomina-
tions are represented ic the former, and near-
ly all in the latter. The conservative ·group, 
still holding to obsolete view of the Bible 
and to rather rigid creedal tests, and stress-
ing the periodi~ emotional revival, is doubt-
less still in the majority, especially in rural 
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states. The progressive group includes 
churches led by the more enlightened ministers, 
in many denominations, who have gladly accept-
ed the results of modern science and philosophy, 
have gained a vastly broader faith through the 
historical interpretation of the Bible, and 
the challenging vision of the social teachings 
of Jesus and the prophets. Though much of 
the wealth of the land is associated with the 
more conservative group., the intellectual 
leadership and the promise of the future is 
with the modern group. The former is socially 
reactionary or static. The latter, through 
its intellectual leadership and its intellectu-
al leadership and its social emphasis and ser-
vice, is making religion an increasing factor 
in social progress. 
Though feeling in religion often makes 
for conservatism, thought, as Galloway clear-
ly points out, is the element in religion 
which is more apt to make ·for progress. He 
says: "Moreover, thoughthinkin.g is not by 
itself the sufficient reason of human progress, 
there can be no doubt of the p~ominent share 
it takes in the movement. If it · does not 
supply the motive power, it at least controls 
and guides its exercise, as well as gives 
some assurance that the movement will be in 
the line of the good •••• The tide of feeling 
usually sets in the conservative direction, 
while thought, on the whole, wo~ks for 
change and advance, and seldom a cquiesces 
long in the dominion of tradition •••• The 
doom of thought is restless enterprise." 
(Principles of Religious Development," p.l3l) 
Prophetic and Priestly Religion Contrasted 
The natural result of religious think-
ing is religious beliefs. These beliefs 
have always been powerful sanctions for ac-
tion, but frequently on the side of conser-
vatism, to establish more firmly the status 
ruo, especially when strengthened by feel-
gs, the strongest of which are the religious 
sentiments. As Ross has pointed out clearly, 
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religious beliefs, in the history of religion, 
did not distinctly make for progress until 
they rose to the level of the social challenge. 
He refers to this development in religious 
beliefs as "a momentous revolution," and 
says "It is achieved by a very simple turn of 
ideas,- namely, by conceiving that the god is 
pleased not by sacrifices, praise and ritual, 
but by certain forms of conduct and by certain 
elements of character." ("Social Control" p.l46) 
"Take· thou away from me the noise of thy songs; 
for I will not hear the melody of thy viols. 
But let justice roll down as waters and right-
eousness as a mighty stream." (Amos 5:23-24} 
"To what purpose is the multitude of your 
sacrifices unto me? saith the Lord; I am 
full of burnt offerings of rams and the fat 
of fed beasts; and I delight not in the blood 
of bullocks, or of he-15oats •••• Your new moons 
and your appointed fe~s my soul hateth. They 
are a trouble unto me; I am weary to bear 
them •••• Cease to do evil: learn to do well; 
seek judgment, relieve the oppressed, judge 
the fatherless, p+ea·d for the widow." (Isa. 
1:11-17) This introduces us to the momentous 
conflict in the Old Testament between the re-
ligion of the priests and the religion of the 
prophets, the former essentially reactionary, 
a religion of formalism, the latter ethical 
and social and therefore progressive. It is 
clear then that religious thinking becomes a 
vigorous factor in social progress, when in an 
atmosphere of freedom it asserts its ethical 
beliefs and proclaims its social challenge 
for a higher state of social justice. Not 
only does religion, when it functions thus, 
assume a possible role as a progressive agency ; 
but it plays an indispensable part in the 
great drama of social evolution. It renders 
to society a service which no other agency can 
render so naturally and effectively, because 
it possesses the powerful religious sanctions 
and can appeal to the strong religious senti-
ments. 
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Religious Belief an Essential Factor in Idealism 
Near the end of his treatise on 
"Heredity and Selection in Sociology" (p.502) 
Chatterton-Hill pays this glowing tribute to 
the intellectual efficiency of religion: "In 
proportion as science destroys those religious 
beliefs which have given a value and meaning 
to life, it destroys one of the mainsprings 
of action. Those men who have moved great 
assemblies by reason and eloquence, who have 
put life into bronze ~nd canvass, or who have 
left to posterity things so written that it 
shall not willingly let them die,- those were 
not s.ceptics •••• The ultimate secret of these 
men was their belief, and the fact that into 
all they did and said they put their whole 
heart and soul •••• Science must therefore · be 
corrected by ideals, and vice ~ersa. If our 
civilization be essentially the work of science, 
we must not forget that idealism is the source 
from which all the energy necessary to the ex-
pansion of life is derived." This is high 
praise for religion, and for religion's most 
strategic product, the social ideal. But we 
must not o·verlook the fact that at the core of 
every ideal is a pregnant thought. And if re-
ligious thinking must precede all its idealiz-
ing, and ideals are essential to social pro-
gress, then religious thinking is an indispens-
able factor in social evolution. 
CONCLUSION: Religious thinking is 
a factor in progress in proportion to . 
its tolerance, its academic freedom its 
scientific spirit keeping abreast of other 
learning, its ethical content in harmont 
with the social spirit of the times. W en 
·its beliefs become frankly social they be-
come intrinsically progressive, and influ-
ential in a unique degree, because, sup~ort­
~d by strong religious sentiments and i eals, 
~heYare main springs of human action. It 
is thought which gives progress to religion 
and content to ideals. 
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5. RELIGION FUNDAMEHTAL IN MORAL CHARACTER 
Just as the intellectual shortcomings 
of inferior and intolerant types of religion 
have caused many scholars to undervalue the 
intellectual contribution of religion to so-
cial progress; likewise the ethical impoten-
cy of many forms of religion have led to ~ 
very general discounting of its moral influ-
ence. It is our next task to discover what 
influence religion has had upon moral char-
acter; to identify the causes of the limita-
tion of this influence; to discuss whether 
there is any necessary place for religion in 
the field of ethics; and to discover how re-
ligion gets a real leverage on character. 
The Ancient Separation Between Morals and Religion 
Although in primitive days, morals and 
religion were but two phases of the same thing, 
social custom,- it is fair to state that for 
a long time there was no vital connection or 
reaction between them. The restraints of 
taboo did of course cultivate · self-control and 
inhibit impulse, and the conformity to tribal 
r.ules developed a sense of. duty which produced 
the primitive conscience. But religion then 
was mere witchcraft and magic; it was essen-
tially non-moral ·and non-social. Doubtless the 
tribal ethics of the day had more influence up-
on character than had their primitive religion. 
The latter was a mere routine of ritual, per-
fectly meaningless from a moral point of view. 
Its chief moti~e, to propitiate deity for the 
sake of self-protection or self-aggrandizement, 
was far from any thought of living a better life 
and becoming a better character. The moral con-
sciousness did not really react upon religion and 
make religion ethical, and in turn become conse-
crated by religion and find its place as an as-
pect. of the religious life, according to Galloway, 
until the Greeks and the Hebrews began to con-
ceive of fulfilment of moral duty as obedience to 
the will of God. The real union of morality and 
religion was not attained until ethical monotheism 
was achieved by the Hebrews. 
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As soon as morals and religion were 
discovered to have mutual obligations, the 
imagined character of the gods had strong 
suggestive influence upon the character of the 
worshippers; the former, of oourse , being but 
the projection of and personification of the 
moral ideals of the latter. In all types of 
polytheism, the low moral character attributed 
to the gods is very evident; which is good 
proof of the low moral potential of the re-
ligion in question. Pro·fessor Stratton de-
scribes this well in the following paragraph: 
nThe Homeric divinities seem, . at a careless 
glance, to be without concern for morals,either 
in themselves or men. Life on Olympus has the 
tone of a small court circle where wealth a-
bounds and pleasure is the chief aim. Trickery 
and brawling and adultery were common in this 
divine society. Men .. do not seem to have expect-
ed the gods to be patterns of human conduct. 
The gods were born to happiness; and happiness, 
for the Greek , was not closely bound with moral 
severity. The gods in turn made light demands of 
men. Usually it is not men's conduct toward one 
another that is of prime moment to heaven, but 
only the performance of the religious ritual. 
No search was made into the heart of him who 
brought sacrifices to the .altar. Religion in 
this way seems to have been entirely separate 
from morality." (Psychology of the Religious 
Life" p .232} Dr. Stratton however then endeavors 
to show that even here and there in Homer we can 
discern the beginnings of the union of morals 
and religion, though he admits that these higher 
ideals are found in the talk rather than the 
dramatic action of the poem. 
The test of the moral ideal of any 
religion is found in its sense of sin. Where 
sin is merely laxness in ritual observance and 
neglect of sacrifices, the religion can hardly 
be called an ethical one. If we apply this test 
to the various religions in human history, we 
shall find dreary results~ The fact is, as such 
vast areas of current life~India, most of Africa, 
and even South America still testify, a cheap re-
ligion has precious little influence upon moral 
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character. We see the proof of it in an almost 
total absence of any moral conception of sin. 
To the typical pagan, sin has nothing to do 
with his private character. That is his own con-
cern and his religion has no right to interfere 
with it! His god is interested in what he does, 
not in what he is,- and in what he does, merely 
within the naxrowscope of priestly and external 
requirements. From the view-point of moral 
obligation and social duty, such religion is of 
course a mere farce. Its ethical impotency is 
very evident. 
The Moral Power of an Etliical and Social Religion 
But when we consider Christian history 
in its more enlightened chapters, we find 
another story. Christianity inherited the 
splendid moral emphasis and social vision of 
the Hebrew prophets. In fact these were the 
inspiration of Jesus himself, as is apparent 
in his teachings. The Ten Commandments and 
their social and spiritual interpretations by 
the prophets, supplemented by Jesus, have 
given definite moral content to religion. It 
is evident that the religion of Jesus is es-
sentially an ethical religion, as is also the 
religion of the Hebrews, at its best. The 
highest product of this religion is the char-
acter of Jesus himself, and Christlikeness is 
the standard of all Christian character. 
Christianity is simply a f~y of life, the 
Jesus way. This was its 1rs~name, in the 
first century. {Acts 19:23) It is not pri-
marily a method of worship, nor a form of be -
lief, nor acceptance of a creed, nor perform-
ance of sacramental rites. It is simply liv-
ing the Christly life; that is, religion is 
life itself. Rites, sacraments, beliefs, 
creeds, ritual, cult are all incidental to 
the main moral and spir itual purpose. To 
Jesus Christ, sin was an intensely real thing, 
and full of ethical content~ President Hyde 
gives us one of the best definitions of it. 
H,e says sin is fallin9 short of good will. 
(~he Gospel of Good \'illl" chap:2)~he genu-
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ine Christian then, is The-Man-of-Good-Will. 
He is the Christ-Man, Jesus Christ's man, 
with a spirit of invincible good will toward 
all men and toward God. We think of Go·d as 
the Infinite Spirit of Efficient Good .trill. 
The Christian is the man in whom this Spirit 
dwells. 
It goes without saying that this simple, 
ethical conception of the Christian religion 
has not always characterized historic Christ-
ianity. It has been heavily overlaid with 
formalism and denatured by theological dogma-
tism. Yet at heart, ca,untless followers of 
the Nazarene have been simple men and women 
of good will, living quietly the Jesus Way; 
and we cannot deny that their religion has 
been fundamental in their moral character. To 
attempt to appraise the total moral influence 
of such genuine religion would involve chiefly 
invisible data and would theremore be merely 
a matter of opinion. But we can make at this 
point, partly in summary, certain deductions 
which our discussi..on has fairly evidently es-
tablished. Primitive cults, and other re-
ligions with little or no moral content or 
motive, have had very little influence upon 
human character. Their ethical impotency has 
been due to a practical separation between 
morals and religion. Religions have exerted 
an influence upon social progress from the 
moral angle, only in proportion to their sub-
ordination of external forms of cultus to 
their spiritual and ethical message. Christ-
ianity, though often warped and twisted in 
its application, is essentially an ethical 
religion; and when its spirit of invincible 
Good Will has a real chance at a man's life 
and in community life, it produces profound 
moral and social changes for the better. To 
say that churches which muffle the social gos-
pel of Jesus and decry the ethical message 
are useless would be very unjust.; but it must 
be recognized that the influence of such 
churches upon social progress is negligible. 
They have largely forfeited public respect 
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and support; and they deserve to. 
But many a student of social evolution 
will grant readily the essential truth of the 
preceding argument and st.ill maintain that. 
the moral influence of religion is not indis-
pensable. So many churches have been so lack-
ing in moral leadership anyway, they would say, 
and so many of them pr.actically negligible as 
· moral forces in their community, could we not 
get along without religion and still maintain 
morality by secular ethical instruction? From 
the purely ethical view-point, what advantage 
has religion anyway, over the so-called "Moral" 
life? 
An Ethical Religion is the Complete Morality 
A satisfactory answer to this question 
is highly important. Unless there is such 
an answer, the work of religion is hardly a 
modern necessity, and the church becomes a 
sort of aesthetic and social luxury, like 
many a congenial club. Yet there are not a 
few supporters of the church who are person-
ally satisfied with a secu.:).ar morality, as an 
ethical substitute for religion, but believe 
in the church as a necessary force for social 
control. It is rather essential to our argu-
ment to examine the popular misconception of 
"Morality" and discover why it is not a real 
substitute for religion, even as a basis for 
character. 
Let me frankly confess sympathy with 
these honest "moral. me.n" . by saying at the 
outset that my moral consciousness is prob-
ably the most important part of my religious 
consciousness; and that unless my religion 
could stand the moral test ., I should have to 
give it up, and go on without it, doing my 
best to live a moral life • . But as I discov-
er in the world a Father-God who is intensely 
a moral being, I cannot neglect him and fulfil 
Sl ~u{y to all persons, in the interest of 
soc a weil=Deing, which is the content of 
morality for me. If God is, then a non-
religious morality is not complete; · and the 
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completion of morality is to be found in re-
ligion. That is, an ethical reli~ion is the 
comtlete moralTry.-- A non-ethica religion, 
to e sure, is no morality at all, nor is it 
a whole religion; and it is in reaction from 
such a presentation of religion that our 
"moral men" have turned aside from the church 
in the attempt to satisfy their moral con-
sciousness. Such men should discriminate. 
They should recognize in a church which pre-
sents a really ethical Christianity, a soci-
ety which furnishes them a more complete 
morality than any secular morality they can 
discover, which leaves God out. 
The difficulty of making any really 
logical separation between genuine morality 
and ethical religion is thus explained by 
President Henry Churchill King: "The basic 
reality of religion may also be seen in the 
fact that religion and morals are inseparably 
bound up together. Christ's conception of 
love to God and to men shows how inseparably 
religion and morals are united. And any 
adequate definition of either religion or 
morals will be found finally to show that 
each involves the other. Religion, for ex-
ample may be said to be the sharing of the 
life of God. But God's life is essentially 
love, an eternally outgoing love. To share 
the life of God therefore will inevitably 
involve love to men. Religion thus carries 
ethics with it. So too the moral life might 
be defined as the fulfilling of all those 
personal relations in which one stands. Ob-
viously that cannot leave out of account the 
one greatest personal relation, the relation 
that gives reality and meaning and value to 
all the rest - the relation to God. The 
moral life thus includes the religious." 
(Outline of the Religious Program of the YMCA 
with the AEF in ~urope, p.23) 
V/hat really is the desire and purpose 
of the honest "moral man"? His task is to 
overcome his anti-social impulses for the sake 
of the common good. He is endeavoring to 
satisfy his moral consciousness which has 
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given him a vision of a better self, an 
ideal self. The self-that-is must somehow 
become the self-that-ought-to-be. His ideal 
is not a hazy, abstract idea of social good 
in general, if he has really thought his 
way through his moral problem. He has per-
sonified his abstraction. It has beuome 
personal; it is his Ideal Self, and he is 
trying to grow toward it, into it, up to it, 
·as he gradually fills out its nobler outline.s. 
With repeated discouragements he finds it to 
be a difficult task, this lifting himself, 
~his actual self, up to his ideal self. 
It is a good deal like lifting himself by 
his own boot-straps, after all. 17hat he 
lacks is a moral fulcrum for his leverage, 
or a point to attach his pulley. Nothing 
is more certain than the fact that he must 
find this fulcrum somewhere outside himself. 
No force, self-applied, could possibly l~ft 
him, but inflation; and inf~ation is self-
conceit. 
The Lifting-Power of Christianity's Personalized Ideal 
What religion furnishes is just this 
fulcrum, though it is far more than a fulcrum. 
It is fulcrum plus the dynamic of lifting power. 
The fact is, no merely human life can furnish 
this fulcrum. Some men seek it in human soci-
ety, in fraternal groups and secret lodges. 
But then we have simply the boot-strap multi-
plied; and a thousand boot-straps furnish no 
better leverage than one, for all are weighted 
down by a very human life, a comrade struggling 
with his own identical problem. To be sure, 
he may be somewhat above our level, and to 
that extent he can help us rise, by personify-
ing our ideal. He can lift us to his level. 
But he can never lift us far, and unless our 
ideal is a very meager one and our moral am-
bition easily satisfied, we shall soon be 
looking again for that fulcrum, for ."that 
Power, not ourselves, which makes for right-
eousness." It looks self-evident to me, 
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that there will never be found such a fulcrum 
for us, unless we find it in a super-human 
being, a divine being if you please, suffi-
ciently above us to satisfy the flying goal 
of our moral ambition, and to personify, in 
a thoroughly satisfying way our personal ideal. 
I believe Galloway is right in his 
faith, though he writes as a philosopher 
rather than a theologian, that the Christian 
religion, ethically interpreted, renders us 
exactly this service. He says we must neces-
sarily "connect the ideal of humanity with the 
ultimate Ground of the World. Now this is 
really what religion does, though in a practi-
cal way, and depending on faith more than on 
reason. For spiritual religion ~onceives the 
outward and the inward worlds, the world of 
facts and of value, to have their source and 
ground in God, who is the Supreme Reality and 
the Supreme Good. In thus linking the moral 
values of life with the highest objects of 
his faith, the religious man finds their val-
idity secured and his feeling of obligation 
toward them intensified •••• Thus the religious 
man fortifies his moral decisions and gains 
confidence to follow what is higher •••• Re-
ligion thus becomes the guarantee, as it is 
the consummation of morality, and the moral 
life finds its place as an aspect under which 
the religious ideal is fulfilled." ("Princi-
ples of Religious Development" p .251) That 
is, in the theistic view of the world we find 
a ful crum, sufficiently stable and transcend-
ant to save us from the hopeless necessity of 
lifting outselves to the ideal self we feel 
we must become. 
But for many men who lack the philosoph-
ic mind, the conception of the Absolute, or 
the . Ultimate Ground of the World, of which the 
philosophers speak , seems so distant and unreal, 
it is difficult to grasp. The trouble is, God 
seems to many people only an abstraction. It 
is hard to think of him as a Person. Doubtless 
for this very reason "the 1;;ord became flesh and 
dwelt among us." To make God visible to us, 
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that is, as much of the divine nature as could 
be brought within the narrow range of the human 
senses of hearing , touch and vision, Jesus 
Christ came into the world and lived the human 
life of God. The exact service he offers our 
"Moral mann who desires to outgrow his actual 
self and realize his ideal self, is to furnish 
a concrete ideal, a personal ideal, with a 
powerful psychical dynamic. He furnishes in 
his universal personality, an ideal so perfect 
and so vital, that he becomes more than a model 
for imitation. He furnishes us a spiritual con-
cept which can be incarnated, as we live out 
again his spirit in our lives. It is thus the 
Christian, believing in an ethical religion, 
becomes a Christ-man, as he gradually re-incarn-
ates the spirit of Jesus by living the Jesus Way. 
Now if the Ideal Self of our "moral man•• is Christ-
likeness, and it is difficult, yes impossible, 
to find a higher, then he finds in ethical 
Christianity an actual fulfilment of his sincerest 
moral desire. Thus ethical religion becomes the 
completion of morality, by being the religion 
of a Person, the supreme person of history who 
once promised his friends, "And I, if I be lift-
ed JUL from the earth, will draw all men unto ~ 
self."" I am indebted . to Professor ~'l.S .Athearn 
in a class room lecture for the application of 
this saying of Jesus in the above connection. 
It seems to me the unique power of 
Christianity in the world, as a redemptive re-
ligion which actually transforms moral charact-
er, lies in the fact that it not only puts great 
stress upon its moral elements, which it inher-
ited from Judaism, but that it incarnates its 
moral ideal visibly in the person of Jesus Christ; 
thus making vivid, concrete and real appeal to 
the imagination of men and enabling them to real-
ize in the person of Jesus their own highest mor-
al ideals. Thus the Christ ideal, ethically un-
derstood, has a lifting power which no non-person-
al abstract moral ideal can possibly possess, 
and it is through this power of his "to draw men 
unto himself," up to his moral level, that he is 
functioning continuously as the moral redeemer 
of the race. 
* John 12:32 
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At the conclusion of our di s.cussion of 
the function of religious thinking as a fact-
or in progress, we found our climax in the 
fact that at the core of every ideal is a 
pregnant thought, and that religious think-
ing is vitally important because those power-
ful ideals which are essential to social 
progress ·are primarily the product of thought. 
Again at the close of this discussion of the 
volitional aspect of religion, its share in 
the making of moral character, we are in-
evitably brought once more to the subject of 
ideals. Before making a psychological study 
~he origin and function of ideals, which 
is easily the most important matter in the 
whole realm of moral and religious education, 
it is necessary to furnish the broader back-
ground for the subject by studying religious 
feeling and the significant part it plays in 
social evolution. 
CONCLUSION: Religion is fundamental 
The non-ethical re-
6. REL IGIOUS FEELING AS DYNAMIC . IN SOCIAL EVOLUTION 
The Social Danger of Unrestrained Feelings 
Opinions differ widely as to what share 
feeling has had in the evolution of human 
society, especially in its later aspects, in 
the rise of civilization. It is seldom ques-
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tioned that the emotions have been powerful 
factors in savage and barbarous cultures; but 
we naturally like to think of civili~ation as 
more the product of rational thinking, and as 
more definitely volitional than emotional. 
Especially is this the favorite theory of 
philosophers. So when in 1894 Benjamin Kidd 
declared in his nsocial Evolution" that "the 
evolution which is slowly proceeding in human 
society is not primarily intellectual but re-
ligious in ·character," he made a daring state-
ment which was challenged from many angles. 
His attack on reason as a guiding force, to 
exalt religion by contrast, has been resented 
even by theologians, for his theory not only 
discounted the influence of the intellect in 
social evolution but incidentally discounted 
the intellectual character of religion! On 
both counts the writer would wish to take is-
sue with him. It must however be granted 
that just such an over~emphasis as this the-
ory of Kidd 's was needed to call attention to 
the tremendous power of both religion and feel-
ing in the evolution of progress . 
Our recollection that societas original-
ly meant comradeship, suggests how fUndament-
al sympathy is . to human socie.ty. Giddings 1 
emphasis upon consciousness of kind as the 
original cause of socialization has been ac-
cepted by many sociologists; yet this term 
is but a phase of social sympathy. McDougall 
seems to agree, when he finds the basis of 
sympathy in the gregarious instinct (Social 
Psychology/,J.l ?0), but the latter maintains that 
sctive sympathy is egoistic, not altruistic, 
Ellwood (Chapter on "The Role of Sympathy") dis-
criminatingly suggests that the term sympathy 
is really the name of a class of emotions of 
different quality, some of which are little 
more than social imitation, or induced fe eling, 
and others identical with the feeling basis 
of altruism in human society. It is clear 
however that the humanitarian's love for hu-
manity is a far higher and nobler thing than 
the blind fellow-feeling of a fortuitous mob 
which makes possible their senseless stamped-
ing by some fiery demagog. Unrestrained so-
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cial feeling is the dangerous dynamite which 
explodes in ignorance, superstition, prejudice 
and the passions of the mob and is responsible 
for all sorts of unreasoning folly and vi-
olence and crime. But feeling is here strict-
ly analagous to any other sort of unrestrained 
power; and the pathology of feeling, both 
social and individual., only serve·s to remind 
us what a mighty force it is, the elemental 
force of personality and of society. Feeling 
is power; but power must be restrained. 
En+ightened Sympathy the Dynamic in Civilization 
The clue then leads us to reflective 
sympathy as the beginning of sane social 
feeling. Just as thought without feeling is 
cold and barren, feeling without reflection 
is dangerous and wasteful. Sympathy guided 
by reason develops into love of humanity. 
Thus all will agree that enlightened sympathy 
is a fundamental cause of human progress. In 
fact it constitutes one of the most powerful 
and rapidly functioning of all the instruments 
of progress. Another name for this is humani-
tarian sentiment, which is but the subjective 
side of altruism, its objective expression. 
Take these feelings out of history and we 
should either be back in the jungle of indi-
vidual competi ·tion and cruelty unrelieved, 
or else in a regime of nKulturn in which sel-
fishness is curbed only when efficiency dic-
tates cooperation, but remains group selfish-
ness, super-selfishness, still. We have al-
ready called attention to the fact that these 
finer social feelings leading to enlightened 
sympathy and altruism are the ,normal fruits 
of a social religion. To be sure, I am not 
unaware of the argument of Nietzsche and his 
comrades against the bogy of sentimental sym-
pathy, the enemy of the super-man; but these 
arguments have been refuted by the fall of 
Kultur. 
Nearer the mark than Nietzsche is Ben-
jamin Kidd when he states in his last book, 
The Science of Power, that the basis of power 
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in civilization is emotion. But hiT. ,Xidd 1 s 
trouble is with his negatives,-as is true o£ 
most of us doubtless. His full statement is: 
"The great secret of the coming age of ·the 
world is that civilization rests not on Reason 
but on Emotion." Uo wonder Dr. Giddings, ev- ., 
en in writing the introduction to .Mr. Kidd r s. 
posthumus book, dares to challenge this dogma · - -
as "both dangerous and untrue." But it seems 
to me he is only a little less one-sided in 
his rather exclusive emphasis upon intellect 
as the only hope for our difficult era of re-
construction. No progress is gained by de-
preciating feeling in the interest of reason, 
nor by discounting the intellect for the great-
er glory of the feelings. Progress requires 
both, just as truly as the mind is a unity. 
As I have already developed the proposition 
( p. 83) that "thinkin~ is an indispensable 
factor in social evo ution;" so it will be 
entirely safe for me t o emphasize now the es-
sential importance ot: the other side of this 
partnership. Kidd declares "The emotion of 
the ideal is the supreme principle of effic-
iency in the collective struggle of the world. " 
.Rather is it true that emotion is the dynamic 
in ideals, the efficiency of which depends 
e£ually u¥on their sane reasonableness as upon 
t eir emo ional ower to challen e lo alt . 
e 1 ea wi ou in .. ing J.S 1nd, anu w1 th-
out the emotion futile. iVhat is gained by de-
crying either, for without both thought and 
emotion you can have no ideal? But it should 
be too evident to require further words, that 
the dynamic in the ideal, and -therefore the 
power in all progress which ideals can win, 
lies in the emotion involved. 
The Tragic Power of Emotion in Unworthy Ideals 
But allow me to call attention to the 
disastrous fact that if this i s true of the 
idealism which makes for progress, it is 
equally true of the idealism which degrades. 
We are accustomed to use the term idealism 
only in its euphemistic sense, forgetting 
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that, strictly speaking, ideals may be of 
every degree of moral elevation or debase-
~ent. Unquestionably the awful momentum of 
Prussian ideals the past few years was due 
to the intense emotions and powerful senti-
ments which had been attached to the ideas 
of Kultur. These ideas were false, cruel, 
anti-social, inhUman. But in spite of all 
their falseness, they were made to appear 
necessary and right to the great majority 
of the German people, by being elevated to 
the status of ideals, through being fused 
with emotion. All the patriotic sentiments 
were powerfully appealed to, and many of 
the self-regardful emotions as well, and 
thus the unworthy ideals were so powerfully 
emotionalized that actually black was made 
to seem white, after years of skilful tute-
lage. This process of emotionalizing the 
national ideals was performed by the Prus-
sian educational system. So thoroughly was 
it planned and projected that whenever in 
the public schools the Kaiser was mentioned, 
his august name was greeted by the teacher's 
call to the class, "Let us sing one stanza 
of our national anthem." (On authority of 
Professor Athearn's quotation from stenograph-
ic report of German school sessions.) This 
illustrates the tremendous danger involved in 
bad ideals. They have all the dynamic of 
good ideals, -for their mechanism is identical. 
Their falseness lies in their intellectual 
error and moral perversity. 
Religious Power to Standardize and Vitalize Ideals 
Exactly . here enters the responsibility 
of religion. Having established the fact 
that the emotional quality of the ideal is the 
dynamic of social progress, I wish to show 
that religion has a very great share in devel-
oping this dynamic and determining its direc-
tion. This is true because of the great force 
of the religious sentiments and the fact that 
they are so intimately associated with im-
pulses which are both instinctive and univers-
al; and also because of the moral influence 
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of religion in ·judging and directing ideals. 
Having made these statements, I hasten to re-
cognize the legitimate criticism that religion, 
with all its potential influence for good, 
often abuses its power, teaches false ideals 
and casts in its lot with the f orces which mru~e 
against progress. I am reminded that in Ger-
many religion was ranged on the side of Kul-
tur, and the ministers of religion, either 
willingly or unwillingly , actually expounded 
pagan Prussian ideals from so-called Christian 
pulpits. (For ample proof of the assert ion 
regarding German preachers consult Pr o f . J .P. 
Bang 1 s "documentation" entitled "Hurrah and 
Hallelujah: the Teaching of Germany's Poets, 
Prophets, Professors and Preachers.") No 
wonder a liberal Buddhist gentleman, Minister 
of Commerce and Agriculture in the Japanese 
cabinet, courteously but pointedly asked me 
last September, '' i·Vill you kindly explain to 
·me how America and Germany can both be Christ-
ian nations?" It is uncontrovertably true 
that institutional religion is sometimes on 
the wrong side of moral issues and casts in 
its influence for wrong ideals. And the 
German churches have no monopoly on thi.s 
variety of moral apostasy; witness slavery 
justification by our churches formerly in 
the South, the common drinking practices 
of .generations past, and the obliviousness 
of many churches today to social injustice 
and their silence on the social gospel of our 
Lord. · 
May I call attention to the point 
that the fact of the influence of religion 
on emotionalizing ideals is independent of 
the question of which side of moral issues 
that influence is cast. Sometimes there is 
lamentable proof of its power on the wrong 
side, as recently in Germany. But before 
referring to the moral responsibility in-
volved, let me try in the closest possible 
compass to indicate the potential force of 
feeling in religion as a general factor in 
social evolution. It is all too true that 
religion without feeling is dead. Real in-
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wardness in religion is in the personal 
feelings which are deepest in the soul. 
It is the religious feelings which give re-
ligious experience it s sense of value, its 
grip on reality , its deep conviction. It is 
true that clear thinking alone can make re-
ligion progressive; but the r eal dynamic, 
the driving power, must b.e found in feeling. 
It is feeling which nmkes religious ideas 
vivid, incandescent. ·Religious sentiment 
gives highest urge and impulsion to the will. 
In the emotional appeal as well as the moral 
passion lies the spell of the prophets, and 
only passion can save and win the world. 
Moral earnestness is the heart of religion 
and the ultimate secret of its power. To 
adduce the riotous extravagances of exces-
sive emotionalism in religion is only to re-
mind us of the dangers of power. There is 
always danger from power not under co ntrol . 
It is qui ·be true that religion is one of the 
most dangerous comn1odities when wrongly di-
rected; but that is true of all kinds of 
dynamite, it is simply in the nature of pow-
er. As a matter of fact the chief danger in 
religious emotionalism is plain ignorance, 
especially now that the day of bigotry is 
nearly gone. Public education is gradually 
overcoming this. An enlightened religion 
has few dangers on the emotional side, ex-
cept the danger of too little emotion, and 
this is serious. Feeling in religion is 
its very root-system. The inner life of 
religion requires feeling to keep it alive. 
As Galloway says,"Philosophy may live in 
the dry light of reason, but religion has 
never flourished apart from an atmosphere 
of feeling." This suggests that an emotion-
less religion is simply a philosophy, a 
mere code of ethics, which is devoid of life 
and the power to lift life. 
We may justly come then to the con-
clusion on this point of our investigation, 
that whether or not religion has a unique 
responsibility in social evolution, feel-
ing very definitely is requisite to the 
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very life of religion. If religion devoid of 
feeling is denatured and inert, feeling must 
be of the very nature of religion. That is, 
religious feelings are among the most powerful 
of which we are capable as human beings. If 
the basis of power in civilization is intelli-
gent emotion~ religious sentiment has a vast 
social influence which can be made to lead to 
progress. This brings us back to our discuss-
ion of ideals as the leverage .of progress. We 
had decided that feeling furnished the dynamic 
for all ideals, though thought furnished their 
content. Not only do we discover that relig-
ion enters in to help provide this dynamic for 
all noble ideals, but through its faculty of 
enlightening the social conscience, it supremely 
determines what these iisals shall be . It is 
thus that the intellectual r the moral and the 
emotional functions of rel~gion unite in the 
process of forming i ·dea1s which shall make for 
human progress in the social evolution. We 
are now ready to investigate this subject of 
ideals which we have discovered to be the real 
crux of our problem of applying to life the 
intellectual teachings, the moral principles 
and the emotional power o:f religion, and ap-
parently also the crux of the whole problem 
of social evolution. First let us summarize 
our conclusions as to the Religious Aspects of 
Social Evolutio.n, making unnecessary at this 
point the special statement of results for this 
section on religious feelings, which will .be 
found below under 6. 
THE RELIGIOUS ASPECTS OF SOCIAL EVOLUTION 
SUMMJiliY OF CONCLUSIONS: 
1. The Reli¥ious Consciousness, good 
or bad, has been a 4 0rce in civilization i~ 
proportion to its mastery of the popular m~nd. 
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When it has found expression as a bigoted, or 
corruptly subservient conservatis~, it has 
accentuated social reaction, or served as a 
social anaesthetic. But when its enlighten-
ed faith has issued with the pioneer urge of 
a social mission, it has greatly stimulated 
progress. 
2. Religion with a social passion ·has 
stimulated the perception of human need, de-
veloped humanitarianism and altruism even 
toward remote and unknown p eoples. Social 
Christianity, as the supreme agency for social 
ideals, has largelytB.~omoted the modern social 
movement which is a~ neart of modern progress. 
Though economics, physical heredity 
and education have all taken their part in 
social progress, religion also has been an 
indispensable factor. 
3. Religion is a human characteristic, 
and apparently instinctive. Its functions 
make for self-fulfillment, and the development 
of that ~ersonal efficiency and morale which 
count tremendously in the social evolution. 
4. Religious think in~ is a factor in 
progress "in proportion to is tolerance , its 
academic freedom, its scienti.fic spirit keep-
ing abreast of other learning, its. ethical 
content in harmony with the social spirit of 
the times. Vlhen its beliefs become frankly 
social they become intrinsically progressive, 
and influential in a uni~ue degree , because, 
supported by strong religious sentiments and 
ideals, they are main springs of human action. 
It is thought which gives progress to religion 
and content t o ideals. . 
5. Religion is fu.ndamental in moral 
character. The non-ethical religions of 
priestly ceremonial are morally impotent; 
but a religion with persona:lized moral id.ea1s 
has lifting power which a code of ethics lacks. 
Christianity offers a concrete ideal which can 
be incarnated in life. It is therefore more 
than ritual, worship, sacrament or creed;it is 
a way of life, the Christly life itself . Thus· 
religion and morality, imperfect when separated , 
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complete each other in the life of efficient 
good will. 
6. Religious feelings give sense of 
value, conviction, grip on reality and the 
moral earnestness which convinces and challenges 
men. Though unrestrained social feeling is al-
ways dangerous, reflective sympathy and altru-
ism, the first fruits of social Christianity, 
make for progress. The basis of power in civil-
ization is emotion, rightly directed, for emotion 
is the dynamic in ideals; and in furnishing the 
dynamic for the noblest ideals, religious feel-
ing renders a strategic service to social evolu-
tion. 
7. Ideals serve the function in social 
evolution which variations and mutations serve 
in organic evolution. They are the leverage for 
higher forms of life. 
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PART II-B 
7. IDEALS, THE LEVERAGE IN SOCIAL EVOLUTION AND RELIGION 
a) Ideals Function as Social Variations and Mutations 
~1hether approached from the intellectu-
al, the volitional or the emotional viewpoint, 
we have discovered the problem of human progress 
to inhere fnndamentally in ideals. And the su-
preme contribution which religion makes to so-
cial progress is in its uni~ue developmen~ of 
and incarnation of ideals; both in the nobler 
ideals it furnishes and the dynamic it gives for 
their realization. Herein is the clue to the 
chief differences among peoples. The organic 
heredity of different races does not account 
for their wide divergence. We cannot find a 
sufficient cause in their innate physical, mental 
or moral capacity. The chief differences are 
divergences in civilization, and civilization 
is socially transmitted in the form of language, 
institutions, laws, social customs, arts and 
religions. The chief formative and dynamic 
causes back of all these divergences in civiliza-
tions are ideals. The intellectual, aesthetic, 
moral, social and religious ideals of a people 
determine the level of that people's culture as 
nothing else does. Therefore progress is 
fundamentally progress in ideals, the process 
of successively adopting, outgrowing, trans-
cending ideals, and constantly reacting upon 
the influence of new and higher ideals. Thus 
ideals serve the function in social evolutiOn 
which variations and mutations serve in or9an-
ic evolution. The are the levera e for h1 h-
er orms o 1 e. hey are no s.1mp y he rungs 
upon the ladder of life by which the social or-
ganism climbs. They are not merely the pulleys 
by which society elevates itself to higher 
levels. Any mechanical figure is a lamentably 
weak analogy for the ideal not only provides 
the fulcrum for the lever, but the leverage, 
and the power which vitalizes that leverage. It 
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is power for progress involved in more or 
less concrete pictures which allure life on to 
higher ranges. The consistent moral ideals of 
Judaism, coupled with the persistent ideal of 
racial integrity, have kept that wonderful 
race intact through the centuries. The dis-
integration of ideals accounts for the down-
fall of every decadent, disappearing people. 
The lack of dynamic ideals sufficiently strong 
to inhibit unrestrained animal impulses causes 
the degradation of the childlike, uncivilized 
races when attacked by the vices of civiliza-
tion and not redeemed by our social idealism. 
On the other hand the sudden adoption, by 
the leaders, of the social and educational 
ideals of a higher civilization, by the will 
of a highly socialized race, accounts for the 
remarkable progress made by Japan in a single 
generation. It is apparent that we have now 
reached the crux of our investigation, and it 
will be necessary next to make a rather inten-
sive study of ideals, their nature and analysis, 
their origin and function. We shall need to 
discover where ideals get their power. We 
shall wish to know how social ideals evolve; 
how they assist the process of community so-
cialization; and how they grip the conscious-
ness of a nation. In all this we shall need 
to discover the function of religion in this 
strategic process, for here, if anywhere, shall 
we derive our sanction for religious education. 
b) The Nature and Analysis of Ideals 
An ideal is an idea vitalized by emo-
tion, and accepted as a life standard. It is 
a galvanized idea; idea with dynam1c. Ideals 
are standards of action, criteria for conscience, 
incentives for progress, inspiration for con-
quest of difficulty. Ideals ~ombine illumina-
tion with motive power. They are imagination's 
best product, and the supreme challenge of the 
will. They excite aspiration, picture its goal, 
and furnish dynamic for attainment. Knowledge 
is sometimes power, but ideals are always power,-
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though in varying degree. The essence of 
an ideal is creative, progressive, redemp-
tive. There can be no progress without 
ideals, except by accident. The ideal is 
moral and spiritual leverage. It functions 
in all uplift, all conscious evolution, all 
human betterment, all pers onal and social 
redemption. Speaking in terms of function, 
the Ideal is the eternal savior of the race. 
Jesus Christ is humanity's perfect Savior 
because he completely incarnates the world ' s 
noblest ideals, and has so powerfully emo-
tionalized them by vicarious sacrifice as to 
furnish us dynamic to attain them. 
The ideal then is redemptive power, 
applicable at every point in the process of 
education and especially religious education, 
and at every crisis in human progress. It 
is the holy dynamite which wrecks false 
philosophies and outworn systems and decrepit 
institutions which block progress; as well 
as the quiet lifting power which lifts men 
and nations to the level of their own imagined 
best. 
Marshall rather awkwardly defines ideals 
as nimages of situations that we recognize 
are not at the moment realized in nature as 
we find it, but which we long to see realized. 
(War and the Ideal pf Peace, H.R.Marshall) 
I suppose he means that anything we imagine 
ought to be done is for us an ideal. This is 
a definition of ideals merely in terms of vo-
lition. Ideals which are mainly volitional 
have goodness as the.ir goal, such as the ideal 
of good workmanship. There are distinctly in-
tellectual ideals whose goal is truth, such 
as the ideal of scientific accuracey. There are 
also ideals which are especially emotional, with 
some phase of beauty as their goal, be it in 
art, music, friendship, or the graces. and per-
fections of the soul. Doubtless all well-
rounded ideals, with breadth of appeal to men, 
have all three norms, truth, beauty and goodness, 
especially the perso nal ideals which are most 
concrete and powerful. All genuine ideals how-
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ever, are definitely vol i t io nal and cannot be 
static unless neutralize d by counter· ideals; 
f or an i deal :pr edicat ez resul ts and inspires 
attainment. In fact it is the ideal functi on 
of ideas which gives f orce to ~iill ieJD. James-' 
dictum, nconsciousness is motor . n Conscious-
ness is mo tor because its ideas are under the 
urge of i deals , go od or bad, and neutrality is 
all but impossible . . The distinctness of an 
ideal depends upon the clarity of its in t el -
lectual elements, and thi s certainly contri-
butes to its effectiveness; yet it is the 
vitalizing emotion with which it is charged 
which makes it powerful . as feeli ng merges 
i n to vo 1 it ion . - , · 
Structurally, ideals are imagination 
plus conception. (I.e.,on the intellectual 
side . The idea in the ideal must be nvital-
ized by emotion, n as per definit ion on p .109) • 
The mind generalizes the proposition from the 
ideal picture which i maginat io n furn ishes. 
These i deal picttiTes are the f inest product s 
of our i maginativ e funct ion. ~; elton rightly 
says , "The most dist inctively human gift of 
humanity is the power to con ceive a good not 
yet attained, perhaps never to b e attained. 
The whole pr ogress of the human r ace has been 
due to its ima inings of better thin s a nd its 
e or s o rna e those imaginings rea • To 
seize the best elements in the pr esent and make 
them st epping sto nes t o the futur e is the true 
secret of life." ( The Ps;Jrcholo gy of' Educati on, " 
J. Welton, p~ 417-18) 
c ) How Ideals Originate and Fun~tion. 
Genetically , i deals arise early; though 
they reach their climax of constructive imagin-
ation tn adolescence. The less strenuous ideal-
izing o f the child is almost pure imitation. At 
first it is quite devoid of voli t ion or choice 
and is almo s t reflex . The child admires the 
phys ical i deals h e sees illu.strated in the gy-
rations -of his older playmate, and i nst inctively 
proceeds to gyrate thus. Thus the character-form-
ing , worl d-moving process of idealizing has its 
humble or igin in unconscious imitation ! Becaus e 
the child~s ideals 
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must be personified, personalized, they become 
objective models, pure and simple. If they ap-
peal to him as nice, he responds to their silent 
suggestion, and imitates before he knows it, or 
rather, before he discriminates and chooses with 
any degree of care •••• Later the discriminating 
process enters increasingly, and the selection 
of ideals becomes the most serious business of 
life. The choice is made by comparison with 
ultimate ideal standards, usually focussed and 
combined in an ideal personality, who thus be-
comes the savior of the life. He saves from 
false choices; he rescues from bad habits. 
Thus ideals come to control consciousness, and 
consciousness controls character. Ideals thus 
become the chief agents of education, for "ed-
uaation is the introduction of control into 
experience .n (Athearn} Ideals furnish, mean-
while, both the ideas for the moral judgment 
and the emotional power for the moral impetus 
of conscience. They do this most effectively 
when these ideals are "made flesh~' by becoming 
·· per so naliz ed, and dwell in the midst of life. 
It is thus the boy gains the necessary guidance 
for his "positive rehearsals in right doing", 
which is education in the process of personal 
·functioning. 
I need not trace here the development 
of the idealizing process in adolescence. 
Suffice it to say that the reason adolescence 
is the great idealizing epoch is because of 
the deepening tides and currents of feeling 
overflowing in the life of the youth. Happy 
the boy who has his ideals intellectually 
formed in later childhood. Then adolescence 
Simply pours in the emotion, vitalizes the 
ideas, gives enhanced vividness to the beauty 
of the pictures which imagination furnishes, 
and then steps on the accelerator! There's 
something doing now in ideals, for a splendid 
increment of power has entered the life. With 
all this accession of life force, everything 
speeds up, nothing is impossible, to the youth 
who leans his ladder on the cloud." This 
makes the appeal of the ideal the winning ap-
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peal right now, as Markh~m teaches in his 
stanza 
n To Young America 
"In Spite of the stares of the wise, and the world's derision, 
Dare travel the star-blazed road, dare follow the Vision. 
It breaks as a hush on the soul, in the wonder of youth, 
A.nd the lyrical dream of the boy is the kingly Truth. 
The world is a vapor, and only the Vision is real. 
Yes, nothing can hold against hell but the winged Ideal." 
d) ;nere Ideals Get Their Dynamic 
The emotional element in the ideal is 
always,according to Bagley, (The Educative 
Process) connected with some instinct. "Every 
emotion must have an in_stinctive core." He 
suggests that individualistic instincts are 
the most common agencies in forming ideals, 
then the sex-instincts and parental instincts 
which dominate consciousness in an imperious 
manner. Such words as fide l ity, honor, chastity, 
self-sacrifice, and the like, are packed with 
content which it is difficult to formulate in 
definitions, for the very reason that defini-
tions express intellectual analysis, while 
the meaning of these words is bound up very 
largely in emotional factors. Thus the in-
stinctive core of sympathy which runs through 
the higher types of social. ideals is prob-
ably closely related to the sex or parental 
instincts. The adaptive instincts, euch as 
curiosity, imitation , play, etc., also 
stimulate many ideals which have fundamental 
social value. For instance, the instinct of 
curiosity grows into the love for investiga~ 
tion, which seeks as an ideal the discovery 
of truth, a predominantly intellectual ideal, 
yet one which often has much self-sacrifice 
attending it, which is a vital dynamic . The 
ideals of sportsmanship are of course based 
largely upon the play instinct. Reverence 
and the fundamental religious ideals are based 
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upon corresponding instincts,- though those 
who deny that religidn is instinctive in hu-
man nature refer reverence to the instinct of 
fear. The technique involved, then, in giv-
ing dynamic to ideals, is to discover the . 
native instinct which is most closely inher-
ent in the ideal in question, and then stimu-
late that instinct, encourage its expression, 
direct its refinement and enlist its full in-
tensity of elemental force in the service of 
the desired ideal. 
e) The Progressive Development of Ideals 
We are now ready to study the process 
of ideals in the making. We shall find that 
children and youth with normal instincts and 
a healthy hunger for experience, which is a 
part of the zest for life, are . anxious to ac-
quire useful standards by which to interpret 
and judge experience. These standards are 
working ideals. They are constantly adopt-
ing them by social suggestion and imitation, 
then t esting them by use, and discarding or 
retaining them until they outgrow them in 
progressive experience or degenerate below 
them. Thus the growing life is constantly 
11 t rying the spirits whether they are of God." 
To a large extent the boy'.s thralldom 
to ideals is due to the social inf luence of 
the public opinion which he recognizes as 
dominant in his life. This may ·be the de-
cisions of the home circle, especially of 
parents. It may be the school group, the 
Sunday School class, or the self-organized 
club or gang. To ·whichever of these groups 
the boy gives his inner allegiance, to that 
group he looks for his dominant ideals. The 
leader of the group retains his leadership 
mainly by personifying best the ideals of 
manliness which the group accepts. When the 
leader fails to keep pace with the progress 
in ideals which his group is making,he auto-
matically loses his grip on his group and is 
displaced by another leader who better in-
carnates the higher ideal. J!'Or ex ample, dur.-
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during t he pre- adoles cent period, when 
s trong physical · instincts tend ·to make 
physical 1deals dominant in a group of boys,-
a young bully a little older or bigger dom-
inates by sheer force of physical prowess. 
But the young bully will lose his authority 
over the gang as soon as there emerges from 
the crowd a keener youngster of better mental-
ity who more successfully personifies their 
rising ideals of mental acumen and athletic 
skill in higher lines than fist figh~ Be-
fore trying to generalize, from our available 
data, as to the way thi s pro gr es si ve develop-
ment of social ideals wo r ks out in the differ-
ent periods of t h e boy's life, I wish to call 
attention to a specific phase, a religious 
phase of our subject, of the progressive de-
velopment of ideals. 
1 ) In the Religious Experience of Conversion 
One important practical phase of the 
subject of ideals is their relation to the 
reLigious experience popularly called con-
version. It is true a genuine conversion 
pro f oundly affects, spiritualizes ideals. 
But it is equally true that no real conver-
sion ever occurred without an antecedent 
ideal which largely determined its character. 
I wish therefore to show the genetic values 
of conversion. It is an important f act to 
know that a person is converted; but it is 
a far more significant f act to know to what 
he is converted. In eneral be is converted 
o 1s 1 ea • -re mu s now w 1 e 
ideal is, if we would estimate how important 
his co nversion really is, and how permanent 
it is likely to prove. 
I wish to show that there is a particu-
lar value attaching to conversion, at what-
ever period of life the experience may come; 
with of course the possibility of correspond-
ing losses. Before stating the principle, I 
wish to suggest it, in a few commonplace 
questions: 
~~Y is it so lik ely to be true that a 
man converted in t he early twenties, perhaps 
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about the close of college life, wishes im-
mediately to enter the ministry or Associa-
tion work? · 
Why is it that a small boy, converted 
before the years of adolescence, has rather 
a shallow experience, and usually a purely 
individualistic religious ideal, rather than 
the altruistic? 
V&y is it that an older boy in his 
teens, when a slightly delayed decision final-
ly comes, is anxious to "help the other fellow," 
and makes his religion practic·al rather than 
introspective or over-personal? 
The principle involved I would state in 
the following proposition. I believe such ex-
periences are the rule, because 
Conversion at an eriod exalts and 
rue· 1 ·1es he par icu ar in teres s, i deals, 
emotions, ambitions and s.entiments appro-
priate to that period; and has therefore 
a different practical value at each part-
icular stage in life. 
The young man in the early twenties and 
late teens is trying to discover his life 
work, and vocational interests are all-absorb-
ing. When the experience of conversion comes, 
with its great increase of motive power, it 
appeals strongly to the young man's vocational 
interest, and the climax of the experience is 
its leverage upon the young man's life work. 
Thus, when James Brand, the young carpenter of 
Saoo, so recently from the rude Canadian 
wilderness, was thoroughly converted, after 
vainly holding back the tide in his pent-up 
soul, the full force of the experience spent 
itself in the induced conviction that he 
must enter the ministry. God willed it. No 
other course was open to him. Even though he 
had but the rudiments of an education and had 
scarcely ever seen a high school, he felt with-
in him "Woe is me i f I preach not the gospel." 
He was past twenty, and it meant eleven years 
of patient preparation before he was finally 
ordained,- and he had no funds; but he had a 
mighty courage an.d a will galvanized by his 
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experience of late conversion. For twenty 
years after those heroic eleven, he was a 
prince of preachers most of the time with a 
great congregation of college students at 
Oberlin. Had he been converted much later 
or much earlier, it is quite possible the im-
pulse of the new life might not have been vo-
cational. 
Dwight L. Mo ody is a similar instance . 
of this principle so familiar as not to re-
quire any special interpretation, except to 
call attention to the fact that his lack of 
training made it necessary for him to render 
his life work as a layman, for many years as 
a volunteer religious worker, while he sup-
ported himself in business. ll,rom my exper-
ience with young men in college, many illustra-
tions of the vocational trend of comparatively 
late conversion might be adduced. Three cases 
will suggest the type. 
· Case A was an unusually attractive young 
fellow whose versatility and good fellowship 
made him probably the most popular man in col-
lege. A leader in every branch of athletics, 
he was also soloist on the glee club and the 
public reader on their concert trips. Too 
busy with these side interests and with his 
varied friendships to give su ff icient time to 
eit her scholarship or religion, he neglected 
both until his senior year, and then woke 
up late to the more serious demands of life. 
His conversion was a strikingly thorough one, 
and at once assumed the vo·cational form. He 
became religious work director in a large city 
YM.CA - where for three years he had a remarkable 
personal influence with young men and even 
with older men of dissolute habits. Then fol-
lowed a year of special study in a school of 
theology and a successful career in foreign 
Christian Association work. 
Case B was also a nrominent athlete in 
college, a star in football, and a glee club 
man, whose life had been rather careless and 
neglectful of high ideals. In the middle of 
his senior year he attended a men's meeting on 
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the evening of the Day of Prayer for Colleges 
and responded to a remarkably effective appeal 
to his latent manliness by a much respected 
professor. In manly fashion he dedicated his 
life to God at that meeting and immediately 
laid his plans to study for the ministry. Be-
fore that meeting he was about the last man in 
college to be expected to enter the ministry. 
His late conversion not only radically changed 
his character, but also gave an immediately 
vocational trend to his religious experience . 
Case C Another attractive young college 
athlete, champion fullback for several years 
in an Iowa college, an average student but re-
markably popular, and with fine business pros-
pects in life as the heir of a great prosperous 
stock farm. He came from a non-religious home 
but was a young man of good character. Near 
the end of his college course he faced the 
claims of religion on his life and experienced 
a sincere conversion. The definite vo~ational 
impulse was given direction soon bya Student 
Volunteer convention, and he enlisted for for-
eign missionary service. In a few years, after 
special training in a school of theology he was 
doing conspicuous service under the TI~CA in the 
Philippine Islands. His success in distinctly 
religious work has been unusual. From experience 
with many such cases as these, I ~ave been con-
vinaed that there is something about the unusual 
experience of conY.ersion in the later college 
years which gives it naturally a vocational 
trend . and the reason I find in the pr inciple 
as stated above: 
Conversion, at any period, exalts and 
fructifies the particular interests, ideals, 
emotions, ambitions, and sentiments appropri-
ate to that period, and has therefore a dif-
ferent practical value at each particular stage 
in life. 
conversion A still later conversion, especially 
in Maturity in the case of men of means, results natural-
Social 'ly in the consecration of money, time, surplus 
energy, to some fine social service, some hu-
manitarian or religious enterprise. It seldom 
drives the man directly into a new vocation, 
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though it does sometimes. A lawyer forty 
years old app~ied for admission at Oberlin 
School of Theology a few years ago. Such a 
radical change is seldom desirable, and is 
not natural. It is brain surgery to upset 
professional habits of many years' standing 
and set about the forming of new brain paths 
when the brain is apt to be less plastic. 
There is a r eal fascination however in pr each-
. ing to mature men and women. It is due to 
the fact that when a real Christian experience 
does come to them,- call it conversion, change 
of heart, the second blessing or an illumina-
tion, or what you will,- if the . experience is 
genuine, it gives impulsion and practical ex-
pression to the nbrmal life values and religious 
interests of maturity;- the inte1·es ts of the 
social gospel; just as Mr . Armour, inspired 
by a sermon by Dr. Gunsaulus, consecrated his 
wealth to found the Armour Institute. Similar-
ly an able Boston lawyer and successful business 
man, Henry F. Durant, after the sudden death of 
his onli son, was converted at the age of 41, 
and gave his fortune and his chief life inter-
est to the founding of Wellesley Colle·ge. His 
conversion made a profound change in his outlook 
upon life and completely reversed many of his 
ideals. It is interesting to note that the vo-
litional trend of the experience in the early 
forties was in the direction of the religious 
interests of maturity, the interests of the so-
cial gospel. 
The same general rule seems to hold 
true in childhood and the three sub-periods 
of adolescence; Conversion at any period 
exalts and makes fruitful the particular in-
terests , ideals, emotions, ambitions and 
sentiments appropriate to that period,- other 
things being equal. This is why a child con-
version is a shal;low and rather egoistic experi-
ence. It is perfectly natural that it should 
be. Childish feeling and thinking are not 
deep and ought not to be. The stream of child-
ish consciousness, like the little rippling 
brook that grows to be a river, is shallow, 
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fickle, shifting, bubbling over with gaiety, 
but sounding no depths. The experience of 
conversion can be no deeper than the experience 
of life, and its contrasts no more vivid than 
the experience of sin. Conviction of sin sel-
dom comes before adolescence. li'urthermore, 
chil~ood is naturally egoistic, self-centered. 
Before adolescent days, altruism is an exotic, 
and grows slowly. So we find the child co a-
version to be naturally not only a superfic-
ial experience but distinctly individualistic. 
That is one reaso.n Pilgrim's Progress appeals 
so to children. That is why many children are 
interested in heaven, and their personal share 
in it. This accounts for the noticeable fond-
ness of children about twelve for hymns about 
heaven, a preference which usually changes in 
adolescence. 
Conversion under twelve may be thor-
oughly sincere, but it will not be deep, nor 
will it have any great leverage upon the 
·social instincts or altruistic sentiments, 
for they are not yet to any extent developed. 
We must remember that Jesus at twelve was in 
oriental adolescence, and doubtless three or 
four years more mature than children in 
colder climates where development is slow. 
I agree with Professor Coe that it is "a 
distinctly wholesome sign for a child simply 
to assume that he is included with his par-
ents in the Kingdom of God, and to take no 
thought for decisions or experiences other 
than those directly involved in filling his 
proper place in the family, the schoo], etc. n 
A child conversion (under twelve) is prema-
ture, if we are looking for maximum value in 
the experience. 
Students of religious psychology all 
agree that adole~cence is the normal time 
for the experience of conversion. Starbuck 
well says, nconversion is a normal aao~ les­
cent phenomenon, incidental to the passage 
from the child's small universe to the wider 
life of maturity." In every respect this 
is the time of new birth in a human person-
ality. Body and mind are reciprocally de-
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veloping with leaps and bounds. The indi-
viduality is bursting into full flower. The 
social instinct is becoming keen. Friendship 
ripens into a reel sharing of life. The very 
world becomes new, because of the changed 
view-points and the new attitude toward life. 
In the illumined face of adolescence, frankly 
reflecting new-found joy and the feelings of 
largeness and height of life, do we see the 
message of Revelation: nAndi saw a new 
heaven and a new earth; for the. first heay;en 
and the first earth are passed away •••. and all 
things are become new." Now su:pr emely is the · 
time in a human li~u:pon this earth, when 
nHe that sitteth ori the throne" seems to say 
"Behold I make all things ne-·n . Th:e first 
things (childish things) are passed away." 
Man ifestly now is the time for the birth of 
the new spiritual life, with all the rest . 
Now if ever ,_· is the psychological moment for 
the religious nature, the religious instincts, 
sentiments, emotions, motives, ideals, to be-
come focal and energetic in consciousness. 
1 hen conversion comes in early adoles-
cence, as it often does particularly with 
girls , its impulsive energy exalts the hero-
worahip natural to this period, and heightens 
the social instincts that are just . ripening. 
There is now a keen sensitiveness to life in 
all its moods. Conscience is normally alert. 
S.elf-sacrifice for friends is a new-found joy. If the flood-time of the spirit comes 
now, all these elements in the focal conscious-
ness will receive the full value of the new 
energy, the new spiritual emphasis, and we 
shall find a keener conscience still, God-
guided; and a consecration of the life increas-
ingly to the life of others. 
When, because of environment and train-
ing, the conversion comes two or three years 
later, in middle adolescence, after puberty , 
we find our rule again proves true. Indi-
viduality is the key word, in this new-wDrld 
of middle youth, not the egoism and selfish-
pass of childhood, but the true selfness of 
a full-fledged life. Now the impulsive en-
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erg of conversion is most apt to exalt the 
new am i ions IOr a use u li e, a camp 
life well-rounded and develo ed in all its 
capac~ 1es an powers. We ins inc ive y ry 
to arouse right ambitions in boys just now; 
and this is just what real conversion will do 
for them; help them to make the most of 
themselves, to consecrate for God's best use 
this life which they have recently discovered 
in its three dimensions. Self-fulfillment 
for Christ's sake and the sake of others, 
this is the religious imperative now, inten-
sified by all the force of a normal conver-
sion, which presents the loftiest ideals to 
the youth just now when he is most keenly 
sensitive to his need of them. 
The Evolution of Ideals 
Now the fundamental reason for this 
fact of the genetic values in the experience 
of conversion, is the inner fact that the con-
tent and direction and degree of power in the 
ideals which generate conversion are passing 
through a similar process of evolution. That 
is, there is a normal, progressive development 
of ideals. The results of conversion are large-
ly decided by the prevailing type of dominant 
ideals. To be strre the suggestive power of 
family expectancy and the force of group, clan, 
club, and gang comradeship will often be deci-
sive; but this is merely pushing the problem 
one stage further into ideals not from them, 
involving -social ideals in addition to person-
al ideals. However, the relation of ideals to 
conversion is only one phase of a larger dis-
cussion, the general and continuous develop-
ment of ideals through childhood, youth and 
maturity. It seems to me reasonable to carry 
over to this broader field as our working 
hypothesis the general thesis which we have 
discovered in the field of conversion. 
May I state this working hypothesis 
thus: There is. a normal progressive develop-
ment of ideals, showing characteristic phases, 
appropriate to the periods of childhood, adol-
escence and maturitf. We find the clue to 
these changing idea s in the successive life 
interests and growing experience; and, in the 
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earlier years, to the unfolding instincts, at 
the heart of :personal develo:pmeot. Hockiog 
comes oear this fact wheo he says (:p.l94) "Meo 
can ooly admire where they can have interest 
and :possibility." He makes a strange differ -
entiation however betweeo ideals and nconcrete 
admirations" wheo he says, s:peakiog of the 
Spartan boy ( :p .193) "He is governed not by · 
ideals alone but by his coocrete admirations. 
His princ iples might be stated: '-7hat I ad-
mire in others I wish for m~elf ." I should 
beg to differ from even so ·stinguished an 
authority and maiotaio that "concrete ad-
mirations11 are nothing more or less than ideals 
visualized and their content personalized. 
The grip of ideals on the imagination 
of the iodividual girl or boy is due to a 
corresponding heart hunger, an inner appe-
tite of :personality. It is due to a longiog 
for self-fulfillment or for social efficiency. 
The :presence of this hitherto latent longing 
is qu ite likely instinctive. But its emerg-
ence is stimulated by t he ideal, because 
the ideal suddenly became for the boy a "con-
crete admiration." That is, the boy is able 
to visualize the ideal when he sees it be-
come fl esh and dwell among his :peers. The 
intensity of the ideal's a:ppeal , to him, will 
increase if he develops a rising faith that 
he can :possibly realize such an ideal in his 
own life. The beautifully riotous idealism 
of youth and its wide range is partly due to 
the vast versatility of the undeveloped re-
sources of adolescence. Life's open doors 
are not yet closed and its forks in the road 
not yet :passed. It is easy to conceive :pos-
sible successes in many attractive lines of 
potential activity which special education 
might pr epare for . But with every passing 
year this is less true, as the forks in the 
life road require mutually exclusive decisions 
and many doors of opportunity have to be 
passed by. 
The Ideals of Maturity 
As practical :possibilities therefore, 
maturity can cherish fewer ideals than youth , 
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but 'll.ts interests need not be so rapidly nar-
rowed, though as a matter of fact, through 
specialization they usually are. President · 
Hyde somewhere says "a I}lan's life is no 
broader than the range of interests he makes 
his own .n 
It seems to be the rule, however, that 
The ideals of maturity are largely determined 
by vocational interest, by developed habits, 
and b the sentiments which are due to life 
inves mens. T e ma ure ife can e roa ened, 
enriched and spiritualized by broadening the 
life interests beyon~ the narrow grooves of 
vocation and habit. 
In maturity, instinct no longer reigns, 
but habit increasingly dominates life and its 
ideals. In fact what finally crushes ideals 
in many lives is slavery to bad habit. A 
slave to liquor seldom is found with any 
ideals about temperance. The indulged taste 
for liquor kills off all ideals of prohibi-
tion. Illicit sexual indulgence quickly 
kills ideals of chastity. Laxness in hand-
ling money develops petty graft and gradual-
ly accustoms a man to shading the ideals of 
.honesty and the rights of property. Sharp 
business dealing, successfully practiced , 
dulls the sense of fair play and annihilates 
business ideals until anything is fair in the 
game of trade. The subtle decadence of adult 
morality is mainly due t o crumbling ideals, dis-
integrating under the -weathering influence of 
the stress of evil habit. 
The vocational interests also determine 
ideals. All successful men are up-to-date in 
their own specialty. The tragic intellectual 
difficulty in this era of narrow specializa-
tion is the difficulty of wide reading to keep 
abreast of the times in lines outside our own 
vocation . Now the content of ideals is mainly 
intellectual. It is difficult even for con-
scientious men to be keenly alert to social 
ideals in e~erience foreign to their person-
al vocation The laboring man misunderstands 
many a conscientiou~ employer, and the reverse, 
* or possibly to their racial, religious, and 
home relationships which tend to limit appercep-
tion. 
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for this very reason. And the undeveloped 
imagination of a busy physician, bound up in 
his vocation, makes it very di f ficult some-
times for h im to perceive the essential ideals 
of t he labor movement. Conscience grows keen 
only by use. Ideals clarify only through 
honest experience; Experience then must be 
broadened. Li f e interests must be broadened, 
i f li f e is to be enriched in maturity. 
The ex treme di f ficulty of 11 changing 
human nature" is frequently overstressed as 
an impossibility. The truth in the matter 
is merely the unlikelihood of radical char-
acter changes after the plastic years of 
youth are p assed, because habit has master-
ed ideals, new habits are increasingly di f -
ficult with diminishing plasticity, and 
narrowed interests int erfere wit h the like-
lihood of making new ideals effective. Yet 
ma n is at heart an idealist, and there is a 
vast amount of idealism in adult life, the 
dynamic in which is the steady power of the 
deep-flowing sentiments and loyalties of 
maturity, as Lyman Abbott once so splendid-
l y expressed it in The Outlook: "It is one 
of t he divine mysteries of man's life in 
this world, that while he is always dealing 
with material things, struggling f or them, 
storing them up, and counting himsel f rich 
or poor according to his possessions, he i s 
ready at any moment to hold them as dust in 
t he balances, i f the real t hings he carr ies 
in his heart are in any peril. He will open 
the dikes and destroy the country he has 
worked for centuries to create, rather than 
to suffer her tyrant enemies to possess her. 
He will sacrifice everything he has accumu-
lated in a lif etime for the sake of wife or 
child. Immersed in materialism, man is al-
ways at heart an idealist. Putting his 
strength into the mastery of th~ngs, he is 
always finding his real life in ideas, emo-
tions, convictions. He works with his body, 
but he lives in his soul." 
Let us then never despair of success-
fully ap pealing to the latent idealism of 
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mature men and women. It is obvious however 
that the ideals of maturity are limited in 
range by the vocational interests and the de-
veloped habits and life associations. A part 
of the work of religious education is to en-
rich and broaden the life interests of matur-
ity. l issionary education in recent years has 
gradually accomplished this; hence the steady 
increase in the habits of missionary giving,-
the fruits of a new idealism among our church 
men. 
The question of adult ideals is closely 
related to the question of conscience, as 
well as of the strength of the religious sen-
timents which give ideals their dynamic. Too 
often what President Wilson says is true: 
"Men have allowed their consciences to run 
down because the mechanism in them seems to 
be affected by great magnets outside, which 
made it impossible for them to work inde-
pendently. All their individual compasses 
were disturbed by great masses,- chiefly of 
gold,- in their neighborhood, and they have 
asked themselves how they could disengage 
their consciences and become independent · 
instrumentalities in the sight of God. ~he 
task is so tremendous and so perplexing that 
many men have adjourned the effort and have 
decided that all they can do is to drift wi th 
the general movement of the mass. They are 
craving to have someone rediscover their 
spirits for them. (Q.uoted in the Christian 
Register, Jan. 16, 1919 ) 
Yet it is reasonably clear that the 
hope of social evolution lies not with the 
slow and difficult adult education, but with 
;plastic children and youth; and if ideals 
furnish us the leverage in religious educa-
tion, it behooves us to focus our study up-
on the problem of the progressive development 
of ideals in childhood and youth. 
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IDEALS IN THE MAKING 
Data for the Comparative Study of Ideals 
Two methods are available for this 
study, first, the reports of the boys them-
selves, and second the observation by adults 
of the external evidences of idealism in 
children and youth. Obviously each method 
needs to be supplemented by the other. We 
shall gain much significant data from the 
subjective replies of the individuals we are 
studying; but this data will need consider-
able interpretation to reduce the factor of 
error. It will not be necessary to repeat 
here the description of my method of gather -
ing this data (See Intra d. p. 14) and the 
care taken to reduce the danger of inac-
curacies. The wide range of social status, 
of geographical location, of economic and vo-
cational background, and of the religious and 
non-religious elements in environment gives 
me confidence in the breadth of my generaliza-
tions; though the reports are still continu-
ing to come in and minor changes are likely 
to be made before my final statement is formu-
lated. I should like to emphasize the fact 
that my friends who assisted in gathering the 
data, in several states, we~e all workers with 
boys of several years' experience, and that 
extreme care was exercised to get accurate and 
secret reports, and with ~minimum of selection 
in the type of boys reporting. In contradis-
tinction from the usual result of the question-
naire method, every boy who had the chance, so 
far as I have been able to learn, gladly fur-
nished the personal data. In fact these que.s-
tions were so enthusiastically received by the 
boys, extra copies were made . f"or circulation 
much further than I had planned, and in some 
cases have been made the basis of boys' club 
discussions for the .winter. This shows that 
the questions were successful in striking 
definite points of deep interest in boy life. 
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Ver'Jl few of the questions were abstract, 
Most of them presented definite, concrete al-
ternatives which could be answered by Yes or 
No. They were specifically aimed to get at 
the working ethics of boy life, in order to 
furnish us material for observing the process 
of Ideals in the Making. The complete list of 
questions follows, as used. in Toledo, Ohio. The 
same questions were used elsewhere, with minor 
changes in locs.l personal allusions like Brand 
\Thi tlock. 
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Is it ever right to fight? 
Is it right to fight a smaller boy? 
Did you ever fight a smaller boy? 
Is it right to hit a boy from behind his back? 
Is it right to fight with brass knuckles? 
Is it right to fight with stones in your hands? 
Is it right to fight after a boy says "Down?" 
Is it right to hit below the belt? · 
Would you knock a boy down for insulting your sister? 
Is it right to "snitch," "peach," "ta.ttle?u 
Have you ever done this against one of your own gang? 
Is it wrong to tell a lie to protect a friend? 
Do you always tell the truth to a boy in another gang? 
Does crossing your fingers or saying "over the leftn make an 
untruth right? 
Did you ever break a promise to your own crowd? 
Is it wrong to nswipe" from another gang? 
Would you do something which the gang decides is wrong? 
Do you admire the f ellow who is clever at getting out of scrapes? 
When the umpire isn't watching, do you sometimes cut by the base 
without tagging it? 
It's your bat; there's a man on first. Would you try to make a 
. safe hit instead of sacrifi~ing? 
Would you rather lose the game than win with the help of an unfair 
umpire? 
1Vould you rather have ~~100,000. than be Ty Cobb? 
i1ould you rather have ijp lOO, 000. than be General Pershing? 
Wou:j.d you rather have ~plOO,OOO. than earn a J!,rench Cross of War? 
Do you think a man should marry before he is 24 years old? 
Do you enjoy the company of girls rather than boys? 
Is it worse to steal than to lie? 
I s it worse to be a coward than to be selfish? 
* o you call playing marbles for keeps gambling? 
Is it best to smoke? Do you smoke? 
Is it worse to be a coward than to be an habitual liquor drinker? 
Are you more likely to do wro ng things if you are sure not to be 
found out? · 
Is it right to play cards for money? 
E:re you more interested in doing good work than getting well paid? 
If you found a dollar at school would it be foolish to give it to 
a person who claimed to have lost it? 
Is it worse to lie than to swear? 
Would you rather be Jess Willard than Brand Whitlock? 
Would you rather be Babe Ruth, or some other champion pitcher than 
Governor Cox? 
'Vould you rather be foot-ball captain at Scott High School than 
lead your class in scholarship? 
1~uld you rather be a first-class boss carpenter than a doctor? 
Would you rather b.e a Y!IJlCA man, or a minister, or in some other "so-
cial servi ce" calling, than earn $ 3,000 a year at something else? 
Do you believe religion helps a person to be a better man? 
Would you rather be rich than be a Christian? 
Do you know a bett er ideal than Jesus Christ? If so, who? 
Name five of your heroes (living or dead). 
ltnat is manliness? 
How old are you? 
* ~t worse to cheat in examinations than t o cheat in games? 
1~9 
(a) 
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(e.) 
No one could examine the papers without 
being impressed by the evident sincerity and 
moral earnestness of boys. Fl ippancy was re-
vealed in only one paper. One 16 year-old 
country boy answered the inquiry "lvnat is man-
liness?" - "Never had that; I've had small pox 
tho." The same boy doubly underlined NO to 
the question, "Do you believe religion helps 
a person to be a better man?" In a great ma-
jority of cases however not f lippancy but es-
sential reverence in the presence of the im-
portant issues of li f e was evident. There was 
considerable groping around for life standards, 
especially in the younger years, b~t true con-
scientiousness was usually clear, though the 
basis for moral judgment varied considerably 
with limited experience. In general the boys 
in the reform school fr om which data was 
gathered showed as k een moral sense as the 
boys in the Sunday School group, and rather 
more mental · alertness. In fact some· showed 
~ igns of mental precocity, while a few of the 
latter group were decidedly backward. The re-
form school boys . in Massachusetts and the ~ural 
high school boys in Nebraska both seemed eith-
er more familiar with fiction and historical 
heroes or somewhat less in touch with history 
in the making than the boys in city groups. 
The reform school boys seemed a little defic-
ient in the sense of· property rights and a 
trifle sensitive to the money ap:peal. l~ inety 
per cent of them considere a it wor s e t o lie 
than to steal, though two-thirds of them would 
lie to protect a friend. A large income ap-
pealed to them more than a life of service in 
TI~CA work or the ministry; yet few of them 
preferred $100,000 to being Gen. Pershing or Ty Cobb ! . 
A striking fact is the absolutely unani-
mous agreement that there is no better ideal 
than Jesus Christ, also the remarkably large 
proportion agreeing that religion helps a per-
son to be a better man. On the latter question 
95% reply in the affirmative, including 929; 
of the reform school boys. Strangely enough, 
one boy denies the moral value of religion, 
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but included Jesus Christ as one of his five 
heroes. Another boy of 14 who mentions his 
father as his first hero, believes religion 
does not help a man; suggesting that his 
father, whom he admires is not religious. 
The fact that most boys say No to the 
question " Would you rather be rich tiian be 
a Christian?" indicates that most boys are 
idealists. The vote on this question among 
the Nebraska boys was 48 to 7, and all but 
one of the boys _preferring ·wealth were boys 
in later teens, when the conwercial instincts 
are stronger. The only boys preferring to 
have $100,000 rather than a French Cross of 
War were boys 15 or over. Likewise the 
younger boys in larger majority preferred 
to be Pershing rather than to have the money. 
Two-thirds of the young city boys would pre-
fer to be Ty Cobb rather than have $100,000; 
but the country boys evidently knew less 
about him or felt the pull of base ball less, 
for · they voted against him by a small margin. 
This however was also due to the fact that 
the country boys reporting were mostly in the 
middle or later teens, when the commercial 
instinct is getting the better of the play 
instinct, especially in rural life. 
Practically all boys believe in a 
fair fight, when f ighting is necessary and 
the cause is a ·ust one. In answer to the 
question, "Is it ever right to fight?" I 
have received but 20 negatives, most of which 
were f rom small boys of 10 or 11 years who 
re f lected the formal eth ics of t he Sunday 
School environment . In order to test the 
sincerity of this answer, I had a counter 
question later, 11Would you knock a boy down 
for insulting your sister?" 11his elicited 
vigorous respons es,- including all but three 
of the boys who had said it was never right 
to fight! The concrete case drew their fire 
and revealed their sincere opinion. One of 
these theoretical pacifists, with smug self-
righteousness remarked to the first question: 
"No gentleman ever fights." But he had a 
relapse on the later question about his sister, 
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and replied with an underlined "Yes!" Several 
assured me they would lick the offend.er if 
they were big enough, and several others if 
they had any sister to defend; and doubtless 
the two little :pacifists who thought it wrong 
to fight and wouldn't even defend sister, 
were prudently mindful of the inaffectiveness 
of their little 10 and 11 year-old fists. 
The inquiries into the details of the 
ethics of boy fighting brought singularly 
unanimous responses, indicating a strong sense 
of fair :play and demand for the square deal. 
They all consider it mean to hit a boy behind 
his back , to fight a smaller boy, to hit be-
low the belt or to fight after a boy says 
"Down;" and only one young thug has confessed 
the sneaking belief that it is all right to 
fight with brass knuckles or with stones in 
your hands. A few. confessed with shame that 
they had in the dim :past been guilty of 
fig'hting a smaller boy; and one thought it 
was sometimes necessary to add a tenth inning, 
"when he really needed it, If after a well-
thrashed boy had said nDow n. " The qualifi-
cations and discriminations g iven by the 
older boys to the fighti ng questions shows 
that they consider fistic warfare a foolish 
way to settle .disputes , to be indulged in 
only as a last resort when other means have 
failed. One billingsgate artist declares 
he would not knock a boy down for insulting 
his sister, because nTaDting hurts his 
fe elings lots worse." We wonder what the 
other boy would be doing all this time! It 
takes only one to fight, but two to keep the 
:peace. · 
Ordinary 11 sni t$ing , n 'rpeaching11 and 
"tattling" find no defenders . I have - not 
even discovered yet any par ticipators in Judge 
Lindsay r s 11 snitching bees;" but two sugges-
tions come ~ from the reform school boys, 
showing experience in criminal lore. One 
sagely says tattling is all right if it is 
f or a crime like murder , but not for break-
ing rules in school. Another discriminates 
nicely by allowing that tattling is neces-
sary s ometimes to save the innocent from 
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getting punished for the guilty. "Then you 
have to tell what you know." Here . is wis-
dom from the throes of experience! 
The ethics of lying are a live issue 
with boys. They have discovered the prac-
tical need of extracting the truth from each 
other at any rate. The only gToup that con-
siders swearing worse than lying consists of 
preadolescent boys, mostly in Sunday Schools. 
Older boys, by about a 3 to 1 vote decl.are 
lying worse than swearing. The reason back 
of this seems to be the development of so-
cial instincts, and the feeling that lying 
injures others, whereas swearing injures 
mainly one's self. Country boys seemed 
more sensitive to the evil of swearing; they 
probably hear more of it. Little boys whose 
property sense is undeveloped, vote by about 
2 to 1 that lying is worse than stealing; 
with older boys the vote is reversed. They 
feel the seriousness of property losses; ex-
cept the reform school boys , who were unani-
mous the other way! Obviously it takes some 
slight experience in property ownership 
really to give the sense of property rights. 
Cheating in games was considered somewhat 
more blameworthy than cheating in examinations, 
in the case of the older boys, but the children 
felt the school discipline more and the sports-
man's conscience less. The honesty test is 
the questior1, 11 .Are you more likely to do wrong 
if you are sure not to be fo-und out?n A 
large majority say~. except the small boys 
under 13, who vote no, in the proportion of 2 
to 1. Smug little pharisees! Their sense of 
sin is undeveloped. Several older boys answer 
the iuestion, "Sure. Anyone is." Another 
thoughtfully explains it: "Yes the temptation 
would be greater." 
A few questions bring out the moral 
censorship of the gang and reveal something 
of the double code of tribal ethics. "Is 
it wrong to tell a lie to protect a friend," 
was answered by about 2 to 1 in the negative 
by the boys in reform school, but in the 
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affirmative by nearly as large a proportion 
among the city church school boys, while 
the country high school boys divided close-
ly on this issue. An analysis of the vote 
however shows that preadoles cen t boys would 
not lie to protect a friend, but a majority 
of older boys would do so, in response, 
doubtless, to gang loyalty, so strong in 
middle teens. On the other hand the 
youngsters say it is excusable to nswipe" 
from another gang; though older boys are 
quite doubtful about it, their property 
sense is keener . Country boys voted more 
strongly against this practice, not only 
from strong commercial sense in the teens 
but also because boys ' gang~ in the country 
are less common and less dominant. "Would 
you do something which the gang decides is 
wrong?n was answered strongly in the nega-
tive, though non-conformists were numerous 
enough to give the gang leaders trouble, 
especially among the self-assertive city 
high school boys, indicating the personal-
izing of their ethias in defiance of the 
·group censorship. 
11 If you found a dollar at s.chool, 
would it be foolish to give it to a per-
son who cla~med to have lost it?" was in-
tended less as a test of honesty than of 
discrimination. Both city and country boys 
under 14, in general, would return the 
money t o the claimant; but older boys were 
more discriminating and voted in the propor-
tion of 5 to 2 ~gainst doing so, in many 
cases explaining, "Let him prove it first!" 
This shows discrimination through growing 
experience. The same may explain the clearer judgment of the older boys that playing 
marbles for keeps is gambling, whereas many 
youngsters, still in the lure of the lfagates," 
declare it innocent sport! Seven-eights of 
boys would rather lose the ball game than 
win with the help of an unfair nump", and 
many declared with bitterness of soul that 
they had often done so; but the youn gsters 
rather wavered on this issue, a much larger 
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proportion wishing to win at any cost,-their 
sporting ethics being yet undeveloped. One 
boy wistfully decided, "Yes, I'd rather lose 
fairly; but it would come hard.rt Verily 
there is judgment awaiti ng a corrupt umpire! 
A considerable proport ion of ;rounger boys 
consider that a lie "with your fingers crosse~' 
or a reservation like "over the left" is not 
r epr ehensible; but older boys know better. 
One boy of 15 said "No, it does not make it 
right, but I've always tho.ught so, because 
it is a custom of the gang. 
The ideal of go od workmanship i s 
stronger with most boys than cupidity. l~early 
90~~ said yes. to the question "Are you more 
interested'"""Tn doing good work than getting 
well paid?" The reform scp.ool boys made the 
best showing on this. question, as they also 
did on the qu estion "Would you rather be foot-
ball captain at your high school than 1 ead 
your class in scholarship?n uscholarship for 
me" said one. In general the older boys in 
high schools preferred the captaincy, though 
in the country the vote was practically a 
tie,- education there means a gr eater sacri-
fice . In the group of boys under 14 the 
vote was heavily against the captaincy; they 
had not yet felt the pressure of high school 
loyalty and the social grip of nthe honor of 
the school." 
The question of cutting first-base,when 
the umpire was not looking, was inQecisive. 
Most little chaps of 10-12, and many in the 
early teens, were conscientious about it; but 
the older boys divided almost even, many seem-
ing to feel the responsibility was on the am-
pire. A question was inserted to draw out the 
growing sense of team-work, based on the phi-
losophy of the "sacrifice-hitn but the results 
wer e not very clear. "Its your bat; there's 
a man on first. Would you try to make a safe 
hit instead of sacrificing?" A small majority 
of the older boys would prefer to sacrifice 
but many of the younger fellows probably 
failed to understand the qaestion. 
Few boys consider it right to gamble at 
qards, but some confess it is their practice 
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occasionally; Likewise an overwhelming major-
ity say "It is no,t best to smoke"; but a 
number add: nBut I . do!~~ The boys found it 
difficult to compare the evils of cowardice, 
drunken.ness and selfishness, many declaring 
them equally bad. Older boys, however, have 
caught the soldier's abhorrence of cowardice 
as the arch sin, and voted strongly that it 
was worse to be a coward than to be selfish; 
whereas the boys under 14, by a close vote, de-
cided the other way. But in response to the 
question "Is it worse to be a coward than to 
be an habitual liquor drinker?" 75% o all 
the boys said no! They evidently felt the 
drunkard was aYSo a coward, as several ex-
pressed it. About as many small boys would 
rather be nBabe Ruth" or some other champion 
pitcher, than the governor; one said "neath-
er;" but a healthy majority showed the higher 
ambition. When it came to comparing Jess 
Willard with Brand 'Vhitlock in Ohio, and with 
~~. Hoover elsewhere, the pugilist stood no 
chance at all! A surprising numb er answered 
~ to the question of a life of service; 
Woul d you rather be a YMCA man, or a minister, 
·or . in some other social service calling, than 
earn $ 3,.000 a year at something else? It is 
very evident that the YMCA h~s made good with 
the boys as a noble calling challenging their 
personal consideration. Some city boys pre-
ferred the ministry; but hardly any in the 
country who had the country church with its 
handicaps in mind. 
nName five of your heroes (living or 
dead)n was a question which aroused much in-
terest and considerable cogitation. The 
six leaders in this interesting pleb iscite 
came in this order: Pershing , Lincoln, 
Washington, 1Yilson, l!1och and Roosevelt. The 
favorite's name was spelled eight different 
ways, the most fatal of which was nperishing!n 
I plan to classify later these p ersonalized 
ideals for comparison at different ages, under 
Acquaintances, Living Leaders, and Characters 
in History or Fiction. We now summarize a few 
results of this study of dats. 
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Ideals in the Making: a Few Working Principles 
The intellectual content of an ideal 
de ends u on ex erience and education. Its 
c earness and vividness epen s upon prac ce 
in testing it out. 
This generalizatio n is suggested by 
the fact that a small boy;' s heroes are quite 
apt to be his personal friends, rather than 
heroes of fiction or history . In a group of 
20 reports from boys 10-11 years old, only 
six could name give historical heroes, and 
of these boys only two were 10 years old. 
Charact eristic replies were:"~n:y mother, 
father , Jesus, Mr. VanEttan (his teacher·) 
and my cousin;n "Lincoln, Roosevelt, Dan 
Bear4 Jesus and Dad;" nGe orge Washington, 
Ab e Lincoln, Roosevelt , Woodrow Wilson and 
Dr. Allen (his pastor ). One boy gave his 
father only. In several instances imagina-
tion failed utterly to function; One wrote 
"No none" (for, I know no heroes). Several 
wrote initials, evidently of much admired 
friends whose identity they did not wish to 
disclose. 
In many cases older boys, whose his-
torical knowledge was limited and acquaint-
ance with fiction meager, mentioned the 
names of personal heroes not known to fame; 
evidently local celebrities or personal 
friends. For instance: npershing, Crawford, 
Emerson Miller, Bill Anderson and Dave." Bill 
Morrissey, Tedrow Acey , Jess Davey , Joe 
Steacher all came in . for their humble share 
of glory, side by side with the more notor-
ious "Jess Willard., Billy Sunday and Rocky-
fellow .IT It was rather sad to read , on one 
report from a reform school boy; "There are 
none heroes;rr and another that said: "I 
do not know any. n Possibly disillusionment; 
more likely limited experience with the right 
sort of men and a lack of study . · 
The above general principle is also 
sustained by the answers some country boys 
give to the inquiries along the lines of 
base ball ethics. "I do not understand base 
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ball"; "I do not play baseball. n In quar-
ter-sections of open country where there are 
not five boys to the square mile, base ball 
is as scarce as an ocean view. Such boys 
have very hazy ideals of sportsmanship, for 
lack of opportunity. 
The emotional grip of an ideal on the 
child de ends artly u on its instinctive 
core; ence an idea , whose na ura namic 
is an adolescent instinct or interest, finds 
little response in childhood. 
Partly to test this point, a question 
was included in our list, nno you think a man 
should marry before he is 24 years old?n 
Middle adolescent boys and older are inter-
ested; the youngsters are not. One wrote 
"I am only 11." l'iearly all boys under 14 
answered "No," or gave no answer at all. They 
took no imaginative interest in the problem. 
But at 14 a surprising turn is seen in the 
reports; from there on the answers are us-
ually "Yes," or "Yes, if he wants to." One 
boy of 16 sagely decided, nrt all depends." 
The reason is obvious in the awakened sex 
instinct at the average age of 14. 
The same results are discovered, 
though not with quite the same sharpness, 
in connection with the social instincts 
which are more character is tic of ad.olescence 
than of childhood. The commercial instinct 
is apt to follow closely the sex instinct. 
I notice at many points in these papers that 
preadolescent boys have much less interest 
in money than the older boys have. (See f, g, 
h,i,j,k, items in our foregoipg discussion of 
data). 
The fact that younger boys consider 
swearing worse than lying (see v), whereas 
older boys report the reverse, suggests -the 
developing social sense in adolescence and · 
the realization of the social necessity for 
truth-telling. Similarly, the fact that 
lying is considered worse than stealing, by 
younger boys (see w), wherea~ older boys re-
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gard stealing as more serious, is readily 
accounted for by the developed sense of 
property rights, partly through experience, 
on the part of the older boys. The ideals 
of the younger boys are socially undeveloped 
because of the immaturity of the social in-
stincts; consequently there is less emotion-
al grip of the social ideals in childhood. 
These ideals, in fact, can hardly be said to 
be real to children; when they do imitate 
them, they do so in a mechanical, external 
way, wtth no sense of inner authority due to 
instinctive ripeness. L·ikewise the spirit 
of cooperation, team-work and team-play is 
an adolescent development which has little 
emotional hold upon children. This was not 
clearly brought out in relation to the 
"Sacrifice-hit" question, but is evident in 
the various questions relating to the gang, 
which had less appeal to individualistic 
children. 
The volitional effectiveness of an 
ideal depends largely upon the personal in-
terests, ambitions and loyalties which en-
ergize it. These in turn develop with the 
years with characteristic changes. But a 
ooy 1 s effective ideals can be no higher than 
his loyalty. · 
Our previous point suggests that the 
characteristic interests of the early periods 
are naturally instinctive and therefore de-
velop progressively. The individual ambition 
is quite likely to be the result of social 
suggestion, which varies greatly. The loyal-
ties are steadier, fewer and. more elemental. 
Our data shows clearly enough the splendid 
loyalty of boys, of all ages, to their coun-
try. About three-fourths of their heroes are 
patriotic heroes. Nearly all would rather be 
General Pershing than have ~~ 100, 000. Like-
wise the loyalty of all boys to their home is 
shown by their unanimity in vowing to protect 
their sister from insult (see m). Loyalty to 
a friend is shown in extreme degree by the 
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willingness of so many boys even to lie for 
friendship's sake. 
This loyalty comes to its climax evident-
ly in middle adolescence. Loyalty to the gang, 
the boy's own social group, of whatever nature, 
is strong in the city, less strong, because less 
common, in the country. (See aa,bb,cc,dd, 
ee). There is evidence here that the double 
standard of tribal ethics is ~ometimes found 
in the boys' gang, like the. pervertea_ loyalty 
of a too narrow patriotism. It is obvious 
that loyalty is the key word in boy ideals, 
and t hat the boy's ideals can be no higher 
than his loyalties; which suggests the abso-
lute necessity for giving religious motive 
to l;oyalty. Many a boy needs to be rescued 
from slavery to the gang's censorship, so 
that he will not lie altruistically to shield 
the gang, or steal from another gang, or de-
cide his estimates of right and wrong by the 
gang's public opinion, as so many of these 
boys confessed they were doing. This in-
volves the process of the personalizing of 
conscience, which we shall come to later. In 
any case, from the above discussion it seems 
clear, (and perhaps it is the most important 
fact about ideals) that: 
TEE BEST MOTIVE PO WER IN IDEALS I S PEaSONAL ·LOYALTY 
The concept loyaltl involves a definite 
intellectual content as well as emotional 
grip and volitional effectiveness; and there 
is no word that means more to boys, on what-
ever ·ethical plane they· may be living and 
whatever be the chief object of their loyalty. 
The chief problem in boy ethics is to lift 
the level of loyalty; and here of course is 
religion's chief responsibility and concrete 
opportunity. 
Hero- '/orship is the personifying of 
the present mood of changing ideals. The 
result is wholesome if the ideal be a worthy 
one, for these concrete admirations react 
powerfully upon the growing li f e. 
Jdeals are powerfully Contagious, be-
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cause of the .suggestive power of a highly emo-
tionali zed app eal to the imagination and the 
will . · They almost automatically filt er down 
fr om older classes .and higher social groups , 
in response to the natural course of imitation. 
_ Ideals have a mighty function in Self-
Control. Enforced allegiance to a super-: 
im!osed ideal is arti~icial control by exter-
na authority. The heart of true self-control 
is the inner allegiance to a ;personal ideal. 
Character depends upon this inner loyalty to 
the moral ideal. 
The Contrasted Idealism of Children and Youth 
Children admire ideals objectively,and 
then copy their form by unconscious imitation. 
Adolescents perceive ideals more ana= 
lytically and admire them more subjectively. 
Then they dramatize their ideals by incarnating 
their spirit. 
The idealism of children is character-
istic of child-life. It is apt to be external, 
mechanical, ;physical rather than spiritual. 
It can be no broader than the child experience, 
no steadier than the child's fickle will, no 
more dynamic than the child's shallow stream 
of unawakened feelings. Yet the ideals and 
s impler loyalties of childlife are vital be-
ginnings of the mighty tide to come. 
The idealism of youth is the most fas-
cinating thing in human life. At this time 
of sudden expansion of all phases and forces 
of life, ideals wield their supreme influence 
upon the will. With widening k nowledge comes 
clarified judgment; with the expanding life 
comes an u;prush of feeling which brings high-
tide in the soul. Powerful emotions are now 
generated, which, under guidance, readily fol-
low lines of altruistic service under the new 
social impulse. It is this functional ripe-
ness of adolescent idealism which constitutes 
the biggest challenge to religious education 
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as well as to evangelism. The selection of 
ideals is the most serious business of youth, 
and his comparison of his ideals with his ul-
timate life standard. Th~, youth has · more 
ideas for the moral judgment and. more emotion 
for the moral impetus of his conscience than 
has the child. 
f) Summary: The Development of Conscience 
In all this mass of material which the 
boys have furnished us for studying the 
process of ideals in the making, nothing is 
more apparent than the undoubted. moral 
earnestness of t he average boy. He intends 
to do what is right. He is by no means vi-
cious or degenerate, and. seldom lacking in 
a wholesome sense of moral responsibility. 
He admires manliness, and though he finds 
it difficult to define it, usually knows it 
when he sees it in the flesh. As he grows 
up from childhood to man's estate, he passes 
through an unsteady progression in his social 
ideals, which reflects his widening k nowledge, 
his deepening emotional life and usually also 
his steadying purpose; though his progress 
is very uneven, varying with his hero-models, 
his leadership, his loyalties, and. the com-
plex variety of influences surrounding his 
life. 
He usually has a wholesome respect for 
religion and a genuine reverence for the 
noble character of Jesus Christ. He believes 
that religion usually makes a person a better 
man, and he says he would rather be a Christ-
ian than merely to be rich. There is a free-
dom from cupidity and selfishness in him which 
is good to see. There is a contempt for 
cowardice, cheating, drunke~ss, duplicity, 
. and everything mean; and an admiration for 
hoDesty, fair play, social justice and per-
sonal manliness which proves that the boy is 
fundamentally right in the bent of his will. 
Yet with all his good qualities and 
aspirations, he is still an experimenter in 
goodness. He is groping for satisfying 
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ideals and for ultimate moral standards. He 
successively tries out the moral densorship 
of the home, the church school, the gang, the 
public school and every other type of public 
opinion available, during the years · when he 
dare not trust his own moral judgment, and 
must lean on some group for his moral decisions . • 
What he needs is a trustworthy conscience of 
his own; and this. is a vi tal part of his de-
velopment. 
The voice of my conscience is the ver-
dict which I tass on any tro~osed action in 
a ccordance wi h my presen i eals. 
It is evident that a boy grows his 
conscience, as he grows his lungs and heart, 
by exercise, that is, through experience. I 
discover three elements in this growth of con-
so ience: ·l) A growing sensitiveness. to moral 
values. 2) A growing clearness of judgment 
of right and wrong. 3) A growing steadiness 
of purpose, and loyalty to duty. 
The growing sensitiveness to moral 
values comes through the ripening of the so-
cial instincts and the experience of pain and 
pleasure, especially when interpreted by 
moral and . religiotis teachers, resulting in a 
growing · disposition to do right. Clearness 
of judgment in any field comes only through 
practice. The disposition to do right mean-
while is adopting standards of judgment in 
the form of ideals, and the· repeated use of 
these ideals in turn clarifies the moral 
judgment, whi ch is the intellectual element 
in -conscience. The growing steadiness of 
purpose is the reaction from the habit of 
right choices and the growing loyalty to ac-
cepted ideals, apd the obvious result is a 
developing character. With growing character, 
the habit of right action gives increased 
moral insight, and thus conscience becomes 
clearer and more reliable. In all this 
evolution of conscience it is evident that 
the crux of the problem is the effective-
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III. THE. SANCTION FOR RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 
1. OUR CHRIS'J:IAl.ll CIVILIZATION DEPENDENT UPON SOCIAL 
TRANSMISSIOI~ 
Having traced in Part I the outlines of 
our physical heritage in organic evolution and 
our social inheritance through the evolution 
of consciousness and its wonderful results; 
and having developed in Part II the essential 
part played by religion in this social evolu-
tion, we are now ready to consider the chal-
lenge which these facts bring to organized 
Christianity. It is obvious that we shall find 
our sanction and warrant for Religious ·Educa-
tion in the world's vital need of a progressive, 
social and spiritual religion, and in the fact 
that only through social evolution can these 
unique values be conserved for the future. We 
must face the fact that the blessings of our 
Christian civilization are. absolutely dependent 
upon social transmission. 
a) Life's Warp and Woof 
We have seen in our foregoing discus-
s i on that human life, in its structure, is 
not a mere agglutination. It is a physico-
soci al organism. For the moment, by way of 
analogy, let us conceive of it as a fabric, 
with a warp and a ,,voof, and we shall find the 
f igure a useful and suggestive one. Life's 
structure and culture and character are the 
result of the interweaving of organic and 
social inheritance. Consciousness, limited 
more or less by instinct and habit, is the 
weaver. The woof of social inheritance is 
the beautiful and refined pattern of modern 
Christian culture, inwrought in the individual 
by education and social experience in a civil-
ized home and community. The warp, usually 
concealed· within the fabric, is made up of the 
coarser, sometimes stronger strands of organic 
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inheritance, running back through the brief 
era of civilization, far back into the long 
periods of barbarism and more primitive, 
savage cultures, even to the animal ancestry 
itself. This fact is of the very essence of 
the law of evolution. Human life has come 
far, and it has climbed high. The bulk of 
its ancestry was by no means civilized. As 
some one has said, "Because those earlier 
ages were so long and so de~p; because man 
*/has been a Christian, th~s sub-conscious 
heritage needs to be recognized." Further-
more the almost universal emphasis of 
* 
modern biology, that acquired characteristics 
of parents are not organically inherited by 
their children, separates very definitely 
the social heritage of the child from his or-
ganic inheritance. This forces us rather 
definitely to the conclusion that while 
primitive human traits and instincts, the 
original nature of man, so characteristic 
of early cultures, are organically trans-
mitted, our Christian civilization cannot be 
organically transmitted. If it is to be 
preserved at all, i t must be socially trans-
mitted. Consciousness, individual and social, 
must interweave the WOOF upon the WARP . Per-
haps this symbolism will help us to get close 
to the facts; though we shall not forget 
that it is essentially an analogy. 
Human childhood is not born civilized, 
any more than it is born speaking the English 
language. Civilization is simply a series 
of acquired characters, socially transmitted . 
It must be taught, just as language must be 
taught, and the moral sense developed and re-
fined. Each child born into a civilized 
home and community must be civilized anew • 
.At birth he is far below the cultu:re level of 
his own home; he must be patientl~ gradual-
ly l±fted to that level. It takes a whole 
childhood to do it, and usually a complete 
adolescence as well. This educative process 
I conceive of as a weaving process which pro-
duces the imperishable fabric of immortal life 
has been a savage so much longer than he 
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Such is the high dignity and solemn privilege 
of Christian education. · 
b) The Warp: Our Primitive Organic Heritage 
Consciousness is the weaver of the fab-
ric of life; both the social consciousness, 
represented by parents and teachers and friends, 
and the coopera·t;ing consciousness of the c:b.ild 
as well. The fabric is impossible without both 
warp and woof, and life has both. Upon the 
coarse, strong, sturdy warp of organic heredity 
is interwoven the more beautiful and refined 
woof of our social inheritance. Upon the racial 
strands of the ancestral warp is woven the pat-
tern of modern culture, the beautiful woof of a 
Christian civilization. The woof is the conven-
tional pattern of modern custom which conceals 
the rougher, more vigorous, but less restrained 
impulses of the primitive warp. 
Far back to invisible moorings runs the 
warp , reaching back through barbarism into the 
dimness of prehistoric time, and even laying 
hold upon the animal ancestry which antedated 
man. Thus it . involves every page of the vol-
ume of human descent, and we have come from 
far. Into the far-stretching life-strands of 
this primitive warp have been twisted all the 
permanently useful elements of Nature which 
have survived the testings of aeons of strug-
gle, elements physical, moral, psychical, so-
cial,1 spiritual, all surviving f or the u.se of 
the p~stic child organism whose developing char-
acter is to be woven upon this hoary heritage. 
The point to be pondered is this: Thia 
organic heritage, this · tou~h, . stron9 warp or-
human life is anything bu a civillzed roduct. 
o on y as he vas u o · a ouT ances ry 
been neither Christian nor cultured, but in all 
probability that Christian culture is too re-
cent a factor to have affected to any degree 
our organic inheritance. This is the clear 
dictum of the moaern biological consensus, 
that acquired characteristics are not organ-
ically transmitted. Unless orthogenesis works 
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more rapidly than most scientists admit, this 
separates very definitely the child's social 
*>heritage of primitive culture and innate tend-
encies. All these innate tendencies, call 
them instincts or what you will , appear in the 
child's character-weaving, in the wa~, and the 
warp is not civilized. We are forc e to admit 
that while primitive human traits and impulses 
are organically transmitted, by the natural law 
of evolution, our Christian civilization must 
depend u~on social transmission. That is, the 
warp of he fabric of life comes to the child 
inev:i,tably, automatically; but the woof of 
Christian character and culture must be an 
achievement. It involves an educational pr ocess 
and a p ersonal endeavor, the social resultant 
of all the personal forces of present environ-
ment working with God for that child's welfare , 
c) ~eaving in the ~oof: The Civilizing Process of 
Social Evolution 
We do not then need to use the term Re-
capitulation, or to recall its use of data, 
to explain such phenomena as the jolly crude-
ness of immature boys and their easy imperson-
ations of savage ideals. The irrepressible, 
irresponsible boy is simply uncivilized. He 
is in the midst of the civilizing process, and 
this pro cess is not always comfortable either 
for him or his environment. He is not so much 
epitomizing past cultures, or rehearsing the 
dramas of primitive epochs, as he is simply er-
posing his own uncultured heritage, as the 
coarse strands of the warp show through. 
His organic inheritance is no worse than that 
of the more saintly little gentleman who lives 
on the same street, but he conceals the warp a 
trifle less successfully . We say he is more 
impulsive, more Bzplosive, that his will is 
more precipitate; but perhaps he really had 
more to explode. There was more of the raw 
material of life in him, and vitality must find 
outlet and expression. This sturdy, rough ele-
ment of organic inheritance is a mi ght y part of 
heritage of civilized sanctions ~his organic 
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his life capital and it ill behooves us to be-
little its importance; but without injuring 
the warp in this boy/s life fabric, we must so 
educate him as 'to fit him for useful citizen-
ship in the grade of culture into which he was 
born. Without the woof of a truly Christian 
civilization the pattern of his life will be 
sadly incomplete. If it be a one-side.d secular 
culture which the state gives him, with no help 
from the churches and schools of r eligion, then, 
·whatever the ·beauty qf the pattern and the per-
fection of the weaving, we have simply produced 
a cultured pagan, not a whit better prepared to 
stand life's moral testings than was the cultured 
paganism of ancient Greece which dieo/from sheer 
lack of ideals. Herein is the clear challenge 
to the church to guarantee the effective trans-
mission of a Christian social inheritance. 
d)' The Danger of Social Reversion to Type 
As a matter of fact we can observe the 
subtle process of disintegration, now opera-. 
tive, as Christianity, in certain environments, 
is b ecoming one o f the lost arts, through fail-
ure in transmission. Perhaps nothing is easier 
to transmit socially, from generation to genera-
tion, than the forms of religion. From sheer 
mechanical momentum the wheels seem to continue 
automatically, because nobody cares to stop them. 
The body of a church remains even after the spir-
it has departed. ]1ew intelligent people V~Uuld 
claim that the nominally Christian churches in 
South America have much of the spirit o f Christ 
in them. They are essentially pagan , a religion 
of symbols and propitiations, quite devoid of 
inte~lectual content or moral significance. 
Somewhere between the apostolic age and ·the presen~ 
there was a failure in social ;transmission. The 
living faith of the fathers was not passed on to 
the children. 
Likewise in many isolated, neglected, 
American communities a very similar thing has 
happened. In fact we can see it in process where-
ever the sources of spiritual vitality and social 
effectiveness are being dried up through neglect 
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of the teaching of religion, and its demonstra-
tion in vital Christian living. For decades 
in these isolated communities, such social 
transmission as they have had has been but the 
teaching of ignorance by ignorance. Their 
public schools have long been pitiable make-
shifts, and their Sunday Schools even worse; 
while their pulpit instruction, by intermit-
tent itinerants without .education or training, 
is nothing but empty exhortation bolstered up 
by laborious argument over outworn creeds. 
If religion is life, its spi~it has long since 
fled. "NiY peopl e are destroyed for lack of 
knowledge: because thou hast rejected know-
ledge, I will also reject thee •••• I also will 
forget thy children" (Hosea 4:6) is the word 
exactly describing the situation in such de-
cadent communities. Again, somewhere between 
the Pilg~ im Fathers and the present, there 
has been a failure of social inheritance. 
Again, we must face the grim fact that 
an essential reversion to tJ~-:pe is going on 
none the less surely in the moral realm when 
religion is neglected in the midst of oulture. 
Our most dangerous failure in religious educa-
tion· is not of the South .American type, nor 
of the Tennessee mountain type, but of the 
patrician city type, - where indeed children 
have not become quite an extinct species! In 
such families the children are tenderly nur-
tured, as a matter of course. A variety of 
specialists attend to their physical needs, 
even in anticipatio n , with every variety of 
preventive medicine and surgical for esight, 
from orthopedics to orthodontia! Likewise 
from the earliest days their intellectual and 
social development is most thoroughly prov ided 
for by tutors and teachers of various types. 
And in many such homes, to be sure, the same 
loving care provides for the spiritual nature 
of the child. But it is well known that such 
is too frequently not the case • . 
With all this splendid emphasis upon 
culture, which is quite in accord with our 
stress upon the necessity for adequate social 
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evolution; there is too often a tacit dis-
regard of the fact that the spir~tual nature 
of the child has any need of culture, and 
often the frank and obstinate denial of the 
fact. Occasionally one of the family fads 
is "to protect the growing child from the 
danger of being prejudiced by religion in 
his formative years;" as i-f it were taking an 
unfair advantage of him, to stamp upon his 
plastic mind and heart a prepossession in 
favor of his father's faith, before he can 
defend himself against it and form an inde-
pendent, unbiased judgment on religious ques-
tions himself. This extremely superficial 
attitude toward religion, which would make 
it an unimportant elective in life's cur-
riculum, is usually a cloak to conceal or 
to .adorn the family's lazy neglect of re-
ligious education, or sometimes, a personal 
reaction, with more or less resentment, 
against the parents' own rigorous religious 
training in early years, which was doubt-
less responsible for whatever moral char-
acter they possess. To suggest to such 
people that they similarly regard the mor-
al law as an elective for their children, 
and not attempt to bias th~ir consciences 
in favor of any sort of social morality, 
would very likely be regarded as highly 
scandalous. Yet as a matter of fact this 
is likely to be the result of their mugwump 
attitude toward religion, which is in the 
writer's judgment the only safe basis of 
ethics and sanction for morals. 
iThile such wilfully neglectful famil-
ies may not be numerous, it is unquestion-
ably true t hat the lazily neglectful are 
legion. The children of t he nation are not 
being taught religion at home; nor are 
most of them being taught the religious 
basis o£ character anywhere else, in any 
adequate way. If this be true, with all 
our boasted culture, which is breathlessly 
striving to keep up with the increase of 
wealth in America, we are in grave danger 
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of acquiring a superficial social veneer, as 
a substitute for a Christian civilization, 
which simply means modern paganism . American 
paganism is not one whit safer morally than 
the paganism of India or Japan today or of 
cultured Greece in the age of Pericles . With-
out an ethical religion, with its moral ideals 
clarified and made dynamic by spiritual re-
ligion, any sort of paganism is a social shell, 
rotten at heart , whatever be its other sanctions 
for its social code, be they patriotic, as in 
Japan, philosophic, as in· India, or aesthetic, 
as in Greece in her glory. In the moral realm 
there is absolutely no safe substitute for the 
sanctions of religion. May I call attention 
emphatically to the fact that somewhere, be-
tween the religious founders of our -new world 
commonwealth and the adherents of our modern 
paganism, there has been a serious failure in 
social heredity to pass on the moral values of 
a Christian civilization. 
2. THE UNIQUE FUNCTION OF RR[.IGIOUS EDUCATION 
a) The Undergirding of Civilization 
The above line of reasoning has I 
trust made clear what is the unique function 
of religious education. It must undergird 
civilization, and pr event its disintegration 
into paganism , in reversion to type. Re-
ligious values can be conserved and perpetu-
ated only by religious education. 
The responsibility which is borne by 
our educational system is a very grave one. 
Civilization , socially inherited from our 
fathers, must be taught our children. It 
must be socially transmitted. It will not 
be organically or automatically transmitted, 
nor will it be absorbed by way of the at-
mospheie. By suggestion and imitation, by 
instruction and training, the children of 
each new generation must be civilized. They 
are never born civilized nor Christian. Home 
and school and church and church school, sup-
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:plemented, in larger communi ties, by many .. 
voluntary agencies, share this vital re- ··· · 
s:ponsibility. All phases of education and 
all types of educational institutions are · 
involved in it. They must develop, in the 
:plast ic minds and characters within their 
influence, the intellectual, moral, social 
and spiritual powers required f or a Christ-
ian civilization. This responsibility of the 
work of education dignifies t ha t work beyond 
all telling. It· is the most important work 
in life, for the civilized future of the race 
depends upo~ it. 
·e can co ncisely evaluate now the work 
of religious education, and orient it in re-
lation to our modern social li f e. The loss 
of religion demoralizes a people and disinte-
grat es a nation. The moral foundations of 
society h~ve never been safely laid except in 
religious sentiments, convictions and i deals. 
Relig ion is not only the centripetal force 
which integrates society. and the conserva-
t ive f orce which guards its most precious 
possessions of idealism and altruism. Relig-
ion of the progress i.ve, social type is the 
soul of civilization itsel f , without which it 
reverts to crass m~terialism and lower forms 
of life. · 
1bile we may claim then for education 
in general the honor and burden of transmit-
ting all the treasures of civilization 
through social evolution; to religious edu-
cation the supreme task falls, of undergird-
i ng civilization. It must develop the spirit 
in man . It must make reli ion real to the 
chi en o men. I must pu religious mean-
ing into the whole of life. It will then 
unit e human forces with the life of t he in-
finite God, and the goal of evolut ion will be 
gained. 
b ) Conserving the Val ues an d ~uncti ons of Religion in Li f e 
This is r eligi ous education's unique 
fun ction, only on the ground of the specific 
function of religion in social evolution. 
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Upon the thoroughness of our discussion in 
Part II of this dissertation will depend the 
certainty of this present content±on. If I 
have in any degree succeeded in proving that 
religion is not a mere luxury, not a negligible 
factor in culture, but a positive necessity; 
then religious education has a unique function 
to fulfil. If I have shown that the social 
religion of Jesus has been a real factor in 
human progress , i f it is largely responsible 
for the world's altruism and social sympathy; 
then the trahsmissi on of such a religion to 
the ne-xt generation by the process of educa-
tion is a unique responsibility. If the 
promotion of hrunanitarian and reform move-
ments is largely dependent upon relig~us 
ideals, then to fail to inculcate and "trans-
mit these ideals is to block social progress. 
If religion is an instinctive characteristic 
of humanity , and if its functi ons make f or 
self-fulfilment, for p ersonal e ifici ency and 
morale , so essential in social evolution; 
then religious edu cation is serving an inborn 
human need and cannot safely be neglected. 
If free , tolerant , progressive religious 
thinking, with ethical and social spirit 
gives progress to religion and c ont ent to 
ideals, then the modern world cannot spare 
it, we must teach it to our children. Agai n, 
if religion is necessary for a complete mor-
ality, if a religion with personalized moral 
ideals has the lifting power which a code of 
ethics lacks; if religion and morality, both 
imperfect when separated, complete each oth-
er in the life o f efficient good will; then 
it is uniquely important to foster religious 
education for the sake of the moral character 
of our future citizenship in the republic. 
Furthermore, i f the dynamic in civili-
zation is enlight ened sympathy, and restrained 
emotion, and if the ultimate sense of values, 
of conviction and moral earnestness which con-
vinces and challenges men are f ound in the 
religious feelings; then somehow religious 
education must foster this great source of 
power, and guard it carefully_ lest it be lost. 
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And finally , if MDEALSserve the function in 
social evolution which variations and muta-
tions serve in organic evolution, if ideals 
are the rungs by which the race has climbed, 
and if ideals find their spiritualizing, and 
their clarifying supremely in religious think~ 
ing and living, and find their most powerful 
dynamic in relj_gious emotion and sentiment; 
in short if the most vital ideals are the 
concrete, personalized ideals of Chxistianity 
made incandescent and magnetic by religious 
devotion and loyalty, then the sharing of 
ideals is the strategy of teaching, and in 
this supreme task religious education has 
obviously a unique fun~ion. Particularly 
is this true in view of the unfathomed sus-
ceptibility of adolescent boys andgirls to 
the appeals of idealism, and their progres-
sive development of ideals as conscience 
grows through experience and the tides of 
emotion rise within their deepening, expand-
ing life. 'V e must therefore fairly conclude 
that the function of religious education is 
decidedly unigue. Unless it does its task 
thorou~hl well civilization will la and 
re i g ion ail. The only way for religious 
. education to be :telieved of its unique re-
sponsibility is for general education to a s -
sume its task. State education ·may attempt 
the work of moral education; but in a de-
mocracy it dare not assume to be religious; 
which brings us to our next sub-topic. 
3. THE OPPORTUNITY AND THE HANDICAP OF RELIGION 
IN A DEMO CRATIC STATE 
a) The Guaranteed Separation of Church and State 
"Proclaim liberty throughout the land, 
unto all the inhabitants thereof~' is one of 
the ancient slogans of religion. Religion 
may be sustained in any sort of a tyranny; 
but only in a democracy does a progressive 
religion sustain itsel f . It comes to its own 
in an atmosphere o± freedom. Here it enjoys 
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free scope, free speech, free exercise and 
untramelled opportunity for service. It 
stands on its merits in competition with 
other institutions and has to deserve favor 
and appreciation to win popular support. 
This however is no handicap to religion, for 
in the freedom of a democracy, religion 
finds its finest opportunity; not the least 
of which is its freedom from the embarrass-
ments of the patronage of the state which it 
accepts under the established church system,-
of which sys .tem Germany is the classic example. 
In America the separation of church and 
state is guaranteed by the federal constitu-
tion, and this guarantee is undoubtedly of mu-
tual benefit. The patronage of the church by 
the state is as demoralizing sometimes for the 
church as is the domination of the state by 
the church an intolerable tyranny of priest-
craft. It is well for us all that these medi-
aeval abuses can neither of them enter our 
national life; anything which savors of eith-
er abuse would promptly be rebuked by our 
people. Particularly sensitive are the Ameri-
can people to any form of encroachment upon 
the public school system which may be threat-
ened by any religious body. We all feel 
strongly that whatever else may happen to our 
public schools, no sectarian religious influ-
ence must ever be allowed to creep in to dis-
turb its absolute democracy. Sa pronounced 
is this popular conviction, Professor .Athearn 
.is probably safe in his prediction, "Religion 
will not be taught in the American public 
schools. 11 (Religious Education and Amerioan 
Democracy, p.20) 
• b) Religion Excluded from Public Schools 
Though honest opinions may differ as 
to the desirability of having the Bible read 
in the opening exercise of the schoqls, in 
any case this more or less formal recognition 
of the Bible's authority, and the usually 
colorless reading from the scriptures by the 
teacher, is no 'substitute for religious in-
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struction. It can hardly be said to bear upon 
our problem of religious education in any de-
gree . If the time should come again when in 
every school in ~~rica the Bible should be 
read for a few moments every day, the whole 
problem of religiqus education would still re-
main untouched arid unsolved. It is obvious 
that no real teachin~ of the Bible, except as 
ancient history , cou d ever be tolerated by a 
fair-minded people, so long as there are Jews, 
Catholics and Protestants sharing both the · 
support and the constituency o f the public 
schools; and it is a fair question whether 
any extended course of study in Biblical History 
and Literature would be tol=erated long in com-
munities which are not religiously homogeneous. 
To be sure, the difficulties can be 
partly removed by using a "shorter Bible" pre-
pared by a joint committee of the tr~ee relig-
ious factors above mentioned; but such an em-
asculated Bible coul d hardly be accepted as a 
satisfactory text-book in religious education 
by either of the three parties . For devotional 
purpos es it should hav e great usefulness; but 
it is not adapted to educational use. And noth-
ing could be more evident than that in any Am-
erican community where either the Roman Catho-
lics, the Protestants or the Jews might happen 
to be in the minority, they would protest 
against any attempt of the rival majority to 
establish locally any form of religious in-
struction, or even Biblical interpretation,in 
the schools; and fair-minded men of whatever 
faith would sustain the protest. 
c) The Problem of Moral Teaching in Public Schools 
* 
Akin to this is the closely related 
problem of the teaching of morals, or rather, 
of ethical instruction in the public schools. 
For fully a decade, a commission of the 
National Education Asso ciation has been work-
ing on this problem and may be expected to 
report soon an American system of moral edu-
cation, which will engage the attention of 
every teacher and pupil in all the grades and 
a collection of literary mast erpieces and as 
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the high school years. The earnest purpose 
of the'Association in establishing this com-
mission deserves high commendation. It is 
great to have·character recognized by our pub-
lic school men as one of the supreme aims of 
education. But the question at once arises, 
ibat sort of a system of moral education can 
possibly be adopted by the educational system 
of a mixed democracy like ours? And especial-
ly, what sort of sanctions can such a public 
ethical system appeal to for its moral author-
ity? 
These questions can be more readily 
answered, i f we consult a few books recently 
written for the public school field. An at-
tractive text-book by C.L.Robbins, entitled 
"The School as a Social Institution" (1918) 
appeals to us not only because of its timely 
title, but because it emphasizes the educa-
tional importance of ideals. His second 
chapt er treats admirably of the Social Ideals 
of the School, among which he classes soci-
ability and its related virtues, cooperation, 
tolerance, freedom, responsibility: the 
sense ' of duty, initiative and justice. But 
our enthusiasm lags when in a later chapter 
we find him claiming · that "the effectiveness 
of the religious ideal has waned, n and that 
the changing ideals of the school in America 
have enthroned in its place the civic ideal 
of preparation for citizenship, and more re-
cently the democratic or social ideal. 
d) A Fatal Lack of Motive Power in Prudential Ethics 
Still nearer the heart of our problem 
is :E, .C .Sharp's nEducation for Character" (1917). 
A·significant fact about this book is the 
entire absence of religion from the index. 
The author's obvious attempt is to prescribe 
scientific character-building independent of 
religion; and we must admit that he has de-
veloped a beautiful prescription. The ques-
tion is as to his motive power. He has much 
to say about ideals; but we question as to 
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their dynamic. He asserts tbbt morality de-
pends upon an ·inner "!irit of lo{alt~ to the 
moral ideal. His dif"iculty is o f1.nd 
adequate inspiration to keep alive this loy-
alty. His program of social activities, with-
in and without the curriculum is a splendid 
one. The mechanics are perfect; but what 
about the dynamics? Inevitably he comes, in 
due time, to altruism as an ideal; though 
he makes a claim first for egoism and self-
interest as normal ideals. He says little 
about altruism in the abstract, but stresses 
n service" in many concrete forms . This is 
splebdid; but what is to ~e the persistent 
inner motive for all this service? My con-
clusion is that his _system of moral education 
is intellectually perfect but emotionally, 
and therefore volitionally werur. It is a 
technically perfect program from the ethical 
culture viewpoint; but from the Christian 
standpoint it lacks vitality and dynamic be-
cause it studiously avoids the most powerful 
of all dynamic for ideals, the religious 
motives and sentiments. John Dewey's "Democ-
racy and Education" (1916) comes to the same 
dilemma, and even gives a good statement of 
it (p. 412) when he says: "Moral education 
in school is practically hopeless when we set 
up the development of character as the supreme 
end, · and at the same time treat the acquiring 
of knowledge and the development of understanding 
as having nothing to do with character •••• At 
the other end of the scale stands the Socratic-
_Platonic teaching which identifies knowl edge 
and virtue •••• This doctrine is co1nmo nly attack-
ed on the ground that nothing is more common than 
ror a-man to know the good and yet do the bad: 
not knowledge, but habituation or practice, and 
motive are what is required." Here is exactly 
the weakness of the prudential ethics in 
schools, devoid of religion. They lack motive; 
and-it is a fatal lack. Knowledge, habitua-
tion, motive are all essential to moral train-
ing. In his text-book Dr. Sharp has presented 
quite adequately the -bare facts of simple ethic-
·al instruction; and he has likewise offered 
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many practical suggestions for getting this in-
struction actually into the brain-paths by way 
of demonstration and practice. In fact it may 
be said that 11 habituation" is really the aim of 
his book. But according to Dewey's formula, 
there still remains the unique necessity for 
providing motive, without which knowledge is 
futile · for character, and habituation is mere-
ly grinding the machine with little permanent 
reaction upon the operator. 
· Our study of ideals has shown us the 
necessity for a dynamic loyalty based on re-
ligion, to make those ideals effective. ~e 
c~~e to the same conclusion in . connection with 
our study of the special function of religion 
in social progress . Any mere code of ethics 
is voli tionaJ.ly weak because it is emotional-
. ly 'feeble. Religious sanction is vital in 
morals, because thus. only can t he element of 
religious ideals and personal loyalty to the 
pe:esonalized ideal transfigure moraJ.s and make 
the ideals more certainly real in lif e. Pru-
dential ethics means sublimated selfishness 
and gradually corrodes the conscience. Our 
children will never really become g ood because 
"it pays.n The only sure basis for moral char-
acter, for the individual, the ±am~Iy or the 
nation, is in religious sanctions. The more 
clearly this fact is established, the more ~m­
perative ~s the challenge to maintain relig-
ious education for the sake of the moral future 
of the state. It becomes one of the tests of 
patrio tism to meet this challenge. 
4 . RELIGIOUS EDUCATION'S CHALLENGE IN M~ERICA 
Since writing the major part of this 
dissertation, I have found in the concluding 
pages of Kidd's nThe Science of :Power, 1' (1918) 
these ringing words, which fit in exactly at 
this point of my argument: "The will to at-
tain to an end imposed on a people by the emo-
tion of an ideal organized and transmitted 
through social heredity is the highes t capaci -
ty of mind. It can only ·be imposed in all its 
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strength through the y-oung . So to impose 
it has become the chief end of education in 
the future. Oh, you blind leaders who seek 
to convert the world by labored disputations! 
Step out of the way or the world must fling 
you aside. Give as the Young. Gi ve us the 
Young and we will create a new mind and a 
new earth in A sn GLE G:h:.NERATION. II 
a) The Possible Transcending of Social Inheritance 
The startling optimism of the above 
challenge reminds us of a similar slogan 
which has been for some years the challeng-
ing motto of the Laymen's Missionary Move-
ment: nThe Evangelization of the 17orld in 
This Generation." As a basis for rational 
faith, which challenge commands the more 
reasonable con~idence? They differ by the 
span of only one generation. M:r. Kidd's 
faith proclaims the possible evangel ization 
of the world by the next generation, when 
the youth of toda~r are the dominant minds 
of tomorrow. But his faith has a far better 
basis than the other slogan presents, aside 
from the mere matter of the time involved. 
The evangelization of the present adult 
generation involves all the difficult work 
of character reconstruction in adult life, 
which is fundamentally the reorganization 
of brain paths, the breaking of the self-
forged chains of habit, the painfully belated 
task of f orming new habits of reaction for a 
new Way of Life; all of which is possible 
in the providence of God, but as highly im-
probable as it is extremely difficult. 
It is the spiritual miracle of mor a.l 
resurrection. This miracle the Spirit of God 
in life is constantly working among men, but 
at tremendous expenditure of spiritual forces 
required in overcoming the moral inertias of 
life. Under favorable circumstances, doubt-
less one half of the effort now expended year 
by year in this tremendously difficult miracle 
of the redemption of an adult world, if applied 
directly to children and youth under · an adequate 
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system of religious education, would very pos-
sibly accomplish what 11r. Kidd promises. He 
is by no means the first to recognize the 
strategic plasticity of the child mind. That 
first seer, who first sensed by intuition the 
marvellous power of social heredity with 
children, was the Man of Nazareth. Yet his 
church has muddled through the centuries with 
its hereditary blunder of devoting ninety per 
cent of its ·effort to the adult half of society, 
trying t ·o cultivate the stony, thorny, beaten 
path of the adult mind, to the neglect of the 
habit-free, prejudice-free and plastic, open 
mind of childhood. And while we readily grant 
the argument as too obvious for discussion, we 
aontin) to plan our church programs as well 
as our church architecture to suit the fancied 
needs and the whims and tastes of the adults 
whose money finances the enterprise, while the 
patron determines the product . In spite of 
the abundance of musical talent, ninety-nine 
per cent of churches insist upon spending more 
money on professional choirs than upon their 
church school. With short-sighted selfish-
ness we adults variously appropriate the 
church funds according to our adult tastes, 
and leave but an infinitessimal fraction for 
the church's strategic work of religious 
education. Consequently, with meager re-
sources, on the copper standard basis, and 
often with inconvenient rooms where genuine 
educational work is all but impossible, and 
with little equipment, this moment ous task 
of conserving our religious heritage is played 
wi th, as if it were of no great seriousness 
anJrway . 
b) Increasing Efficiency Points the Way. 
But a truer vision is already dominant 
in the councils of our leaders and in thousands 
of modern church schools. The statesmanlike 
programs of more than one national agency f or 
religious education are winning the respect and 
support of educational circles and challenging 
the cooperation of all who own the d.ouble loyalty 
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to Christ and country. The correllation of 
the standardized work of the modern church 
school with public education must proceed, 
and will proceed as fast as its importance 
is demonstrated and the standard maintained. 
The establishment of week day schools of re-
ligious education, for a few hours of addition-
al instruction to supplement the overcrowded 
Sunday hour of the church school, is likely 
to continue on a much larger scale, when 
people eome to realize more fully the unique 
dependence of the nation upon the s chools of 
religion for adequate moral instruction as 
well as religious inspiration. 
How challenging the present situation 
is to the forces of religious education in 
this country is very vividly stated in this 
paragraph from Dr. Richardson's prophetic 
address before the Religious Education Asso-
ciation last month at Detroit: "But in order 
to carry through a project as vast as this, 
all of the spiritual reserves available need 
to be used. Ve may not see into the future, 
but a careful survey of all the generations 
that have made their contribution to advancing 
civilization suggests that the present one 
is called upon to transcend all others in he-
roic devotion to the ideal. The moral viril-
ity necessary to meet the challenge of the 
present crisis needs the support of every 
psychological force that is available." Speak-
ing of the strategic relation of religious 
education to the permance of democracy, Dr. 
Richardson went on to say: "A world conscious-
ness surcharged with morality is the only guar-
antee of the permanency of whatever government-
al instrument of world democracy is about to be 
created. Vfuen Lloyd George asked the question: 
'Are we to lapse back into the old national 
rivalries , animosities and competitive arma-
ments, or are we to initiate the reign on earth 
of the Prince of Peace?' he challenged the world 
to make an inventory of its stock of morality 
and of whatever educational machinery it may have 
for educating future citizens in morality. There 
is barely enough of this precious commodity to 
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supply immediate demands . Rush orders for 
inter-racial good-will and universal neighbor-
liness are being received.. The church-school 
is now twenty-five years behind political 
progress. It should have had a public and 
national conscience ready for this great day. 
The challenge which it faces is both insistent 
and world-wide in its scope. n 
Religious education's challenge, then, 
is the double challenge of a unique need and a 
vast opportunity. It is the need of sound mor-
al instruction sustained by the motives of re-
ligion; and the opportuni ty to create a new 
fair world, su+ely and speedily, by capturing 
the imaginative minds and loyal hearts of the 
growing generation. In order to state more 
explicitly this aggressive policy of +eligious 
education which the present situation in these 
significant reconstruction daya demands, I will 
state .my summary of conclusions in the form o f 
these final propositions: · 
SOME FUNDAMENTAL IDEALS IN RELIGIOUS EDUCA•J:ION 
There is no safe basis for Democracy ex-
cept in Righteousness , and no sure basis for 
Righteousnes s excep t in Religion. We fear 
that an educated people without religion is as 
dangerous as an ignorant democracy. 
We have in the Gospel of Jesus Christ a 
redemptive force which i,ndividuals and communi-
ties need for their salvation, both present and 
future, and for sound moral character, and so-
cial efficiency in a real brotherhood . 
The future of our nation and of our Christ-
ian world. civilization depends upon the trans-
mission from generation to generation of this 
teaching of reli gion and its moral power. 
R i ght eou~s never inherited . In each genera-
tion it must be taught and actually learned and 
practiced, and its ideals wrought into life. 
V'e have heretofore been wont to assure 
ourselves that religion is a matter of i nspira-
tion, and the perpetuation of its moral values 
safely intrusted to zealous and faithful preach-
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ers. we now know the perpetuation of religion 
is a matter of education as well as of inspira-
tion, requiring a thorough-going system of re-
ligious schools which shall, especially among 
our children and youth , safe-guard our inherit-
ance of the teaching as well as the fervor of 
the Christian faith, and shall effectively im-
plant both in life. 
We are convinced that no community has 
a right to call itself Christ i an which is not 
providing effectively for this transmission 
of the sanctions of religion and its charact-
er-making· power to the next generation. This 
r equires an effective community .program of 
instruction and inspiration and demonstration, 
which shall give all the people, and the child-
ren of all the people , the moral and spiritual 
elements of our Christian faith. 
Vie therefore venture to assert that the 
work of Religious Education is at least as 
vital a responsibility for any Christian com-
munity as is the work of general education, 
and cannot be avoided or shirk~d, without ser-
ious loss of self-respect and positive danger 
to the community and the commonwealth. 
We believe this responsibility is a pa-
triotic duty, which rests not alo ne upon the 
ministry and upon the Church , but upon every 
loyal citizen who loves righteousness, and has 
regard for the moral character of our citizen-
ship and t he future of the nation. To such 
loyal citizens therefore we make our earnest 
appeal, confi dent that the serious impo rtance 
of the common task will challenge their co-
operative service. 
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